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There exists a dominant discourse on the ideal Malay Muslim maternal mother. 
On the other hand, much of the research on Malay maternity deals with how 
different structural forces such as Islam, medicine and adat together with their 
agents have come to shape women‟s maternity experiences. Thus, the voices of 
Malay women were largely not in the purview of research on Malay maternity. 
This study then aims to expand the scholarship through interviewing Malay 
women who are currently or have recently undergone the experience of 
pregnancy, childbirth and the postpartum/confinement period. By placing Malay 
women‟s narratives as the focus of the research, I explore what are Malay 
women‟s maternal experiences in light of a dominant discourse on the ideal 
Malay mother. I found that my informants adopted the dominant discourse on the 
ideal Malay mother. They viewed themselves as primarily responsible for the 
successful growth of a healthy baby. Their status as good mothers was determined 
by this. They then train their bodies to meet this ideal. Central throughout the 
maternal experience is the acts of sacrifice which facilitates the women‟s 
objective to become virtuous, good Muslim mothers. Therefore, in order to be the 
ideal good Malay Muslim mother, my informants have to transform their bodily 
performance into one that is reflective of a sacrificing mother.  It is within these 
bodily acts of sacrifice that my informants‟ agentive capacities are revealed.  
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It is interesting that you want to do research on Malay women’s experiences. But 




















INTRODUCTION: BODILY INSPIRATION 
1.1 Personal Experience: “My Body is Not Just Mine” 
          4 a.m.; I could not sleep. I kept staring at the clock deliberating whether I 
should take the test then. I was 10 months into my marriage and already had a 
miscarriage. I did not want to be disappointed. My heart fluttered in anticipation 
urging me to proceed to the bathroom.  
 
          15 minutes later, I was hunching against the sink with my eyes transfixed 
upon the small results window on the test. The mandatory wait time was like a life 
sentence. I just could not wait. A few seconds later, two lines appeared and my 
body was instantaneously warmth by a surge of emotions. With pregnancy stick 
still in hand, I woke my husband to confirm the results: I was pregnant. As my 
husband dozed back to sleep, I sat at the edge of the bed staring at the test. Little 
did I know, that would be one of the few personal and intimate experiences that I 
would have with my body and the fetus it was sheltering.  
 
          As news about my pregnancy broke, so did the control that I have over my 
body. My mother, in-laws, aunties and even strangers all tried to claim knowledge 
and jurisdiction over the management of my pregnant body. From predicting the 
sex of the baby through the shape of my tummy to teaching me the right way to 
walk, these truth claimers, who also happen to always be women, soon had power 
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over the conduct of my pregnancy. This was a blessing and a curse. Indeed, I was 
actively seeking knowledge from them. I remembered sharing my qualms with 
my mother. I desperately sought her acknowledgement that what I was 
experiencing was exactly what a pregnant woman usually goes through.  I could 
recall frantically browsing the internet for hours upon hearing that I just ate 
something „bad for the baby‟ from my mother-in-law‟s friend; a stranger whom I 
just met a few minutes before. Such unwarranted advice became even more 
frequent as my pregnancy began to show. It then struck me how this journey 
towards motherhood, touted to be the most personal event in a woman‟s life, was 
anything but personal.  
 
1.2 Discourses on the Ideal Malay Woman: On Motherhood 
1.2.1 The Ideal Mother is the Ideal Muslim Woman 
          I further discovered that maternity and motherhood was not a private event 
when I looked at discourses on Malay womanhood. What soon became evident as 
I looked through depictions on Malay Muslim womanhood was the theme of 
knowledgeable and caring mothers who successfully “raise their children in an 
Islamic manner” (Hartford, 2007: 81).  One book, titled, “The Ideal Muslimah” 
(Muslim Woman) typifies this. The male Middle-Eastern author informs his 
readers that “the Muslim woman never forgets that the mother‟s responsibility in 
bringing up the children and forming their characters is greater than that of the 
father, because children tend to be closer to their mother and spend more time 
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with her” (Al-Hashimi, 2003: 233). Therefore, according to the author, “the 
woman who understands the teachings of Islam and her own educational role in 
life, knows her full responsibility for the upbringing of her children, as is referred 
to in the Qur‟an” (Al-Hashimi, 2003: 234). This book identifies the ideal Muslim 
woman‟s main career as the primary custodian of the emotional, spiritual, 
intellectual and physical health of her children.  
 
        According to Douglas and Michaels (2004), the media creates an idealized 
image of the perfect mother. Al-Hashimi‟s (2003) book demonstrates how the 
Muslim world generated an image of the ideal Muslim woman as the good 
mother. In the Singapore context, an article in the local Malay daily, Berita 
Harian which featured the life of a prominent Islamic teacher, Ustazah Datuk Siti 
Nor Bahyah Mahamood also reflects Douglas and Michael‟s contention. 
Published on 13
th
 March 2014, this article interviewed Ustazah Siti on how she 
was able to remain responsible for the maintenance of strong familial bonds 
between her children. She does this by bringing her children to work. Therefore, 
the article notes that “walaupun sibuk dengan tugas dakwah, beliau tetap 
memenuhi tanggungjawab sebagai isteri, ibu dan nenek” (even though she is 
busy with the job of proselytizing, she still fulfills her responsibility as wife, 
mother and grandmother). She can successfully manage both her job and the 
household without needing the help of others such as that of a live-in helper. 
Through her tiresome work as a mother who selflessly raised up and nurtured her 
children, she is able to “memikat hati suami dan anak-anak” (win the hearts of 
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my husband and children). Similarly, in another article published on 2
nd
 April 
2014, local Malay radio DJ, Nity Baizura relates how she is excited to be a new 
mother. She talks about how easy her pregnancy was. She also informed that her 
personality began to transform beginning from her first trimester. She was now 
happier, positive-minded, calm, patient and more organized. She used to love to 
shop for herself. However, she now prioritizes the needs of her child when she 
shops.  
 
          Nursyahidah (2012) argues that Berita Harian produces repeated depictions 
of Malay women. She argues that the daily tends to churn out images and stories 
of laudable Malay women so that their readers would desire to emulate these 
examples. Therefore, she claims that one can then make inferences about the 
media‟s conception of the ideal Malay woman from these images. The preceding 
two articles depicted Malay women as being able to transform themselves into 
natural caregivers with ease once they become aware of their new status as 
mothers. Furthermore, they portrayed Malay mothers as being able to weave 
between different roles yet always placing their children before themselves. This 
created an image of the ideal Malay woman as a pious mother who is able to 
balance her work and home life as she is aware of her natural responsibility as a 
nurturer. Evidently, the voices of extraordinary, can-do-it-all celebrity mothers 




          I then wondered whether there were other representations of Malay Muslim 
women circulating in the media. I turned to the internet for answers triggered by 
Cherian George‟s (2006) assessment of how women‟s groups used the World 
Wide Web to produce alternative depictions of feminine identity. 
1.2.2 Inspirational Worker, Educator, Mother: Wearer of Many Hats 
          One of the websites which purports to target Malay Muslim women is 
blessedummi.com. The blog in the website is managed by a young Singaporean 
Malay Muslim woman who was a former teacher. Thus far, the “Inspirational 
Ummi Series” which features the writer interviewing inspirational mothers is the 
mainstay of the blog content. It is interesting that the creators of this site chose the 
Arabic term Ummi to identify the mothers interviewed. Even the writer chose to 
call herself Umm Muhaimin which means the “Mother of Muhaimin” (her son‟s 
name) instead of signing off with her real name at the end of every article. The 
writer of the blog saw the primary identity of herself and the women she 
interviewed as mothers. This echoes Al-Hashimi‟s (2003) notion that the ideal 
woman‟s principal identity is that of a mother. Furthermore, the title of the series 
in the blog supports the writer‟s intention to showcase exemplary women who can 
juggle between work, family and devotion with ease and thus should be emulated. 
The representation of such women is similar to those depicted in Berita Harian.  
 
          One interviewee Raudah Laza, a businesswoman, mother and teacher is 
emblematic of the type of women chosen to be interviewed for the blog, “I 
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enjoyed wearing many hats as I believe that there is a reward for all that I do for 
the sake of Allah”.1 So, for inspirational Ummi like Raudah it is only natural that 
her role model is her mother who has “sacrificed many things for me”. She is also 
awed by her colleague who can seamlessly juggle work, a Doctorate and still have 
time and energy for children exclaiming “I don‟t know how she does it!” From 
such interviews, I noticed how inspirational women are mothers who are 
successful at their jobs yet they are always able to prioritize their role as mothers. 
This is what a good mother is and a good mother is the ideal Muslim woman. 
 
          Such need to continuously represent remarkable Malay mothers then 
explains why an article which first appeared on productivemuslim.com has gained 
traction, circulating through numerous other faith based websites.
2
 It was even 
featured on a Muslim Mothers Facebook Group Discussion page which is meant 
to be a platform for ordinary, everyday Malay Muslim women to share their 
experiences of maternity and motherhood.
3
 The article is titled “How I‟m Trying 
to Raise 8 Intelligent, God-Conscious Children: Interview with Sharifah Mastura 
Al Jifri”. The interviewee is a Singaporean Malay Muslim. She dispenses 
knowledge on how she was able to homeschool 8 children in the Arabic, 
Singaporean and British curricula whilst memorizing the Quran, furthering her 
                                                          
1
Umm Muhaimin. 2014. “Inspirational Ummi Series: Raudah Laza. Retrieved from: 
http://blessedummi.com/inspirational-ummi-series-raudah-laza. Accessed on  November 20, 
2014. 
2
 Chinoy, Zaynab. 2015. “How I’m Trying To Raise 8 Intelligent, God-Conscious Children: Interview 
with Sharifah Mastura Al-Jifri” Retrieved from: http://productivemuslim.com/interview-sharifah-
aljifri/ Accessed on March 1, 2015. I came across this article in the course of making revisions to 
my thesis. 
3
 Facebook is a popular social media platform. 
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studies and teaching at the same time. She does this without ever breaking a sweat 
or needing any help as can be seen from her account of her typical day: 
It‟s breakfast, showers and learning time from 6:30-11am. 
The key to this is multi-tasking. Depending on the 
children‟s ages, my life is full of setting one child some 
writing at his desk, sending one to the shower, helping one 
to get dressed, reading a book to a little one while 
breastfeeding the baby. It‟s an endless stream of running 
around until everyone‟s had breakfast, showered and 
changed. When everyone‟s ready, the children then sit to 
listen to me reading them a book they‟ve chosen. They 
take turns to choose a book every day. Because of this, the 
children can‟t wait to start work with mummy. Then they 
all do their portion of reading, writing, learning numbers, 
Qur‟an and Iqraa‟ and we always finish off with some 
exciting craft work. It might be painting, sticking or 
making things. The children would take turns to come to 
me for Qur‟an, Iqraa‟ and reading Peter and Jane (graded 






          She then credits her thirst for knowledge and spirituality as the reason for 
her ability to juggle her work, further her education and care for her family. From 
the local daily to the internet, much of what is written about Malay Muslim 
women is idealized. Like Sharifah Mastura Al Jifri and Ustazah Datuk Siti Nor 
Bahyah Mahamood, the ideal Malay Muslim woman is a married woman with 
children. The ideal Muslim mother is then symptomatic of the ideal Muslim 
woman. She is able to balance between her home and working life yet is aware of 
her principal role as a mother. As a mother, she is adept at ensuring her children 
are instilled with both spiritual and secular knowledge so that they are equipped 
for the modern world and the Hereafter. It is for this reason that 
                                                          
4
 Iqraa is a book divided into six sections which aim to introduce children to the Arabic script. 
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productivemuslim.com featured Sharifah Mastura Al Jifri as a personality mothers 
should aspire to.  
 
          The presence of a dominant discourse on the ideal Malay Muslim woman is 
evident. She is a mother who is able to balance between work and family life yet 
always prioritizes the latter. Much of this discourse then relies on privileging the 
voices of „supermums‟ or celebrities. This silences the perspectives of ordinary 
Malay Muslim women. I then wondered whether such representations are also 
present in texts about Malay Muslim maternity which targets ordinary, everyday 
Muslim mothers as readers.
5
 What soon became evident was how like the 
websites and newspaper articles, the books on Malay maternity depicted an image 
of the ideal. 
 
1.3 Exploring Media Discourse on Malay Maternity 
1.3.1 The Child‟s Well-Being is solely in the Mother‟s Hands 
          One of the books, titled “Amalan Ibu Mengandung” (Practices of Pregnant 
Women), written by the same religious teacher featured in Berita Harian, Ustazah 
Datuk Siti Nor Bahyah Mahamood, has an accompanying 1 hour video compact 
disc (VCD) of her sermon on the same topic. In it, she explains to the pregnant 
wife and husband who had just received glad tidings from the doctor that the 
                                                          
5
 All the books were purchased at two popular bookstores among the Malay-Muslim community, 
Wardah Bookstore which is located at Bussorah Street and Salaam Media housed in Golden 
Landmark Shopping Complex at Victoria Street. 
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work of protecting and nurturing a pious and intellectual child begins prior to 
conception. What was interesting with her allocution on pregnancy was how she 
connected the different Islamic rites she advices her followers to perform such as 
asking for forgiveness, fasting and prayers with a psychologist‟s study of the 
effects of a mother‟s actions on the well-being of the unborn child. 
 
1.3.2 The Knowledge Seeking Mother: The Role of Islam, Medicine & Advice 
Givers 
          I also noticed how the writers of all the books about maternity that I have 
obtained, informed the reader that they consulted both medical and religious 
authorities in order to produce a comprehensive content. Ustazah Datuk Siti Nor 
Bahyah Mahamood‟s connecting her spiritual advice with psychological studies is 
an example of this. Consequently, a theme that runs across these maternity books 
was the assumption that the procurer of their content is a knowledge-seeking 
pious married Muslim mother who wishes to be guided towards activities that 
would guarantee the physiological, psychological and spiritual health of the baby. 
The ideal Malay Muslim woman is then someone who seeks Islam, medicine and 
erudite experts to secure this. The précis of Du‟aa‟ Ra‟oof Shaheen‟s (2012) book 
exemplifies this: 
This book has given an overview of the mother's role….. It is also 
a very good parenting guide book for concerned fathers/husbands 
who will also have to take care of their children. It is hoped that 
having read this book, readers will go beyond its parameters to 
learn all they can about how to care for their infants. In the 
teachings of Islam, the voices of experience provided by our own 
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mothers and grandmothers, and the exchange of ideas and tips 
with other parents, new mothers can find guidelines to follow as 
they embark upon the journey of motherhood. The help and advice 
of doctors, public health nurses and other professionals may also 
be added to the mother's "support system." Over and above all 
that, the Muslim mother can and must put her trust in Allah and 
seek His help and guidance. 
 
          Echoing this sentiment, the book, “A Blessed Pregnancy” oscillates 
between providing medical advice such as how “nursing mothers should not eat 
foods high in oxalate” and giving religious counsel on the various prayers and 
acts one should perform to safeguard the safety and health of the child (Sherin 
Binti Kunhubiva, 2012: 95).
6
Interestingly, although medical advice is provided on 
how to relief the strenuous symptoms of maternity, the Muslim woman is advised 
to embrace the burdens of maternity as it is an “honour and blessing and the right 
path towards life as a righteous Muslim” (Sherin Binti Kunhubiva, 2012: 16). The 
book frequently alludes to how the ideal Muslim mother accepts the “hardships of 
labour” and pregnancy as she will be “rewarded” “like the Mujahid 
(crusader/champion in holy war) who is stationed on the frontiers of the Islamic 
land” (Sherin Binti Kunhubiva, 2012: 16). Therefore, the maternal Muslim 
woman uses medicine to explain her pregnancy ailments. However, she is 
expected to rely on her religious piety to accept the burdens of these ailments. In 
other words, she is to experience her maternity through an Islamic lens. 
 
 
                                                          
6
 Oxalate is a naturally occurring chemical compound found in vegetables and fruits that is 
purported to inhibit calcium absorption. 
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1.3.3 The Unwavering Sexual Wife 
          Additionally, not only does the book expects the Muslim woman to have a 
strong sense of piety and is dependent on science to understand and support her 
maternity symptoms, she is also in a healthy heterosexual marriage. Her husband 
is deeply involved in her maternity career. This was another common thread that 
ran throughout the books. Most of them devoted at least a section on the role of 
the husband and the sexual relationship between the husband and wife. So Sherin 
Binti Kunhibava (2012: 63) reminds her reader of her obligations towards her 
spouse: 
“She should obey him when he bids, and gladdens him 
when he looks and takes care of the words spoken to him. 
Such is the ideal wife in Islam. A pregnant wife should 
also follow this path.”  
 
         By the same token, quoting a verse from the Quran, Abu Muhammad (2010: 
42) tells his female readers to “tetaplah mesra dengan suami selama hamil” 
(continue to be intimate with your husband during pregnancy). This provides 
insight as to why Du‟aa‟ Ra‟oof Shaheen (2012) offered tips on how women can 
regain their figure post childbirth. 
 
1.3.4 The Ideal Woman‟s Chief Role as Mother 
          Yet, the woman‟s role of being an obedient, sexualized wife must never 
conflict with her role as a good mother. Medicine is then used as a tool for the 
ideal Muslim woman to reconcile these sometimes clashing identities. So, Abu 
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Muhammad (2010) advises his readers to heed the counsel of their doctor if he 
finds the sexual relationship pose a risk to the safety of the fetus. 
 
          As such, Umm Hasan (2009: 47-48) notifies her readers that the ideal 
Muslim woman should willingly waive her sexuality for the sake of her child: 
“We pester our husbands with questions about how big 
our bum looks and if he still finds us attractive….We have 
to accept that our bodies are not our own anymore but 
shared by a new and demanding little being… Let us 
remind ourselves that it is Allah who gave us our bodies 
and the comforts we enjoyed in our pre-pregnancy days 
and it is He who has granted us a tiny new being within us 
who is now sharing this gift…. Being pregnant may not 
always be easy but it is a time to take pleasure in.” 
 
          Implicit in this quote is the notion that pregnancy encumbers and burdens 
the woman as she is plagued by numerous bodily infirmities. However, she should 
accept such ailments and continue to place the needs of her child above that of 
hers as her maternity is a blessing from God and her sacrifices for the child 
represents a piety that will be rewarded. So, Umm Hasan (2009) tells her readers 
that their pregnancies have elevated their status when she uses a popular Hadith 
saying “Heaven [is] Under Your Feet” as the title of her book.7 Such an elevated 
status is achieved because the maternal woman accepts the afflictions associated 
with pregnancy and childbirth. It is by acceding to such sacrifices that the Malay 
Muslim woman becomes a good mother. For this reason, Du‟aa‟ Ra‟oof Shaheen 
(2012) created a list of questions pertaining to the newborn‟s physical and mental 
                                                          
7
 The Hadith is a collection of sayings and actions of the Prophet Muhammad. 
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health for her readers to consider before contemplating returning to the workplace 
for their role as workers can never inhibit their role as mothers. 
 
          Thus far, I have provided a brief picture of the dominant discourse that has 
come to influence Malay women‟s ideas on maternity by looking at different 
media sites. The image of the good mother who is able to juggle between work 
and family life whilst always prioritizing the latter is dominant in the discourse on 
Malay maternity. A Malay, Muslim woman has to continuously seek religious and 
medical knowledge about the state of her maternity and also involve her husband. 
As a pious woman, she is to accept the bodily trials and tribulations that come to 
plague her maternal body as it is an honour from God which will be rewarded in 
the Hereafter. As such, she is to prioritize her children‟s needs over hers.  
 
          This image parallels that found in Stivens‟ (1998) research on Malay 
women. According to her, there exists contemporary storylines of Malay mothers 
as pious, good workers and mothers who are able to manage their work and 
family seamlessly. This is achieved through their consumption of Islamic and 
Western knowledge surrounding childcare. Likewise, Nurhaizatul Jamila Jamil 
(2009) noticed how the Malay media constructed an image of the ideal Malay 
woman as a virtuous mother who is also successful in the workplace. She noted 
how Malay women pursued scientific and Islamic knowledge as a way to 
discipline their bodies to obtain these ideals (Nurhaizatul, 2009). These were 
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analogous to the advice provided by the literature on maternity. It is therefore 
evident that Singaporean Malay women are inundated with a pervasive idealized 
image of the pious, knowledgeable Muslim woman who has a successful career 
yet is aware of her primary role as a mother. I then turn to scholarly works on 
Malay maternity to broaden my understanding on Malay women‟s maternity 
experiences. 
 
1.4 Searching for Malay Women‟s Maternity Experiences 
          One of the earliest studies done on Malay maternity was written by Judith 
Djamour (1965). She briefly outlined some of her observations of postpartum 
rituals practiced by Singaporean Malay women. Yet, instead of placing Malay 
women‟s perspectives at the helm of her research, Djamour privileged her own 
judgments of these women as indulgent, irresponsible, uneducated mothers 
(Laderman, 1983; Stivens 1998). She saw them simply as blind adherents of a 
monolithic, unchanging Malay culture when describing their experiences as new 
mothers. 
  
          Nevertheless, Djamour‟s (1965) work continues to be consulted in 
subsequent studies on Malay maternity. One such work is Roziah Omar‟s (1992) 
whose thesis provides a detailed account of the various cultural rituals that Malay 
women go through from pregnancy to the postpartum period. Nevertheless, her 
writing is functionalist in nature as she only describes the rituals without 
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contextualizing her study within the socio-political landscape that Malay women 
are living in.  
 
          Carol Laderman (1983) observed Malay women‟s birthing practices in an 
attempt to counter Djamour‟s (1965) and Rosemary Firth‟s (1966) works on 
Malay women.
8
 According to her, the Malay cultural belief system is flexible and 
elastic. She claimed that Malay women are furnished with cultural signposts that 
educate them about maternal embodiment as they go through their pregnancy, 
childbirth and postpartum journey. She saw how the female kin and midwife are 
the custodians of these signposts as they took center-stage in managing a maternal 
woman‟s pregnancy and childbirth decisions. However, she recognized how 
Malay women adopted various strategies in their attempt to successfully handle 
the unfamiliarity of their maternity experiences. Yet, Laderman (1983) was not 
extensive in elucidating what these strategies were. This was because maternal 
women‟s perspectives were not the primary focus of her research. Much of her 
analysis was derived from her apprenticeship with a traditional midwife.  
 
          Manderson‟s (1981a) study on Malay and other Southeast Asian women 
then provide a clue on the impetus behind women‟s maternity strategies. She 
contends that women willingly undergo sometimes dangerous childbirth and 
postpartum rituals as they believed these bodily rites would aid in their 
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transformation “to full maturity as a mother” (Manderson, 1981a: 514). Together 
with Mathews, Manderson (1981: 9) highlights the integral nature of maternal 
bodily experiences in facilitating a woman‟s transition into adulthood calling 
these bodily processes of becoming a mother, „matrescence‟. Interestingly, from 
my readings of Siti Ruziya‟s (1987) work, I noticed how these bodily processes of 
becoming a mother begin earlier during childhood when Malay daughters are 
taught their future role as mothers through the assignment of various household 
activities such as cooking and caring for their younger siblings. Rudie (1994) and 
Carsten (1997) expand this observation when they informed their readers how 
they saw mothers and grandmothers playing the most significant role in assigning 
these duties (Rudie, 1994; Carsten, 1997). These studies then further support 
Laderman‟s (1983) deduction that Malay women‟s female community is the 
transmitters of the cultural knowledge. Additionally it also became evident from 
the literature that Malay women undergo a process of training from their youth 
onwards in their journey to become mothers.  
 
          Manderson (1998: 27) therefore suggests that Malay women have 
“maternal careers”. Maternity and motherhood resembles a career in the Malay 
world that begins when the Malay woman is a child. Arthur et al. (1989: 8) 
defines the term career as “the evolving sequence of a person‟s work experiences 
over time” while Glaser and Strauss (1971) see it as the acquisition of a status 
through rituals. This then throws light upon why Laderman (1983) began her 
book with the conception period followed by pregnancy and childbirth and ended 
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with the forty to forty-four day puerperium phase known as the confinement 
period as it mirrors the Malay world‟s notion of the status of mother as being 
acquired through various maternal experiences undergone over a period of time in 
a woman‟s maternal career. It is for this reason that many studies echo 
Manderson‟s (1981a) assertion about the importance of studying Southeast Asian 
women‟s pregnancy experiences in a holistic manner. She suggests taking into 
account the phases of pregnancy, childbirth and puerperium. Therefore, taking a 
leaf out of Manderson‟s book, I look at maternity as a career which consists of a 
“continuum of pregnancy-parturition-puerperium” (Mathews and Manderson, 
1981: 9).  
 
          Maila Stivens (1996; 1998; 2007) then expanded on the research on Malay 
maternal careers by investigating how other structural powers have come to 
influence them. Stivens (1996; 2007: 30) asserts that other than “advice givers” in 
the form of the female kin and media, the state, medical and religious authorities 
are also involved in structuring the social processes of maternity. She discusses 
how these stake holders have come to contest their claim over the maternal body. 
This contestation has then resulted in complicating ideas about the management 
of Malay maternal bodies (Stivens, 1996; 1998; 2007). This then made me 




          However, what made me want to place Malay women‟s narratives as the 
focus of my inquiry on Singaporean Malay maternity was Stivens (1998) 
admission that there has been little concentration on Malay women‟s narratives in 
studies about their maternal bodies. Stivens pronouncement further echoes 
Manderson‟s (1998: 27) contention that there have been few studies done on the 
“maternal careers” of Malay women. This ring true especially in the context of 
Singapore whereby there has not been any in-depth study of Singaporean Malay 
women‟s maternity narratives. It is this gap in research that drove me to conduct 
an exploration into the maternity experiences of Malay women through their 
narratives.  
 
1.5 Research Problem and Research Questions 
          Much of the writings on Malay women‟s maternal careers deal with how 
Islamic, cultural, state and medical advice givers have come to influence their 
experiences. These knowledge claimers and structural entities became the primary 
focus of the fieldwork and analysis regarding Malay maternity. Such scholarship 
is itself made within a socio-cultural backdrop that privileges an idealized image 
of Malay Muslim women as good mothers. In consequence, as admitted by 
Manderson (1998) and Stivens (1998) much of Malay women‟s accounts of their 
maternity have been largely unexplored. Therefore, this thesis wishes to explore 
how Malay women have come to experience their maternity in the context of a 
dominant discourse on the ideal Malay Muslim maternal woman. What are Malay 
women‟s experiences of their pregnancies, childbirths and confinement periods in 
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the presence of a dominant discourse on the ideal Malay Muslim maternal 
woman? In order to do this, I privilege Malay women‟s narratives in my 
fieldwork and data analysis. Thus, this thesis focuses on Malay women‟s maternal 
career paths. Consequently, this would also unravel whether or not my informants 
have agency as I investigate what and who are the knowledge claimers that my 
informants seek and encounter when dealing with each phase of their maternal 
career. I then survey the strategies that Malay women adopt when confronted by 
the knowledge claimers throughout their maternity journey. By exploring what 
stimulated the development of such agentive capacities, I will then be able to 
understand what makes Singaporean Malay women‟s maternity experiences an 
important phenomenon to be studied. 
 
1.6 Thesis Structure 
          I have divided my thesis into seven chapters. Following this chapter, 
Chapter Two reviews literature that has provided me with the framework for 
which I approach the study of Singaporean Malay women‟s narratives of their 
maternity careers. Chapter Three introduces the reader to my informants and also 
the methods that I have used in order to uncover their maternity narratives. 
Chapter Four to Six is formatted so as to reflect the Malay woman‟s maternal 
career. Chapter Four deals with my informants‟ pregnancy experiences. The next 
chapter, Chapter Five brings forward my informants‟ narration of the ideal 





 The concluding Chapter Seven discusses the findings of my 
research. I argue that Malay women endeavor to become the ideal good mother 
laid out in the dominant discourse and it is within this aspiration for an elevated 
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 The puerperium period is also known as the confinement period in Malay society as the 
postpartum Malay mother is usually required to be confined in the domestic space for forty to 





          In this chapter, I delve into works that focus on maternity in the Malay 
world. I discuss the works that identify the structures that have come to shape 
Malay women‟s experiences of maternity and motherhood. This sets the stage for 
my evaluation of other studies on maternity. It is within this context that I 
structure my research problem and the questions that would aid in my exploration 
into Malay women‟s maternity experiences. 
 
2.1 The Evolution of Malay Maternity: Understanding Studies on Malay 
Maternity 
          Maternity was never a private event in the Malay world. Manderson (1998: 
28) informs that Malay maternity is shaped by “imbrications of ideologies of 
motherhood, empire and medicine”. Similarly, Maila Stivens (1996; 1998; 2007) 
has written extensively about the various structures that have come to lay their 
claim over Malay maternal bodies. She identified Islam, adat (Malay culture) in 
the form of “advice givers” and the state in the guise of medicine as the main 
elements that influence Malay women‟s maternity decisions (Stivens, 2007: 30). 





          Wazir Jahan Karim (1992) discusses how adat shapes Malay gender 
identity. Malay maternity is framed in the Malay culture as an exclusively female 
enterprise (Stivens, 1996). The female kin is the agents of Malay cultural control 
over the maternal body. Therefore, together with the female village midwife, the 
women‟s female community is involved in dispensing advice and influencing a 
Malay maternal woman‟s bodily conduct. However, both Laderman (1983) and 
Stivens (1996) noted how the power of the female kin and therefore adat has 
begun to wane with the advent of medicalization and the Islamic resurgence.  
 
          The edging out of the female kin‟s role in the maternity enterprise first 
began during the colonial era. The veneration of scientific knowledge in industrial 
England had resulted in the colonial state‟s “discovery of the child” (Manderson, 
1998: 28). Consequently, this caused the state to increase its surveillance on the 
act of mothering. The mother was viewed by the colonial state as primarily 
responsible in maintaining the health and safety of the child. Various policies and 
schemes claimed at benefitting the colonized woman and her child were then 
introduced.  Manderson (1998: 26) postulates that this gave rise to the 
“medicalization of mothering” whereby mothering practices and behaviours were 
framed, judged and subjected to medical scrutiny. The medical service became 
the state‟s frontline emissary to question native women‟s „natural‟ ability to 
mother. The village bidan depicted as “stupid, ignorant, superstitious, dirty” 
should then be squeezed out of the maternity process (Manderson, 1998: 31). She 
was a dangerous yet viable contender of the medical authorities for the 
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management of maternal bodies. In doing so, the state and its medical agents 
sought to become the only legitimate stakeholders who had a right to intervene in 
women‟s maternal practices.  
 
          According to Stivens (1996; 1998), this in turn has then influenced 
scholarly and literary depictions of Malay mothering practices (Stivens, 1996; 
1998). Examining the works of Djamour (1965) and Firth (1966), she noticed how 
Malay mothers were pictured as altruistic, sentimental and backward by these 
scholars (Stivens, 1996; 1998). She then informs that such articulations remain 
salient in postcolonial Malaysia and Singapore as she saw how Malay mothers 
were continually reprimanded for the negative outcome of a child‟s upbringing by 
the state, academics, childcare experts and Malay popular media over the last 
century (Stivens, 2007).  
 
          As such, the postcolonial state has now taken over the surveillance of the 
Malay mother from the colonial state as they continue to generate state policies 
that reference women in their capacity as wives and mothers. Kelly Fu‟s (2005) 
study on the history of the management of childbirth in Singapore from the 
colonial to postcolonial era further indicates this. Fu (2005: 1) remarked that the 
movement from home births to hospital births was the result of the post-colonial 
Singapore “state‟s modernization agenda and the importance placed on science 
and technology in nation building discourses”. She continued that such an agenda 
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was based on the belief that home births are dangerous. This belief, she explained, 
was inherited from colonial thought. The modern Singaporean woman is to desire 
a sterilized hospital birth cared for by nurses and doctors and devoid of kin 
support. The eschewing of local midwifery for the safer, hospital birth by women 
brought with it the reduction in the female community‟s powers to shape 
women‟s maternity experiences (Fu, 2005). Nonetheless, Stivens (1996: 204) 
informed her readers that women from the older generation were able to carve out 
some form of power against state and medical incursions by providing young 
pregnant and parturient mothers “noisy directions” not to heed “government 
„propaganda”. This contestation over the management of the female maternal 
body illustrates the complexity of the Malay maternity experience (Stivens, 1996). 
 
          In tracing the history of Malay women‟s maternities since the colonial 
period, scholars especially Stivens and Manderson aim to provide the reader with 
the political, social and cultural context in which Singaporean and Malaysian 
Malay women experience their maternities. In consequence, they highlighted the 
state, medicine, Islam and adat as the main protagonists in influencing Malay 
maternity. In order to come to this conclusion, they had to focus their research 
efforts on analyzing these structural entities. In so doing, Malay women‟s 
perspectives could not become the emphasis of their project. Any narrative of 
women‟s maternity experience was featured in reference to how the different 
structural forces have come to shape it. On the other hand, even if Malay 
women‟s voices were at the heart of their research project, women‟s perspectives 
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of their maternity were not the focus of their research. Manderson and Stivens 
acknowledge this. It was for this reason that they proposed the need for future 
research projects that pay attention to women‟s narratives of their maternal 
careers. 
 
          Nurhaizatul Jamila Jamil‟s (2009) thesis on Malay women further 
illuminates the potential that women‟s narrative studies have in broadening 
understanding on Malay women‟s lived experiences. Nurhaizatul (2009) wanted 
to get a grasp on how a strong Malay women‟s movement in the early history of 
Singapore became entirely non-existent in the last few decades. By analysing 
Malay women‟s narratives, she discovered how Malay women continued to have 
agency albeit in a different form. By exploring her informants‟ narrations of their 
embodied subjectivities, Nurhaizatul (2009: 104) uncovered how Malay women 
used their bodies to transform “themselves into willing subjects of a particular 
discourse” that frames the ideal Malay woman as a virtuous mother, wife and 
worker. Her work then stimulated my inquiry as to whether Malay women also 
have agency in light of a dominant discourse on Malay maternity. In order to do 
this I then have to look at Malay women‟s experiences via a different framework, 
away from structures and one that deals with experience, emotions and 
embodiment. Women‟s narratives of their maternal bodies then become the 
subject of my study. It is with this in mind that I ventured into the works of other 




2.2 Embodiment in Maternal Careers: Narratives of the Body in Maternity 
Studies 
2.2.1 Narratives of Maternal Sacrifice 
          Coincidentally, Nurhaizatul‟s (2009) research also included a short 
exploration into some of her informants‟ maternity experience. Through analyzing 
their narratives, Nurhaizatul (2009) discovered how her informants train their 
maternal bodies into becoming good mothers similar to the discourse which I laid 
out in Chapter One. She found how her informants obtained medical and Islamic 
knowledge as “a necessary process in order to manage one‟s body but the 
eventual aim is to tutor one‟s body so as to be better wives, employees and 
daughters” (Nurhaizatul Jamila Jamil, 2009: 67). Some of her informants had to 
take longer maternity leaves, resigned or reject travel assignments consequently 
reducing opportunities for career advancements. Such sacrifices continued to be 
made even though her informants found career success an important life goal. 
Similarly, one informant decided to have an unassisted, vaginal birth after having 
educated herself about the different birthing methods. She equated the pain of 
labour to jihad (holy war) that is religiously ordained. Nurhaizatul‟s (2009) 
informants therefore saw sacrificing their bodies as a virtuous act that led them to 
become good mothers. Whether such bodily acts of sacrifice is distinctive of 





          In order to do so, I investigate what the term “sacrifice” entails. Impett and 
Gordon (2008: 79) defines sacrifice as “giving up one‟s own interests in order to 
promote the well-being” of another. Implicit in this is the idea that sacrifice is 
“other-oriented” (Malacrida and Boulton, 2012: 750). In the case of maternity, a 
woman‟s “selflessness must be oriented toward the child rather than the partner or 
the self” (Malacrida and Boulton, 2012: 767). Ann Ward (2008: 51) further 
broadens the term by stating how sacrifice does not only mean giving up one self 
for the good of another but also involves one‟s “awareness” of the “good beyond 
the self”. This then alludes to the notion that sacrifice is an intended act 
committed by maternal women. By including Nurhaizatul‟s (2009) mention of the 
body as the site of such acts, I define sacrifice as a woman‟s intention and 
decision to give up her bodily needs, goals and interests for the good of the child. 
  
          In relation to this, Hafen (1999) stated that sacrifice is a term synonymous 
with the spirit of motherhood. He then questioned the feminist critique of the 
mother‟s sacrifice as entrenching her in oppression and thus is a representation of 
her weakness. Instead, he argued that such a critique actually devalued women 
who chose motherhood as a career. Hafen‟s (1999) argument can be further 
understood in reference to Saba Mahmood‟s (2001; 2005) definition of agency. 
Mahmood (2001; 2005) questions the feminist assumption that agency is a 
resistive act brought about by a desire to subvert a dominant social order. She 
argues that acts of complicity motivated by a desire to inhabit a dominant 
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discourse must be defined agency as well. Such a definition would then cause 
sacrifice to be considered as an agentive act. 
 
         Hafen‟s (1999) and Mahmood‟s (2001; 2005) critique of feminism also 
brings to light how feminist theories might sometimes perpetuate women‟s 
subjugation. Much feminist scholarship discusses how it is imperative to 
dissociate notions of femininity as intricately tied to the body (De Beauvoir, 1953; 
Firestone, 1970; Gatens, 1999). This is because as opposed to the masculine mind 
which is rational, the body is perceived as irrational. It is then argued that feminist 
scholarship should be detached from ideas on the body so as to release women 
from such a patriarchal dichotomy.  
 
          Lock (1993) then voiced her consternation at the lacuna in feminist 
scholarship on the body. Callister and Khalaf‟s (2009) research project 
demonstrates Lock‟s assertion about the importance of considering the body in 
maternity research. Most of their informants‟ accounts of childbirths are choked 
with a barrage of adjectives describing their emotions and bodily strife: “scary, 
exciting, easy, peaceful, beautiful, incredible, amazing, really hard, spiritual, 
humbling, joyful, bittersweet, painful, overwhelming, wonderful, satisfying, 
worthwhile, hard work, exhausting, frightening, indescribable, love, caring, awe 
and amazement, brilliant, it‟s just like an aura about it, magic, miracle, happiness, 
fulfilling, unknown, exhilarating, difficult, stressful, and rewarding” (Callister and 
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Khalaf, 2009: 35). If we were to accept De Beauvoir‟s (1953) logic and not study 
women‟s narratives of their maternal embodiment, we would be stating that the 
embodied practices of women such as that in Callister and Khalaf‟s (2009) project 
are not legitimate sources of information but a mere tool of patriarchal power. 
Yet, Manderson (1998) posits that the disembodiment of the maternity experience 
is the result of the masculinization of maternity. Therefore, maternity research 
that is embedded in a feminist agenda must include a focus on the body as it is not 
a weakness but a witness and participant to the experience. Efforts to remove the 
body from studies of maternity would be unrealistic and ironically un-feminist. 
 
2.2.2 Narratives of Maternal Identity 
       The body can then be a resource on which pregnant women create an 
alternative sense of femininity (Bailey, 1999; 2001). The creation of a new form 
of femininity is possible because the growing body shakes maternal women‟s 
very understanding of their sense of self (Bartky, 1990). It prevents women from 
following the dominant ideology of emphasized femininity which manages and 
objectifies the female body as slender and sexual (Bailey, 2001; Connell, 1987; 
Young, 1990). Biological changes surrounding pregnancy, childbirth and 
breastfeeding prevent the female body from achieving such norms. According to 
Bailey (2001: 119), maternal women begin to embrace an alternative form of 
femininity by “referring to a biological imperative that can also be claimed as 
feminine”. These women obtain a renewed “sense of power and self-respect” as 
they are no longer objectified as sexual, slender playthings (McDowell, 1999: 59). 
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A different set of norms begin to govern the growing, pregnant body. A maternal 
woman starts to adopt an asexual corporeality. Furthermore, Kristeva (1986) 
predicts that such a cultural construction of the asexual pregnant body would 
result in a pregnant woman feeling reconnected with her primordial self. The 
growing belly and nurturing bosoms enable her to partake in the enjoyment of her 
newfound primal sexuality or what Bailey (2001) states as the feeling of being 
more womanly. As such, the budding body then reveals to a woman the 
disjuncture her new sense of self has with a dominant norm that demands her 
sexuality (Bailey, 1999). Yet, through experiencing the maternal body she is then 
able to create an alternative and empowering sense of sexual self. 
 
         However such a theory assumes that the end of pregnancy, childbirth and 
breastfeeding marks the termination of the alternative sense of feminine self. This 
is because her shapely postpartum corporeality is now regarded as deviant.  
Nicolson et al. (2010: 576) argue that the belief that the pregnant body should 
transgress the idealized female form in actuality reinforces “the cultural thin ideal 
as the norm for women in Western culture”. The acceptance of a new femininity 
during maternity is merely a vacation from a dominant discourse rather than the 
usurpation of one. Nevertheless, what I found interesting with these studies was 
how bodily change affected a woman‟s sense of identity. If Malay women are 
seen as needing to sacrifice their bodies for the child, how does such an act then 




2.2.3 Narratives of the Body at Work 
          Additionally, other than having a renewed sense of feminine identity, a 
pregnant woman has to reconsider the relationship her body has with the space 
she occupies as her pregnant body blossoms. The seeping recesses of the maternal 
body through corporeal acts such as vomiting, sweating and the sudden, 
unexpected rupture of the amniotic sac are seen by society as wretched and out of 
control (Longhurst, 2001). Hence, these seeping recesses are polluting to the 
rational male public order. Both the pregnant woman and society feel 
uncomfortable at the pervious nature of her body. Such an outlook towards the 
pregnant body as alien and contaminating the public space has caused 
Longhurst‟s (1996) informants to loath and repulse their own bodies. This feeling 
is intensified in the masculine domain of the workplace. The idea that their insides 
are now able to reveal themselves to the outside world cause their bodies to be 
seen as unfit for the office because they are volatile and can contaminate at any 
point in time. The pregnant body has to be controlled. Nurhaizatul (2009) also 
notes this as she discusses how some of her informants had to sacrifice several 
career commitments once their pregnancies were showing as they felt that their 
bodies did not reflect the ideals of professionalism. Paralleling Longhurst‟s 
(2001) informants, the permeability of the body then drove the impetus for 
Nurhaizatul‟s (2009) informants to withdraw themselves from public life and 
space. Yet, rather than seeing such a withdrawal as male subjugation, Longhurst‟s 
(2001) informants welcomed this retreat from the public arena.  
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          These studies reveal how the body creates the social self. Maternal 
women‟s knowledge and perception of the viewpoints of others about their bodies 
affect their corporeal acts. This then made me question how Malay women 
conceptualized and deal with the blossoming body at the workplace. Such a query 
was made because of the fact that in the context of Singapore, an increasing 
number of Malay women are entering the work force (Wong, 1981). They are 
present and participate visibly in the public sphere. Moreover, the discourse I 
highlighted in Chapter One demands women to effectively juggle between their 
natural role as mothers and workers. Longhust‟s works then brought to light the 
importance of examining how the perception and treatment of the maternal body 
by others in the public sphere especially that of the work place have come to 
affect Malay women‟s embodied practices. 
 
2.2.4 Social Relationships & the Narrative about the Maternal Vessel 
          The previous section provides a glimpse into how maternal women‟s 
relationships with others can shape her sense of maternal self and corporeality. 
According to Bailey (2001: 122), as the growing pregnant body becomes visible 
in public, “communication channels with others that might have otherwise 
remained closed” open up. The “extreme suspension of the bodily distinction 
between inner and outer” has produced changes in maternal women‟s relation 
with their family, friends and others (Young, 1990: 50). As a result, there is a high 
degree of social policing of maternal bodies by different members of society 
(Markens, 1997; Bailey, 1999). Markens (1997) posited the reason for such an 
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intense scrutiny of the pregnant body as society‟s interest in ensuring that the 
pregnant woman treats the unborn child in a proper way. 
 
          I have already outlined how the dominant discourse on Malay maternity 
depicts women as primarily responsible for the well-being of the child. Islam, 
medicine, the state and adat are involved in creating an image of the pregnant 
belly as a cocoon for the unborn fetus (Oakley, 1984; Markens, 1997; Manderson, 
1998). A consequence of this is the medical profession‟s shifting their focus from 
the health of the pregnant woman to that of the fetus (Oakley, 1984). Pregnancy is 
diagnosed as an illness that needs medical care. As such, congenital abnormalities 
are attributed to the mother‟s bodily senses and experiences during pregnancy. 
Society then expects a woman to begin carrying her maternal responsibilities from 
the gestational period (Markens, 1997). Resultantly, the mother, a mere container, 
should then place her needs as subordinate to her fetus (Mullin, 2002; Markens, 
1997).  
 
          The biomedical authority no longer views the pregnant woman as a 
“woman in the body” (Martin, 1987) but a “biological machine, which required 
continual surveillance from medical technicians to keep it from breaking down 
and going astray” (Ram, 2009: 114). Therefore, the pregnant body is seen as a 
container which is always on the verge of failing (Ram, 2009). What can be 
inferred from this is how women are then expected to alter their bodily activities 
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in order to pre-empt herself from failing. This then resulted in the “systemization 
of the schema of pregnancy” (Oakley, 1984: 12). Technical medical knowledge of 
maternity is now used as the authoritative framework for day to day maternal 
conduct making women‟s experiences predictable and easily controlled. 
Resultantly, any defect in the baby will be posited for having its origin in 
“something the mother had seen, or experienced, during pregnancy” (Oakley, 
1984: 25). Subsequently, this heightened the need for women to control and 
discipline their bodies through medicine (Markens, 1997). 
 
         With the construction of pregnant bellies as cocoons, secondary to the needs 
of the child, women become aware of their changing status of matrescence 
(Crouch and Manderson, 1993). It is for this reason that the pregnant women in 
Powell‟s (1956) study chose when to inform others of their pregnancies. 
Women‟s statuses would then change once their pregnancies become public 
knowledge. This also brings about a redefinition of social relationships and the 
creation of new ones. Social relationships are the mediators for the imposition of 
the dominant medical discourse on the body. It is the social relationships that we 
invest in, Shilling (1997) continues, that influences our bodily experiences vis-à-
vis society.  Social structures then manage the body through the relationships that 
the pregnant women have with others. This in turn will affect her “sense of 




          Even so, the gradual growth of the body allows women to prepare 
themselves for the inevitable change in status and social relationships. 
Consequently, Powell (1956) maintains that maternal women are never victims. 
They are able to find various bodily strategies which will help them achieve their 
desires of motherhood and womanhood. With this knowledge, I investigate how 
the dominant discourse that places women‟s bodies as cocoons for their babies 
have come to influence my informants‟ social relationships. From here, I will be 
able to comprehend how these relationships would in turn influence my embodied 
agency. 
 
          In this chapter, I analyzed studies on Malay maternity by looking at how 
they have traced its evolution. By doing so, I demonstrate to the reader how 
Malay women‟s perspectives have largely been absent in these studies. Exploring 
Nurhaizatul‟s (2009) research project then provided me with a glimpse on how 
narrative studies can offer new insights on the scholarship about Malay women‟s 
maternity. She noticed how Malay women made sacrifices as they disciplined 
their bodies in order to become the ideal virtuous mother. I then reviewed other 
studies that deal with maternity and embodiment to aid me in framing the 
questions that would allow me to explore whether the phenomenon of sacrifice 






METHODOLOGY: RESEARCH IS PERSONAL 
 
          The product of research is very much tied to the process of doing research 
(Letherby, 2003). Therefore, I found it necessary to locate a methodology that 
allows me to give voice to women. For Stacey (1988), a research methodology 
that is grounded in feminist ideals places women‟s actual experience at the heart 
of its study. As such I chose to adopt a feminist methodological approach as it 
requires researchers to take research from the standpoint of the everyday lives of 
women (Gorelick, 1996; Letherby, 2003). Reflexivity is an important aspect of 
the approach as it informs readers how my own subjectivity has affected my 
objectivity in collecting and analyzing the data (Burns, 2003; Letherby, 2003). 
This chapter describes the research process. It introduces to the reader my 
background and that of my informants‟. From here I reveal how my encounters in 
the field as a woman and a researcher have influenced my work and vice versa. 
Consequently, this chapter provides the reader with “access to the contextually-
located reasoning processes which give rise to „the findings‟” (Stanley, 1991: 
209). 
 
3.1 About Myself 
          My first maternity journey was anything but smooth. I was in and out of the 
hospital and very much under the control of the gynecologist throughout the first 
and third trimesters. I was bleeding heavily during the first and had to take a lot of 
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medication as a result. In the third trimester, my baby was not moving very well 
and I had to be strapped into a fetal echocardiograph (ECG) every few hours to 
monitor his heartbeat. Conversations with friends and family members also made 
me worry about the progress of my pregnancy. I was especially affected whenever 
my friends told me about the various medical procedures that they had to go 
through which I did not because I was being treated in a private hospital in Johor 
Bahru, Malaysia. 
 
          I also dreamt of having a medically unassisted vaginal birth. Upon my 
urging, my husband and I went for hypnobirthing classes so as to help me prepare 
and deal with the fear of the pain of labor.
10
 However, when the time came and 
my water bag popped, I was wheeled into the emergency room alone for an 
emergency cesarean section. Throughout the pregnancy and childbirth, I felt that 
my body had failed. It did not conduct its function. 
 
          Such sentiment was further exacerbated hours later when I had trouble 
nursing my child. I remembered telling my husband how I would be a great 
failure if I did not manage to breastfeed my child. 3 days later, I finally did but 
was now stuck in my natal home for forty-four days. My mother and mother–in-
law forced me to wrap myself up in socks and long sleeved clothes. I suddenly 
had to wear sandals at home. I was massaged and my stomach bound tightly. The 
                                                          
10
 Hypnobirthing is a technique that utilizes meditation and visual techniques to calm the birthing 
women and reduce the sensation of pain during the labour process. 
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aim was to return me back to my slim self after having gained 40kg during the 
pregnancy. My mother nagged me for refusing to drink the jamu (traditional 
Indonesian herbal medicine) pills she had bought. My refusal stemmed from the 
knowledge I garnered from other women about how my child could get jaundice 
if I were to consume jamu. Nonetheless, my mother and mother-in-law 
continuously remarked about how I would suffer at old age if I did not follow 
their advice. At that time, I just could not wait to escape from what seemed like 
hell and conduct my fieldwork. 
 
3.2 An Introduction to My Informants 
          I knew from my own experience of maternity that it was a very private and 
personal event. I was also familiar with the fact that there was probably a network 
of women actively sharing their maternity narratives with each other. This was 
what I did throughout my pregnancy. It was during this time that I also stumbled 
upon Nur Hanani Surani‟s website. Hanani is a doula who set up yaqynbirth.com 
as she wanted to reintroduce “love and affection” to Malay Muslim women‟s 
pregnancy and childbirth journeys.
11
 She also rapidly became my key informant 
as she helped me „advertise‟ my research through the popular social media 
platform, Facebook.
 
Upon hindsight, I believe that Doula Hanani‟s position as a 
respected and credible figure in the maternity community made women become 
                                                          
11
 According to DONA International, a doula is “a trained and experienced professional who 
provides continuous physical, emotional and informational support to the mother before, during 
and just after birth; or who provides emotional and practical support during the postpartum 
period” Accessed on May 20, 2014 from http://www.dona.org/mothers/. 
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more forthcoming in wanting to be interviewed. In fact, a few women volunteered 
to participate in the research after seeing the advertisement on Facebook.  
 
          I conducted semi-structured interviews with 11 women who were either (a) 
currently pregnant, (b) have just given birth, (c) are going through the 
confinement period or (d) have just completed their confinement period. I wanted 
to capture their experiences as they go through their maternity since these events 
are still fresh in their minds. The duration of the interviews lasted from as short as 
45 minutes to as long as 3 hours. The women were interviewed at the location, 
usually their homes, and time of their choice.           
           
          I got to know more informants from attending one of Doula Hanani‟s gentle 
birthing classes. The class also enriched the analysis of my data. It was a one day 
course that lasted for 3 hours. It was held at a function room in a mosque. Most of 
the attendees came as a couple. Only two women came by themselves. Some of 
the men participated fervently, asking numerous questions and voicing their 
opinions throughout the duration of the course. This further enhanced my 
understanding of Malay women‟s experiences of maternity. 
 
          I also requested from all my informants the contacts of those whom they 
knew were also going through maternity. As such, my primary mode of obtaining 
informants was through the snowballing method. The participation in this study 
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was based on my informants‟ willingness to volunteer for the interview. However, 
I soon realized that the avenue in which I obtained my informants resulted in me 
interviewing mostly middle class women although class was not a dimension that 
I actively wanted to explore.  
      
          My informants Rini, Diana, Farhana, Dijah and Huda are first time mothers. 
Hana, Shy, Siti, Salena, Nur and Hasanah are second time mothers. All of them 
are married. Their ages are between 20 and 30. They considered themselves as 
having middle class occupations. Two of them are stay-at-home mothers who 
resigned from their jobs after delivering their first child. Nur was an executive 
previously while Hasanah left her job as a research assistant at a private 
university. Nur‟s husband is a treasurer at an Islamic Bank whilst Hasanah‟s is a 
technician. Both of their husbands have a monthly income of $3000-$4000. Seven 
of my informants are teachers. Together with their husbands, Hana, Huda, 
Farhana, Dijah, Diana, Shy and Salena have a combined income that ranges from 
$3000 to $12, 000. Their individual income ranges from $2000 to $5000. Rini and 
Siti work as a police officer and an accounts executive respectively. Their 
individual income ranges from $2000 to $5000. Their combined income with their 
husband ranges from $4000 to $10,000. 
 
          I also conducted a 2-hour focus group discussion in addition to the 
interviews. Lather (1988) argues that focus group discussions not only produce a 
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deeper inquiry but also lay bare how social interaction influences people‟s 
embodied practices and beliefs. As such, the focus group further enhanced my 
findings by triangulating my data. The focus group discussion was made up of 
women who usually met every other week for a play-date. I was to interview five 
women at first but it dwindled to three people. Diana was involved in this focus 
group.  
 
          Finally, I interviewed 10 women who are over 40 years old. They act as a 
supplement to my main data. They provide information that would prove vital for 
my research especially when discussing about maternal women‟s relations with 
the female community. Some of these women are related to the main group of 
women I interviewed. Ms. Hamidah is Doula Hanani‟s aunt while Mdm Ramlah 
is Hamidah‟s mother and thus Doula Hanani‟s grandmother. Ms. Zai is friends 
with Doula Hanani, Hasanah and Siti. Mdm Mak Nyah is Ms. Zai‟s mother while 
Mdm Kamisah is Diana‟s grandmother. Ms. Idayu, Ms. Su and Mdm Hasnah do 
not have relations with anyone within my main group of informants. Mdm 
Salmah, on the other hand, was a tukang urut, a traditional masseuse who 
specializes in fertility and postpartum massage. She also produces and sells jamu. 
Ms. Midah used to work as a nurse in the labor and pediatric ward at a local 
government hospital.  
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        All my informants were notified that they would remain anonymous if they 
wished to do so. All of them did except for Hanani who is the doula. I requested 
my informants to provide a pseudonym and I declined if they asked me to do it for 
them. As such, the names featured here are either pseudonyms or the abbreviated 
versions of my informants‟ names.  
 
          Lastly, I used the tape-recorder throughout the fieldwork process except for 
my interviews with Rini and Ms Zai. I felt that this eased the interview dynamics 
as much of the interviews felt like conversations where both me and my 
informants exchanged our maternity experiences. 
 
3.3 Reflective Musings of the Embodied Researcher 
3.3.1 The Mother as Researcher 
          Cotterill and Letherby (1993: 76) cautioned that a researcher‟s attempt at 
sharing an unrequested biography may backfire on her as the informant sees it as 
“an unwelcome contribution and not part of the research contract”. This was a 
dilemma that I faced during the fieldwork process. How much do I tell my 
maternity story and when should I toe the line especially if I am trying to gain 
rapport in a short amount of time? I remembered how some of my informants‟ 
facial features changed (for better or worse, I will never know) whenever I talked 
too long about my own experiences. I quickly felt regret and physically 
uncomfortable whenever that happened and wanted to run away. It was at such 
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times that I wished I had maintained my role as „researcher‟ and not traversed to 
the role of „woman‟. My only reassurance was that I did not have to meet them 
anymore unless it was necessary. This experience reflected Ezzy‟s (2010) 
warning that in contrast to the informant who has anonymity, the researcher does 
not. The researcher‟s emotional and experiential vulnerability may prove to be 
problematic for her. 
 
          In connection with this, Sharma et. al. (2009) suggested that the embodied 
experiences of the fieldwork can provide new insights into the sociocultural 
milieu that the researcher and participant are in. They assert that such a possibility 
can arise especially when the binary role of participant-researcher dissolves and is 
replaced with other identities. Upon reflection, I realized how my embodied 
experience in the fieldwork has largely shaped the way I interpreted Malay 
women‟s conception of motherhood and femininity. I credit my ability to 
empathize with my informants need to consume knowledge in order to be a good 
mother to the fact that I too was a middle class new mother trying to do the same 
for my son. 
  
          My middle class background then did not make me bat an eye when in one 
instance, Doula Hanani invited me to a get-together for breastfeeding mothers 
held at a café located in the city center. She asked me to bring my son along as 
everybody else would be bringing theirs. I was hesitant at first but I decided to 
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take my son in hopes that it would create some form of rapport between me and 
these women. I aimed to return home with a list of phone numbers! However, 
while I was sitting with a group of women and talking to them about my research, 
my son decided to climb on top of me. I struggled with my son who at that time 
decided to think that I was a tree that he could climb on. The women looked at 
me, not offering to help, and I apologized for having such a „naughty‟ boy. I was 
then reprimanded by one of them for attaching such a negative term to my son‟s 
disposition!  
 
          At another meeting, my informant decided to bring her daughter. Again, I 
brought my son along so that they could play together as we „grown ups‟ talked. I 
was very thankful that my son slept throughout the interview as we were sitting in 
a restaurant and I could only imagine the chaos he would make. I remembered 
wrapping up the interview when my child stirred from his nap. It was time for me 
to take my leave. I could not play the role of mother and researcher at the same 
time!  
 
          Although I wanted to bring my son along to my interviews, I feared doing 
so. He is an extremely active and inquisitive boy. I was worried about the 
disparaging looks that I would receive for not knowing how to „control‟ my child. 
Yet, ironically, I also dreaded the fact that when I do manage to control him, I 
would be judged as being a bad parent as I did not let him be a „child‟. I soon 
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realized that the dilemma that I had over bringing my child to an interview was 
tied to these women‟s notion of what constitutes an ideal mother. Consequently, I 
did not bring my child to the focus group cum play date as I felt that I could not 
play the role of a good researcher if I was to attempt to play the role of a good 
mother at the same time. Interestingly, I felt that these women were able to bring 
their children to the interviews without having the same qualms as I did as they 
were being interviewed in their capacity as mothers and as such could continue 
playing that role with their child around. My assessment of these events was 
confirmed when I visited Doula Hanani at her home. She had to fend her child 
away with food and television programs and continually apologized to me 
whenever her child interrupted our conversation. At that moment, she was being 
interviewed in her capacity as a doula and not a mother. Mirroring my experience, 
she could not effectively play one role without having to forsake the other. 
 
          If I did not reflect upon the uncomfortable experience of playing multiple 
roles, I might not be so confident in my theorization of the concept of the 
„sacrificing mother‟ that my informants ascribed to. Therefore, a positivist 
researcher might view the „mistakes‟ that I made as professionally unbecoming 
and undermining the quality of data collected. However, I regarded such mistakes 





3.3.2 The Emotional Research Relationship 
         Such mistakes are an inevitable part of a research that aims to create a 
genuine conversation with women. These conversations were also saturated with 
emotions. Detachment would not bode well for the researcher-informant 
relationship. I could identify with Letherby‟s (2003) questions when I was 
conducting my fieldwork. She asks “when people reveal painful aspects of their 
lives, perhaps getting distressed or angry in the process, what should a researcher 
do?”. At the end of the interview she “may be left wondering if they handled 
things in the right way” (Letherby, 2003: 127). This was how I felt when some of 
my informants cried. Should I have stopped the interview? Should I have given 
them a consoling hug? I remembered offering to bring a glass of water and tissue 
paper to one of them but I did not want to touch them as I thought such 
physicality was uncalled for in the research relationship. However, although those 
tears shed were significant to my analysis, I wished that as a woman talking to 
another woman I was better trained at handling that emotional moment. 
 
          Nevertheless, the emotional dimension of the fieldwork process reflects the 
type of data which I wanted to collect. So, I used the phrase “how do you feel?” 
rather than “what do you think?” when asking my informants to elaborate on a 
certain topic. Some of these women, particularly those from the older age group, 
had time to contemplate and rationalize their experiences. By asking a set of 
questions that spark their emotions rather than opinions, I had hoped to integrate 
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their corporeality into their narratives. Doing this has enabled me to unravel the 
experientially grounded narratives of Malay maternity. 
 
3.3.3 The Inevitable Power Dynamics 
          Even so, no matter how much I extol that I have tried to equalize my 
relationship between myself and my informants and that the latter was the one 
who sometimes had the power to define my femininity, making me feel less of a 
woman, I would also be fooling myself and the reader. In the end, I have the 
power to shape the finished product of this research process. I did not ask their 
opinions of my analysis of their narratives. It is my interpretation of their stories 
that take center stage in this thesis and not my informants‟ unmediated accounts. 
The assembly of the final product in the form of this thesis might have somewhat 
muted these women as they are unable to shape the format and content of the 
thesis. Perhaps this is why I feel an overwhelming sense of guilt and betrayal 
whenever I critique their experiences. I also feared them having a chance to read 
my thesis because I do not want them to think that I have broken their trust by 
being so critical of their experiences. But, no matter what, I have to maintain my 
intellectual integrity. 
 
          The aim of this chapter is to provide readers with access to the ways in 
which my embodiment as a researcher/woman/mother has come to influence my 
findings and subsequently the way I approached and analyzed them (England, 
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1994). As Stanley and Wise (1983: 157) rightly asserts, “researchers remain 
human beings complete with all the usual assembly of feelings, failings, and 
moods. And all of those things influence how we feel and understand what is 
going on”. Ignoring the role that my bodily and emotional comportments played 
in the methodological process and taking on a positivist stance of an objective, 
distant observer would not have facilitated my reflections on how my embodied 
subjectivity has shaped the objective nature of my findings (England, 1994; Ezzy, 
2010).  
 
          Furthermore, my acknowledging how my maternity experience has affected 
the way I entered the field and analysed these women‟s narratives demonstrates 
the power imbalances that would always be in favor of the researcher (Del Busso, 
2007). I am ultimately the one responsible as to how to represent these narratives 
in the quotes that I choose and the parts that I wish to dissect and thus the final 
product of the research (Stacey, 1988; England, 1994; Letherby, 2003). Upon 
retrospection, I have come to realize that I have to waive my feminist disposition. 
I was unable to displace the hierarchy in the research relationship for a more 
egalitarian one (Lather, 1988). Thus as Acker et al. (1983: 431) informed their 
readers, “An emancipatory intent is no guarantee of an emancipatory outcome.” 
As such I ask the reader to inspect my thesis with caution. This thesis is not a 
simple reflection of Malay women‟s voices. Instead one should read it as a thesis 
that celebrates what England (1994: 86) defines as the “betweenness” of the 
mediated world of the researched and myself. This “betweenness” lies halfway 
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amid the perspectives of Malay women and my “biography, which filters the 
„data‟ and our perceptions and interpretations of the fieldwork experience” 
(England, 1994: 251).  
 
          Finally, like Letherby (2003) I would be drawing on my own experiences 
throughout my thesis as I had to reveal them during the interviews. These 
revelations and my informants‟ reactions to them helped me produce the 
discoveries that I will spell out in the next three chapters and the analysis and 















PREGNANCY: MENJADI WANITA SEMPURNA
12
 
          Pregnancy is an emotional event. Rini and Diana, first time mothers who 
have had 2 miscarriages, looked at their pregnancy with a mixture of joy and 
trepidation. For second time mothers, Hana, Nur, Hasanah, Shy, Siti and Salena, it 
was a time to create a better pregnancy experience and prepare for a better 
childbirth outcome. First time mothers, Farhana, Huda and Dijah saw their 
pregnancies as an unexpected surprise that brought about a redefinition of their 
work and marriage. It is within this sentient setting that I explore my informants‟ 
pregnancy narratives. I discovered how my informants had a vision of what the 
ideal pregnant body should look and feel like from their conversations about their 
growing bodies. Such a body denotes success in being a container for the child. 
Consequently, I then reveal the strategies that my informants create in order to 
attain this ideal.  
 
4.1 Narratives of the Ideal Pregnant Body 
4.1.1 The Miscarriage was My Fault: Feeling Responsible for the Baby 
          I discussed in Chapter One and Two how pregnant women‟s bodies are 
conceptualized as containers for the growing fetus. Hence, taking up the dominant 
discourse, pregnant women saw themselves as solely responsible for the healthy 
                                                          
12
 According to Ms. Su and Ms. Idayu, pregnancy is when they “menjadi wanita yang sempurna” 
(become complete women) 
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outcome of the baby. Such a view was apparent in my conversations with three of 
my informants. Nur had a miscarriage the first time she was pregnant whilst Rini 
and Diana had two miscarriages prior to their current pregnancies. There was a 
common thread in all of their narratives as represented by Diana: 
“My husband got very furious with the gynecologist 
the second time I had a miscarriage because when 
we had the miscarriage the first time, we questioned 
him why did the miscarriage happen and then he 
kept saying that it‟s normal during the first trimester 
but for us we want to know. At the back of our 
minds is it because we have a genetic problem, a 
chromosome problem? These were our concerns 
back then so we told ourselves let‟s just take a 
break. It is mentally exhausting. So emotionally 
exhausting to keep losing the baby!” 
 
          Echoing Diana, Nur remembered how eating Mee Rebus (boiled yellow 
noodles) which her friend informed was „dirty‟ resulted in her miscarriage. 
Implicit in these narratives is the women‟s sense of guilt and responsibility for 
their miscarriages. They posit the blame for their miscarriages on the failure of 
their bodily compartments and bodily conduct. Therefore, my informants take up 
the discourse that places their bodies as a container for the baby. It can then be 
inferred that my informants believed that a successful pregnancy is born from an 
ideal pregnant body. Consequently, it became apparent how my informants 
created ideas of what entails the ideal pregnant body in order to judge the 





4.1.2 The Ideal Figure 
          What defines a successful pregnancy for my informants is the growth in 
their bellies and to some extent their hips: 
“My friend says you should be proud of that childbearing 
hips so I said ok fine. Ya, I am now wearing a 
Grandmamma panty, you know, grandmamma panty and 
grandmamma bra. But they say no it is childbearing hips, 
embrace it, so I say to myself just embrace it!” (Diana) 
 
           Diana‟s recollection of her friend‟s reaction towards her burgeoning hips 
reflects how it is others‟ perception of the growing stomach and hips that affects 
women‟s perception of their pregnancy. Similarly, having had two traumatic 
miscarriages, in which one was the result of an ectopic pregnancy, Rini voiced her 
worries about the size of her pregnant belly during the interview:  
Rini: A lot of people say that I don‟t look pregnant with 
twins at 16 weeks? (looks worried) Do I look pregnant? 
(touches her belly) 
Me: Yes, to me you look like you are pregnant with twins 
at 16 weeks. (Rini smiles)  
           
          The need to be seen as a successful container for the fetus has then allowed 
women to accept permanent bodily changes that prevent their bodies from fitting 
into the norms of emphasized femininity of slimness and perfection: 
 “I just lose hope on creams and all that. And then I was 
talking to my gynae and I was telling her that it is quite 
sad. I feel horrible when I see myself in the mirror because 
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there are stretch marks all over.
13
 Then she would try to 
calm me down and explain that it is because it is my first 
pregnancy and it is twins that my tummy has to 
overstretch to sustain both my babies. The fact that my 
babies are growing well makes me accept the sacrifice that 
my body has to make.” (Dijah) 
 
          Dijah‟s narrative illustrates how she embraces the discourse that sees her 
having to sacrifice her desire for a slim, blemish-free body for the well-being of 
her twins. She came to accept her bodily changes because of her belief that it was 
best for her children. She then refers to medical authority to validate the success 
of her pregnant body as a container.  
 
          Furthermore, together with the accounts of Rini and Diana, Dijah‟s example 
supports Waskul and Vannini‟s (2006) invitation to extend Cooley‟s notion of the 
looking glass self into that of the looking glass body. According to them, we form 
an image of ourselves from our imagination of other people‟s judgments of our 
physical appearance. This image would in turn shape our sense of self-worth. For 
my informants, looking pregnant is vital to feeling pregnant. In order to know if 
they do look pregnant, my informants have to view themselves through the 
societal mirror. Other people‟s validation of their pregnant look determines their 
belief of themselves as a viable container for the fetus.  
 
 
                                                          
13
 Gynae is an abbreviated term for gynaecologist used by most of my informants. 
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4.1.3 The Ideal Diet 
          My informants were also therefore aware that they would be considered as 
deviant if they did not conform to societal expectations of their bodies as the 
fetus‟ cocoon: 
 “For your information throughout my pregnancy my 
husband was the one who took care of my pills, because I 
hate pills, I hate medication so if he forgets, I also pretend 
to forget to eat. (laughs) He will always say, „don‟t you 
worry about the children in you?‟ I don‟t know, I just 
don‟t like to eat medicine even before pregnancy.  So I 
feel like I am being forced to eat the medication. He 
would call and ask whether I have taken the medicine. He 
will check on me. I will say, I didn‟t take it and then he 
would ask, „why didn‟t you take it, don‟t you worry about 
your children?‟ Usually I will only eat after he comes back 
from work. (laughs)  Ya, I am a very naughty mother 
when it comes to medication.” (Dijah) 
 
         As a result of them adopting the discourse that sees their bodies as 
responsible for the babies, many of my informants altered their diet to ensure that 
they fit that role:  
“I do eat what my sister told me to eat. I eat oats every day 
since the second trimester until I‟m so sick of it. I ate 
dates and honeyed water. I want to give the nutrients for 
the baby right.” (Diana) 
 
         Similarly, Dijah tried to consume milk even though she hated it as it makes 
her sick. She declared that it was “for the development of the children”. She 
began looking for a less detrimental alternative when she realized that she could 
not continue with the task: 
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“I do not drink milk even before my pregnancy. I am not a 
milk person. I am not a daily drinker but I drink soya bean 
to replace milk. Because I told the doctor I cannot, you 
know all those Anmum that people have been drinking I 
don‟t drink you know throughout my pregnancy, I tried 
you know.
14
 My mum tried to buy the chocolate milk but I 
cannot, it is just the milk. Even Milo I don‟t drink it with 
milk.
15
 Even before pregnancy, if I take coffee with milk 
as my first intake I would have a terrible tummy ache. I 
would have to go to the toilet and all that.  It just feels 
uncomfortable. I wouldn‟t say that I am intolerant. I 
would just say I have low tolerance.” 
 
         On the other hand, in their quest to become successful containers, my 
informants utilized the medical construction of the pregnant body as weak and 
secondary to the baby to authenticate their unusual bodily demands. Huda and 
Dijah, for example, talked about how their husbands would try to fulfill their 
cravings even if it is in the middle of the night. Such requests, Huda informed, are 
not normally entertained by her husband but because these symptoms were “part 
and parcel of being pregnant” he acquiesced. Similarly, Ms. Midah, who craved 
uncooked rice during her pregnancy, informed how: 
“If there are people who said you have morning sickness 
or cravings are rubbish, they are wrong. It is not the 
pregnant woman who wants it. It is because of the 
increased levels of HCG hormones that make us feel 
nauseous and have all those cravings.
16”  
 
       Additionally, Dijah was excited when I told her that I recently read in a 
scientific article how carbonated drinks, such as the Coca Cola she requested her 
                                                          
14
 Anmum is a brand of milk products specially designed for pregnant and lactating women. 
15
 Milo is a popular chocolate and malt beverage. 
16
 HCG is the medical acronym for Human Chorionic Gonadotropin. It is a hormone that is 
produced during pregnancy. 
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sister to serve her, would alleviate the heartburn she was having. She informed me 
that she was going to tell her disapproving husband about this. In Chapter One, I 
discuss how the ideal Malay woman is depicted as seeking Islamic and medical 
knowledge in order to manage her pregnant body towards becoming a successful 
cocoon for the baby. Like the women in Nurhaizatul Jamila Jamil‟s (2009) study, 
my informants trained their desires and actions towards meeting the requirements 
of this discourse. Additionally, they also utilized Islam and medicine, the two 
knowledges glorified by the discourse, to justify their embodied acts as reflecting 
the ideal.  
 
4.1.4 The Ideal Conduct & Attire 
          The preceding examples illustrate how the discourse that places the 
pregnant body as a weak cocoon has permeated into the popular psyche. This has 
also resulted in the monitoring of a pregnant woman‟s bodily conduct as it enters 
the public space. So, Dijah was reproached by the other teachers for possibly 
compromising her babies by “walking too fast and shouting in class”. Siti was 
also seen as deviant for being too active: 
“People will always tell me to be careful, there is someone 
inside because I walk very fast. They will also see that I 
am ok because I can eat any food I want and they will say 
that I am pregnant but don‟t act like I am pregnant. I will 
carry my son alone and travel here and there without my 
husband. So people keep asking me aren‟t I tired, aren‟t I 
tired because I was quite active.” 
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          These accounts illustrate how my informants and their relations saw 
embodied performance as influencing the outcome of the fetus. It can also be 
inferred from these accounts that my informants‟ social group subscribed to the 
dominant discourse that expected women to alter their embodied actions to 
accommodate to the well-being of their child. This then explains why my 
informants‟ orang tua (elders) own experiences of maternity have also influenced 
my younger informants‟ ideas of the ideal pregnant body. This sometimes caused 
my informants to have a discouraging view of their maternal bodies: 
“So when compared to her, my mother says „why are you 
so lembek (weak)‟? She says that if you are weak, later 
your son will be weak but I say because my first trimester 
was really bad. I had morning sickness which only my 
grandma could understand because my grandma 
experienced morning sickness like me, my mother didn‟t. 
So my mother didn‟t understand why I was so weak, why 
I had to be in bed all day long. So the comparison is still 
there in the form of how active or not active we were. And 
then I said, it‟s so sad when your mother says your fat and 
so weak. (Diana) 
  
          Accordingly, the older age group also partook in creating notions about the 
ideal image of the pregnant body. This was especially prevalent in their 
conversations about the appropriate attire and conduct during pregnancy. 
Therefore, for Ms. Idayu and Mdm Kamisah, pregnant women should wear baggy 
clothes to hide their pregnancies. As such, Mdm Ramlah does not feel that 
pregnant women today are conforming to the ideal as they “wear tight clothes as 




 “when we were pregnant, we were malu (shy).  It is only 
when other people see our big stomach, then they know 
that we are pregnant. We never tell anyone. I remembered 
sticking a sour plum at the back of my mouth to stop me 
from throwing up when I am visiting people. So people 
won‟t know that I am pregnant. Only when they see our 
big stomach, they will then comment on my pregnancy”. 
(Mdm Mak Nyah) 
 
          The orang tua continually expressed their views about the ideal pregnant 
conduct and attire to their younger counterparts.  They utilized their experiences 
of their embodied maternal performance to critique my informants‟ management 
of their maternal bodies. This has then resulted in dissonance  between the two 
age groups as can be seen in Mdm Kamisah‟s comments on her granddaughter, 
Diana‟s and her sister‟s pregnancies: 
“They all wear very tight. Shyness is a trait of our Iman 
(faith), I tell them. You all have knowledge, not that you 
don‟t. You know the laws from young already. I already 
taught them from young religion so they know what is 
halal (lawful), haram (unlawful), dosa (sin), pahala 
(spiritual reward). They already understand. So if they still 
want to behave like that then it is up to them.” 
 
          In her study of Malay kinship, Janet Carsten (1997) suggests how the hearth 
is a site of memory and the creation of kinship bonds. Similar to Rudie (1994), 
she also discussed how mothers and grandmothers are involved in managing 
women‟s experiences of motherhood and maternity. Not unlike the hearth, the 
older women‟s bodies act as a memory site on which they can extract their 
experiential knowledge to transmit to their younger pregnant kin. Interestingly, 
these accounts also illustrate how the older informants saw their pregnancy 
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experiences as embodying the ideal. Therefore, they expected the younger 
informants to look to them for guidance. This became even more evident as I 




4.2 Strategies to Obtain the Ideal Pregnant Body 
          The foregoing section points at how my informants subscribed to a 
discourse that requires them to be ideal mothers who are good containers for their 
babies. They then created an image of the ideal pregnant body on which they can 
evaluate their embodied performance. They were then dependent on others to 
validate the success of their embodiment. In this section I reveal how my 
informants were not simply passive adherents to this image. Instead, they 
navigated through this stage of their maternal careers by creating strategies that 
would ensure their success in conforming to the image of the ideal mother. 
 
 
4.2.1 Medicalizing Maternity on Their Own Terms 
          Like me, many of my informants vividly recalled how they first found out 
that they were expecting. Siti related how she first knew about her pregnancy 
when her body “felt different. It just felt different”. Similarly, Hasanah “felt tired 
and exhausted. I kept getting headaches”. Even though they felt changes in their 
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bodily compartments, both relied on medical technology to confirm their 
pregnancies. Hasanah went to the doctor to take a urine test whilst Siti “had to 
take seven pregnancy tests just to confirm”. These examples seem to support the 
thesis that medicalization has brought about the masculinization of the pregnancy 
experience, alienating women from their bodily proceedings (see Young, 1984; 
Kristeva, 1986; Oakley, 1984). It seems that the pregnancy experience is 
disembodied (Manderson, 1998). Medicine, in the form of the ubiquitous 
pregnancy test, caused my informants to devalue their own “privileged relation” 
with their bodies (Young, 1984: 46). Yet, such an analysis cannot explain why 
Ms. Su felt that “there is no point going to the gynae during the last two 
pregnancies” since from her previous experiences the gynecologist “is going to 
only do the ultrasound and not turn up during my labor”. Nor, is it able to 
illuminate why Hasanah wanted to attend Doula Hanani‟s gentle birthing class 
after realizing from her first pregnancy that the prenatal classes conducted by 
nurses “lacked the personal touch” and hence was ineffective in helping her 
manage her pregnancy and childbirth. Likewise, such an analysis cannot justify 
how Diana and Dijah actively searched for the perfect gynecologist: 
“I wanted someone supportive. So I looked online, I 
read online forums for reviews on the various 
different gynecologists. I also asked my sisters and 
mum about their own experiences with their gynaes 
until I found the gynae that I am going to today. I 
like her. She is what I want in a gynae; very 




          Even though my informants subscribed to the discourse on the ideal mother 
laid out in Chapter 1, they regulated the way in which medicine was to intervene 
in their embodied practices. The preceding examples showcase how the 
accumulation of experiential and empathic embodied knowledge has shaped the 
way my informants made decisions regarding the medical management of their 
pregnant bodies. Lorentzen (2008) defines experiential embodied knowledge as 
knowledge garnered from one‟s body‟s previous encounters with medicine. 
Empathic knowledge refers to knowledge gathered from other people‟s 
experiential knowledge of their encounters with medicine. The acquisition of 
these forms of knowledge empowers women against future domineering medical 
management. However, it is evident from these narratives that such accumulation 
of knowledge is not always a result of a desire to defy medical authority. Instead, 
my informants utilized the knowledge to support their endeavor to become a 
successful cocoon for the growing fetus. Hasanah‟s account exemplified this: 
“The other day I had slight cramps so I asked her 
(Doula Hanani) if it is normal to have slight cramps. 
She told me that it‟s normal but if it gets severe then 
I have to monitor myself for the next 24 hours. So I 
monitored myself for the next 24 hours and it was 
ok. I just see if the cramps continued or if it got 
more severe than the one I experienced. But so far, I 
felt fine after that. So I told her ok I feel fine, we 
will just leave it at that because if it gets worse, 
more painful, then I think we need to go to the 
doctor.” 
 
          Zola (1972: 496) posited that our dependence on medicine is because 
“everyone has or believes he has something organically wrong with him, or put 
more positively, how much can be done to make one feel, look or function 
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better”. The acceptance of the discourse that predicts the potential failure of the 
pregnant body as a container has resulted in my informants falling back on 
medicine for reassurance that their bodies are functioning well as the fetus‟ 
vessel. This then supports Bartky‟s (1990: 72) claim that medical technologies of 
maternity “are taken up and practiced by women against the background of a 
pervasive sense of bodily deficiency”. Such can be seen in Hasanah‟s 
conversation above whereby she fears the potential failure of her body. She also 
informed me that she has not seen a gynecologist because her pregnancy was not 
high risk. Yet, she will be having her first appointment when she is 20 weeks 
pregnant. In Singapore, women go through a detailed anomaly ultrasound scan to 
identify fetal defects around that time. Hasanah was one of my informants who 
was extremely against medical intervention. Yet, her need to see the gynecologist 
at that period illustrates her unwillingness to completely stave off her dependence 
on the medical community in order to ensure her success as a pregnant container. 
As such, medical technology has been appropriated to calm one‟s fear of being a 
failed vessel. A failed body marks one‟s failure at being a good mother. Medicine 
is then a resource in managing and validating one‟s embodied acts as reflective of 
a good maternal vessel.  Rini‟s narrative of her current pregnancy after 
experiencing two miscarriages is an example of this: 
“I would buy little gifts for my twins after every 
round of ultrasound just to mark the success of the 
progress of the pregnancy. Nothing big, just a 




          My conversation with Rini then made me question the view that medical 
technology especially that of ultrasound imagery marks the disembodiment of the 
pregnant experience (see Young, 1984; Hockey and Draper, 2005). Rini 
employed medical technology as a tool to manage her embodied acts. However, it 
was also the yardstick on which she can verify the desirability of her agency. 
Therefore, I concur with Nash‟s (2007) viewpoint of ultrasound imagery as only 
being meaningful when it is “relevant to our activity in the world” (Nash, 2007: 
69). It is my informants who give meaning to the ultrasound imagery as they 
“implicate themselves in the „narrative‟ of fetal „life‟ through the ultrasound 
screen; the fetal information on the screen would not exist without a mother” 
(Nash, 2007:69). This better clarifies why my informants ceased upon the 
ultrasound image to validate their management of their pregnant bodies. So Dijah 
relied on the ultrasound images which showed her twins growing well to justify 
her “naughty” behavior of not eating her prenatal vitamins. 
 
          Besides, medicine can also act as a tool against other impositions and 
incursions into one‟s embodied efforts. This can be seen in Siti‟s narration of her 
boss‟ disapproval of her breastfeeding while pregnant:  
“So I told my boss that my gynae says that as long 
as there are no complications, because I do ask my 
gynae some questions. Some people say I cannot 
breastfeed, like my aunty says I cannot do it already 
because I have to keep the rest for my second one. 
Why should I keep for the second one because this 
is an on-going thing? There is a supply. So if I stop 
and then what is my son going to drink? Although 
now he can take soya bean or fresh milk or 
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whatever but why must I stop because he doesn‟t 
show any sign of wanting to stop. And my gynae 
said that he will show you if he doesn‟t want 
already. She said he will want to stop, not we who 
tell him when to stop. And I love the bonding 
between myself and him. I love the journey.” 
         
          Such an account supports Giddens (1991: 7) suggestion that the relationship 
between the lay person and medical technology is not simply that of passive 
acquiescing or active rejection but a “mixture of attitudes of reverence and 
reserve, approval and disquiet, enthusiasm and antipathy”. My informants‟ 
decision to adopt or deny medical encroachment was based on whether it aided in 
describing, supporting and depicting their pregnant embodiments towards success. 
 
4.2.2 Creating the Hierarchy of Knowledge: Empowerment in Multiple 
Sources of Knowledge 
 
          Medical knowledge is one form of knowledge that is venerated by the 
dominant discourse on Malay maternity. Reproducing the dominant discourse that 
idealizes the knowledge seeking Malay woman, Shy matter-of-factly proclaimed 
that “knowledge is power”. The internet is the basilica of knowledge for my 
informants. Salena and Dijah informed me that they are known as “Little Miss 
Google” at their workplace.17 “Shy also related how “reading a lot of books and 
the internet” helped her “know more about what I am going through”. Shy‟s 
revelation was also repeated by Rini:  
                                                          
17
 Google is a popular search engine in the internet. 
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“The more I read from the internet, the more I get scared. 
It is helpful though because I read things like the 
vanishing twin syndrome and how my type of pregnancy 
is at risk of getting that and I will ask more about it to the 
doctor. So at least I know when my twin pregnancy would 
be viable and safe.”  
 
          These examples illustrate how the internet has altered my informants‟ 
relationship with the medical profession. The internet, as Hardey (1999) 
predicted, threatens medical professionals‟ exclusive ownership of knowledge. 
My informants‟ thirst for information combined with the information-rich nature 
of the internet has facilitated the decision making onus over the medical 
management of their pregnant bodies in favour of them. This has boosted their 
power in the doctor-patient relationship. My informants frequently consulted and 
questioned their doctors based on what they have read from the World Wide Web. 
  
          However, the above quotes also point out how the vast and diverse nature 
of knowledge found in the internet also caused my informants to feel confused 
and overwhelmed. Hasanah was able to reconcile these differences in knowledge 
through meeting Doula Hanani: 
“I try to read as much as possible but I think to have an 
expert like her to guide me along, it is a much different 
experience rather than trying to grapple with all the 
information that is there. You Google something, you 
have so much information staring back at you that 
sometimes you can‟t decide what is really going on. Like 
let‟s say, I suffer a particular symptom of pregnancy, so I 
try to Google it or ask my doctor about it but sometimes 
you get two different answers, you see. So to have that 
other person who is well versed in birth and pregnancy to 
guide me along is very helpful”. 
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          Related to this, as a new mother, I had joined a Facebook group, an online 
social media group, for breastfeeding Muslim mothers. I noticed how newly 
delivered mothers with trouble in childcare, confinement practices and 
breastfeeding are able to post questions which will be answered by a 
member/mother who also happens to be an Emergency Medical Technician 
(EMT). Zola (1972) suggested that living in a modern, bureaucratic state like that 
of Singapore would cause us to be reliant on “expert” knowledge. Yet, the 
“experts” that these women sometimes turn to are not trained in the traditional 
obstetrical route. This then confirms another of Hardey‟s (1999: 832) prediction 
that the internet represents “the blurring of boundaries between orthodox and non-
orthodox beliefs” surrounding healthcare. Hardey (1999: 832) continues that such 
a blurring “encourages a” coherent “definition of health that embraces spiritual 
and emotional dimensions often marginal in conventional medicine”. Doula 
Hanani and the EMT, being Malay mothers themselves, are seen by many of these 
women as caring and supportive to their embodied goals and desires. Likewise, I 
have informed in Chapter Three how Doula Hanani aims to provide Malay 
Muslim women with a respectful, compassionate and gentle birthing experience. 
Therefore, Doula Hanani and the EMT are at the helm of this blurring of 
boundaries as my informants see them as offering health advice that supports their 
spiritual and emotional needs. Dijah‟s search for a supportive and caring 
gynecologist as mentioned earlier in the chapter and Hasanah‟s desire to attend a 
more personalized prenatal class also highlighted in the previous section further 
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demonstrates the importance of the inclusion of emotions in their medical 
encounters.  
 
          I have outlined how many scholars saw the medicalization of maternity as a 
symptom of the masculinization of the maternity experience. Men come to treat 
the maternal body as a disembodied object to be controlled and regulated. The 
discourse that constructs an image of the female body as a container whose owner 
has to subordinate her needs for the baby is a consequence of this. My informants 
espouse this discourse. However, in their desire to achieve this ideal, they ended 
up re-feminizing the pregnancy event as they actively govern how medicine was 
to deal with their embodied practices. The emotional connection is a virtue 
associated with femininity (Erickson, 2005). Wanting an emotional encounter and 
relationship with medicine is then an element of the re-feminization of the 
maternity experience.  
 
          Furthermore, spirituality, another dimension that Hardey (1999) considers 
as playing a role in shaping women‟s relationship with medicine was also present 
in my informants‟ pregnancy narratives. My informants relied on Islam to mediate 
and vindicate their experience with medicine as embodying the ideal. My 
conversation with Ms Zai about her weight is an example of this.  She informed 
me how her gynecologist, with her approval and insistence, had placed her on a 
diet. She was already overweight and was fearful of being diagnosed with 
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gestational diabetes, an ailment which had rendered her previous pregnancy 
difficult. She then told her friend about this: 
 “I told my friend my doctor advised me to lose weight 
during pregnancy but my friend said that it is wrong. I 
need to gain weight and she even used medical facts to 
counter me!”  
 
          Here, one notices how the accessibility of medical knowledge to the layman 
has caused different medical opinions on pregnancy to compete with one another. 
Her friend‟s incredulity towards her „wrong‟ treatment of her pregnant body saw 
her being framed as an immoral/deviant mother. This reflects Zola‟s (1972) 
notion that medical knowledge has become one of the most powerful and 
effective tools in the creation of a moral framework of society. It labels the 
individual who does not treat her body according to the desired particular course 
of action as immoral and irresponsible. However, by integrating knowledge she 
received from the medical authority with an Islamic moral adage of treating one‟s 
body well as it is an “amanah (responsibility) from Allah (God)”, Ms. Zai was 
able to place her knowledge at a higher level in the hierarchy of knowledge 
compared to that of her friend‟s: 
“So, my friend and a lot of people have this misconception 
that pregnancy means you have to eat for two. It is 
actually about taking good care of your body as it is an 
amanah from Allah.” 
 
          Ms Zai continued to picture herself as a responsible container for her baby 
by employing Islam to support the way she decides how medicine was to manage 
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her pregnant body. This prevented her from seeing her embodied practice as 
deviant and contrary to that of the ideal mother.  
 
           The notion that pregnancy is embedded and experienced within an Islamic 
framework became even more acute as Diana discussed the type of maternity and 
childrearing books she referred to while she was in her second trimester. The 
book, by Ustazah Datuk Siti Nor Bahyah Mahamood (2012), Amalan Ibu 
Mengandung introduced in Chapter One, was her favorite: 
“With this book, I feel assured that the baby is protected 
by Allah. Until now, I amalkan (practice) all the advice it 
gives. I like it because it is more Islamic. Like a lot of 
these books on the development of the baby (pointing to 
her books) are in English but I like this one because it 
comes from the perspective of the Muslim mother”.  
           
          My informants adhered to the discourse that sees them as responsible for 
the unborn fetus. They then actively sought medical knowledge packaged in 
Islamic injunctions in order to discipline their bodies towards this ideal.  Medical 
information framed within a spiritual lens became the most esteemed knowledge 
sought by my informants. It is the most venerated form of knowledge in the 
hierarchy of knowledge erected by my informants. 
 
          The increasing ease of access to multiple sources of information such as the 
internet has allowed women greater liberty to select and privilege the form of 
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knowledge that they wish to incorporate within the pregnant bodily practices 
(Yanagisawa, 2009). Consequently, this has also caused a redefinition in their 
relationship with their orang tua. They no longer had to rely on the orang tua for 
knowledge:  
“I just listen to what my mum and mum-in-law say 
because I do not want to hurt their feelings but I take 
whatever they say with a pinch of salt.” (Hana) 
 
          The orang tua are also conscious that they are placed in the lower rung of 
the hierarchy of knowledge created by the younger generation. I noted a hint of 
sarcasm in Mdm Kamisah‟s remark when asked about her involvement with 
Diana‟s and her sister‟s pregnancies: 
“I don‟t want to interfere with what they do. Now they are 
modern, right, not like us kampong (village) people, never 
read anything.”  
 
          In contrast, the youth too are cognizant of the older generation‟s displeasure 
at their excessive use of other expert knowledge: 
“My mum always says that I never listen to her that I am 
too dependent on books and not her experiences.” 
(Salena) 
 
          I noticed a degree of tension between the different age groups as they were 
talking about their relationship with one another. The orang tua viewed 
themselves as the legitimate custodians of pregnant knowledge since they have 
experienced the event themselves. They expected those younger than them to seek 
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and listen to their advice.  Ms. Hamidah‟s chronicle of how she only knew of her 
daughter‟s pregnancy after the latter had miscarried portrays this: 
 
 “I don‟t want to interfere with her life but sometimes I 
wish she would have gone to me and ask me for help 
about her pregnancy. I mean I have gone through it myself 
right, I can help her. Sometimes reading from books and 
the internet is not enough. She should have gone to me 
before going to the doctor. But, it is up to her, I cannot 
force her. It is her life.”  
           
          The orang tua saw the memory of their embodied experiences of maternity 
as a cultural capital that promotes their status as custodians of knowledge. Like 
how they have listened to their elders when they were pregnant, they expected the 
youth to listen to them when they stepped into the role of elders: 
“Last time, we don‟t know how to complain. We just 
follow the orang tua. Not like today.” (Mdm Ramlah) 
 
         However, the orang tua also accepts the hierarchy of knowledge which my 
younger informants erected. Such an argument is based on an analysis of their 
maternity narratives. The orang tua tried to frame their narratives so that they fit 
the modern Islamic and medical framework. Mdm Salmah, a massage lady in her 
90s reminisced about how even prominent gynecologists sought her to rectify 
their fertility problems. In fact, one even provided her with a license to practice 
childbirth at some point in her career. Similarly, when asked about whether the 
bidan kampong (village midwife) attended to her, Mdm Mak Nyah laughed as if 
affronted by the insinuation: 
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“that was my mother‟s time. I only use the licensed nurse 
from the government.” 
 
          While Mdm Salmah and Mdm Mak Nyah adopted the medical framework, 
Mdm Kamisah endorsed her maternity experience as being ideal by framing it 
within the Islamic lens. This is illustrated in her account of why today‟s 
generation do not wish to continue adat traditions governing pregnancy such as 
conducting a du‟a selamat (safety prayers) at 7 months or tying their long hair 
into a bun with a nail: 
“They say that all of that is not required, all of that is adat. 
We should throw them away. But I say, we have to see 
which adat first. There are some we can follow, that we 
should follow. But there are some that we should not 
follow like if they are syirik (blasphemous), of course we 
cannot follow. I didn‟t follow the adat that is syirik when I 
was pregnant. Kampong people use a lot of wrong things, 
the wrong knowledge. So that is why they have a lot of 
pantang larang (prescriptions and proscriptions) because 
they have a lot of syirik knowledge. But people nowadays 
don‟t have this anymore. Singaporeans are not like 
kampong people anymore. These kampong people are too 
much because they practice the wrong knowledge.” 
 
          Mdm Mak Nyah, Mdm Salmah and Mdm Kamisah placed their experiences 
through the Islamic and medical frameworks in order retain their validity. All are 
framed so as to be emblematic of modernity. Stivens (1998) informed how Islam 
and medicine are seen as having the most important role in creating the image of 
the ideal modern Malay mother. My older informants‟ accounts exemplify Lock‟s 
(1993: 140) contention that the changes in the political social order can usually be 
seen through the “changes in the „mnemonic scheme‟ inscribed in the” maternal 
body. Adding to this, Begay (2009: 246) sees maternity as a time in a woman‟s 
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life “when she is a bridge between the past and the future. This is where her 
maternal identity is forged”.  As such, by framing their stories of pregnancy 
within the dominant discourse that privileges Islamic and medical knowledge, the 
orang tua are able to lengthen the relevancy of their embodied experiential 
knowledge. This will safeguard their status as custodians of legitimate 
experiential knowledge and secure their elevated position in the hierarchy of 
knowledge. Even so, the establishment of the hierarchy of knowledge results in 
the redefinition of maternal women‟s social relationships. 
 
4.2.3 The Motherhood Club: Forming New Relations while Breaking Old 
Ones 
          The orang tua‟s yearning to share their embodied knowledge supports 
Fiedler‟s (1996) claim that the announcement of the pregnant body in the public 
sphere results in a maternal woman suddenly becoming privy to an arsenal of 
parenting knowledge that might have been previously unavailable to her. Through 
their pregnancies, my informants are welcomed into an informal association of 
motherhood that was once forbidden to them (Crouch and Manderson, 1993; Phua 
and Yeoh, 2002). Additionally, the women themselves are involved in the 
creation and maintenance of this group:  
“I surround myself with friends who are likeminded, who 
have gone through the same thing… meaning friends who 
are also expecting and also friends who are not expecting 
but who have had two or three children before and have 
had natural births and had pretty pleasant experiences. So 
I become friends with them, I joined a group on Facebook 
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where there is this group called the Gentle Birthing Group 
where we share our experiences, resources and articles 
about birthing and pregnancy”. (Hasanah) 
 
          Similarly, Salena became: 
 “Friends with those who are likeminded. I try not to 
interact with my friends who are not likeminded with 
regards to parenting, pregnancy and childbirth…. So we 
have to choose our friends or confidants wisely”.  
 
          Even Ms. Zai who had experienced 4 previous pregnancies took advantage 
of the social media platform Facebook to join group discussions about parenting 
and maternity as she “did not want to be left in the dark”. My informants actively 
disconnected themselves from friends and kin who do not share similar ideas on 
maternity and parenting. Moreover, online social platforms such as Facebook 
have allowed them to almost immediately create new ties based on shared 
convictions about maternity and motherhood. Hasanah, for example, met Siti 
through the Gentle Birthing Group on Facebook. Consequently, she was able to 
break existing ties with little risks. My informants need to break and form ties as 
maternal women corroborates Letherby‟s (1994: 528) statement that pregnant 
women  are “not dependent on status comparisons with women in other roles, but 
on the extent to which motherhood is a chosen activity and the strengths of links 
with other mothers at that time”. Maternity was a career that my informants 
actively involved themselves in. The success of my informants‟ identity formation 
as good mothers is dependent upon them knowing that their embodied efforts are 
of a similar vein as those in the same position as them (Letherby, 1994). Social 
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support from these likeminded people then allow women to maintain and cope 
with their new identities as mothers. This explains why Hasanah count on these 
women to “share and let out my frustrations” on her maternity experiences. 
Sharing empathic embodied knowledge with such individuals was cathartic and 
empowering for her as it further validates her embodied performance as meeting 
that of the ideal:  
“Talking to Siti about my own childbirth experience was 
really helpful. It made me realize how vital it is to speak 
to the gynae about following my childbirth plan. I am now 
more prepared and determined to take control over my 
childbirth.” 
 
          Furthermore, Hasanah‟s conversation with Siti showcased how having 
experienced a previous pregnancy gives an individual the new status of “advice 
giver” (Stivens, 2007: 30). This then explains Farhana‟s delight upon finding out 
about her best friend‟s pregnancy two months after hers: 
“I was pregnant first, so if she had something going on in 
her pregnancy, she would ask me about my experience.” 
 
4.2.4 We are Pregnant: The Role of the Supportive Husband 
          Another important source of support for my informants is their husbands. 
Rini would send her ultrasound images to her husband via short messaging system 
(SMS) after each visit to her gynecologist. Likewise, Diana would send those 
images via electronic mail (e-mail) to her husband who tends to travel abroad for 
work. Diana even recorded her husband‟s voice reading storybooks and would put 
the earphones on her belly so that “the baby could recognize the father”. Crouch 
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and Manderson (1993: 101) discuss how maternity has now been framed through 
the “couple-related model” whereby both husband and wife are invested in the 
experience. This was also an expectation laid out in the maternity literature I 
analysed in the first chapter. My informants actively involved their husbands in 
their pregnancies. Nur, Shy, Salena and Diana brought their husbands to the 
prenatal course organized by Doula Hanani which is advertised specifically to 
pregnant Muslim couples: 
“So I told my husband that we should go to that childbirth 
class because he also doesn‟t know what we should do. 
Based on my brother-in-law‟s experience, he said he 
really didn‟t know what to do. My sister told him to just 
keep quiet and then he said, „I‟m the husband, I want to 
support my wife but the only thing she said to me was, 
„keep quiet can or not?‟‟ So I thought I didn‟t want that to 
happen to me and Az (her husband). So I said maybe we 
should at least know what to do. So, we went to the class 
so at least he has a better idea how he can support me 
during labor. And then I am a bit of a coward, I‟m timid. 
So if the doctor, like what the doula said, suggests an 
induction probably almost 90% of me would say OK. So I 
need someone who at least has gone to this workshop to 
tell the doctor, „no, I think my wife can still hang on‟. So I 
need that kind of voice for me.” (Diana)  
 
           Additionally, all of my informants shared all the knowledge they gathered 
with their husbands so that the latter would be supportive of their pregnancy, 
childbirth and post-partum choices. They then employed the patriarchal Islamic-
Malay view of men as guardians of women‟s morality and moral choices to 
appoint their husbands as a buffer against unwanted incursions by others. Nur 
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labels her husband as her “bodyguard”. Likewise, Diana talks about the 
importance of her husband protecting her embodied performance: 
“My husband thinks first before he says but the way he 
speaks to the doctor to me can be harsh. Ya, I mean in my 
opinion the doctor is doing his professional duties to 
advise us this and that but from my husband‟s point of 
view is why, why must we do it? You know ah, so that 
kind of thing. And he wants a very clear explanation as to 
why you suggest that option. So if the doctor says induce, 
the doctor has to tell us very clearly before he is 
convinced. He needs a lot of convincing first before 
deciding. He analyses things first before deciding. So for 
me, I become panic very fast. So I will just say ok to 
anything that the doctor says. So I keep telling my 
husband, keep reminding him that if the doctor during the 
check-up says this and that, you must say no for me. You 
must say no and defend me.”   
 
          Correspondingly, in the previous section I discussed how Diana‟s mother 
had made her feel insecure about her body. Whereas her mother negates her 
embodied performance, her husband re-empowers her embodied conduct by 
placing her in the sexualized light. So, Diana would: 
 “tell Az (her husband) that my mother said this and that 
but he will always tell me you look beautiful it‟s ok. So 
ok, when your husband tells you that you are still beautiful 
even though you are round like Humpty Dumpty then ok. 
I still look good.”  
 
          In the same way, Dijah tells me how her husband had tried to appease her 
sadness towards her stretch marks by saying that he was “the only one who is 
going to see” it. Islamic thought constructs an image of wives as a source of 
sexual gratification for the husband (Ong, 1990). It also defines husbands as 
custodians of women‟s sexuality (Ong, 1990). Such an image of the husband-wife 
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relationship was also present in the dominant discourse on Malay maternity 
outlined in Chapter One. In this instance, such a construction has aided in creating 
a positive sense of female identity. For my informants, continuing to be seen as a 
sexualized object is important in the creation of an empowered, confident 
pregnant subjectivity. The growing body is in contradiction to the norms of 
emphasized femininity that stresses upon slimness.  It is only through a positive 
affirmation by the male authority of their growing bodies as still sexual, do my 
informants feel comfortable to break away from the norms of emphasized 
femininity. Therefore, their husbands assure my informants to accept the changes 
in their bodies as worthwhile. Their position as good, sexual wives is firmly 
cemented even as they work their bodies towards becoming successful containers 
for the baby through the growth of their bodies. In doing so, their husbands 
legitimate their quest towards becoming the ideal woman who is able to maintain 
her role as a sexualized wife and good mother as defined by the discourse I 
uncovered in Chapter One. 
 
          Furthermore, as women become more involved with their pregnancies, the 
domestic division of labor was also reshaped. Such restructuring of the division of 
domestic labor stems from seeing the pregnant body as ill and weak. Hasanah, for 
example, utilized the medical conception of the pregnant body as ill to explain her 
husband doing all the housework:  
“because I was very unwell throughout my pregnancy, I 
couldn‟t really do much so he took on everything”.  
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          It is interesting to take note that Hasanah is not employed. Dijah, a working 
woman, also talked about her husband being more sensitive to her needs as a 
result of his acknowledgement of her as the container for their unborn twins: 
“He loves them more than he loves me. I assume because 
he smokes but ever since I was pregnant he would always 
go out and smoke because he said it is not good for the 
babies. He used to smoke when I am around him prior to 
my pregnancy. So it‟s those little sacrifices and he gives in 
a lot… There was one time, I had supper which was a 
mistake. I vomited on the bed. It was very bad. I couldn‟t 
even run to the toilet. He was like what happened, when 
he woke up, I was covered in partially digested Indian mee 
goreng (fried noodles) and then he was very nice, he 
brought me to the toilet and said, „you go and wash up.‟ 
Then he cleaned the bed. He woke up and he gave me a 
sympathetic look. I tried to explain because I felt so bad as 
he had to wake up the next morning and work. I said I 
tried to go to the toilet but he said, „it‟s fine, it‟s fine I am 
not upset with you‟.” 
 
          In accepting the discourse that places the pregnant body as a weak container 
responsible for the fetus, not only did my informants train their embodied 
performances to meet this demand but used the fact that they have to concentrate 
their energies towards this discourse to validate the restructuring of the domestic 
structure. 
 
4.2.5 The Pregnant Body at Work: Support from Colleagues 
         Husbands play a significant role in supporting my informants in their pursuit 
to achieve the ideal pregnant body. Another important source of “support” that 
Dijah pointed out was located in the workplace. Support came not only from 
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verbal recognition or advice on managing the pregnant body but also how 
colleagues dealt with the pregnant body. The adoption of the discourse that 
conceptualizes pregnant bodies as ill and weak sanctioned my informants‟ 
expectations for provisions in the workplace. They saw the provisions as 
necessary in order to ensure their success as good containers for the baby. All the 
women I interviewed except Farhana welcomed the respite from work through the 
numerous and lengthy medical certificates (MC) they received from their 
gynecologists.  So, Dijah was more than happy when her male colleague informed 
her that she did not have to come for badminton training every alternate 
Saturdays. She could not imagine taking up the duty as she was “literally on the 
bed” throughout her pregnancy. Bourdieu (2013: 476) suggests that “one‟s 
relationship to the social world and to one‟s proper place in it is never more 
clearly expressed than in the space and time one feels entitled to take from 
others”. By adhering to the medical discourse of the pregnant body as weak, my 
informants were able to expect and be given provisions and help that they felt 
they deserved at the workplace.  
 
          Coupled with this, my informants also had expectations of the behavior of 
their female colleagues who were mothers and non-mothers respectively. Other 
mothers were expected to be understanding and caring towards the newly 
pregnant mother since they have experienced pregnancy before. Hasanah 
reminisced about how when she was working “quite a number of my colleagues 
were mothers so they are very understanding”. She showered praises for her 
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former boss who because “is around my mother‟s age”, was “very caring”. 
Erickson (2005) discusses how emotion work is the product of the society‟s 
gender construction. The cultural and Islamic construction of the Malay mother as 
a caring nurturer then influenced my informants‟ expectations of how other 
mothers should behave towards them. These other women should mimic the 
discourse of the ideal mother as caring, nurturing and understanding. 
 
         This then explains why non-mothers were not expected to yield to 
supporting and helping the pregnant mother as they have not gone through the 
bodily rigors of pregnancy themselves. Diana rationalized that because her 
supervisor has never been pregnant, the latter was callous and insensitive towards 
her frequent leave application. Similarly, Salena discussed how her unmarried 
colleagues could not understand the reasons behind why she chose to place her 
pregnancy before her career. As a result, she was frequently chastised for going 
home early instead of staying back for meetings till late. 
 
          But what happens, when such expectations are not met? Salena‟s 
conversation about her reporting officer might provide a picture: 
 “She was one of the most horrible persons that I have 
ever met in my entire life. Like during pregnancy if you 
look pale or whatever, she would say, „why do you look 
like that? Do you know how to dress up a bit if not your 
husband would leave you!‟ She always said that when I 
was pregnant. She was absolutely crazy because she has 
no tact and she would say, „remember after pregnancy you 
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have to get back your body because the husband might 
stray.‟ She was not understanding!”  
 
          For Salena, having been pregnant before, her reporting officer should have 
been more understanding and more sensitive to her needs. Thus, just as the public 
had expectations as to how pregnant women are to conduct their bodies, the 
women also had expectations as to how different individuals are to interact with 
their bodies. Notwithstanding this, Salena‟s account of her supervisor telling her 
to slim down after birth showed how there were also expectations of pregnant 
women‟s behavior in the next stage of her maternal career. 
 
4.3 Preparing for the Baby‟s Arrival: Role Conflict 
          My informants also had expectations about how they should proceed with 
the next stage of their maternity. Preparation during pregnancy is vital to the 
success of their new role as a mother. Diana, having only entered her third 
trimester during the interview, had already scouted for an infant care center. She 
laughed as she told me that she has “paid the deposit already even before the baby 
is born”. She also chuckled as she recalled buying homemade toys created by 
other Malay mothers for her unborn fetus. Additionally, she intends to extend her 
maternity leave from 4 months to 6 months as she wants to be the primary 




          On a similar note, Hana, who has just started her training to be a teacher at 
the National Institute of Education, talked about how: 
 “My assignments are all due a few days after my 
EDD (expected delivery date). But, I want to make 
sure that I finish everything so that I graduate on 
time and that I do not have to take another semester. 
So I try to finish and hand in all my assignments 
before my EDD. I end up sleeping at 3am every day 
in order to do this. So I sneak in sleep in between 
classes.” 
 
          Similarly, Salena talked about how she worked so hard organizing various 
events at her school that she suffered a minor heart attack during her first 
pregnancy. Dijah also expressed her desire to continue being a good teacher 
whilst pregnant. So even though she had reduced her “shouting in classes as it is 
not good for the twins”, she did not want to be hospitalized when she got 
extremely dehydrated from her constant vomiting. She then explained that: 
“I just did not want to be hospitalized. My friends were 
more concerned about wanting me to rest but I was more 
concerned about my students‟ Mid-year exams (laughs). I 
think I will not be a good mother if I ever start teaching 
again. Ya, because I was just concerned about my 
students. I told my colleagues it is different when you take 
a tail-end class because you feel you have so much you 
have to do with them, with their foundation in Maths 
because all of them came in failing Maths. They all failed 
Maths, there was 0% pass. So you just know that their 
foundation from primary 1 and primary 2 is very bad. So 
you have a lot of things to do with them and then if you 
keep on taking MC it would not be good for them. Then 
my friends, especially all those mothers who had just 
given birth with 1 or 2 were saying how I should just rest, 




          Nurhaizatul (2009) explains that the Singapore state and Malay media 
frame women as playing the dual role of economic worker and wife/mother. The 
literature on Malay maternity and motherhood I reviewed in Chapter One exhibits 
this. Nurhaizatul (2009) then touched on how her informants desired to perform 
both roles successfully. This then illuminated why Farhana saw her pregnancy 
symptoms of nausea, tiredness and weakness and the resultant numerous MCs she 
had to take as an impediment to her efficiency as a teacher. She could no longer 
become a competent teacher as much of her work was backlogged.  Like Dijah 
and Salena, Farhana was experiencing a conflict between her role as worker and 
her role as mother.  
 
          Gilbert et al. (1981) informed their readers that role conflict tends to 
precipitate when women see themselves as juggling two roles that they deem as 
equally important. By making the necessary preparations at work and also the 
baby‟s caretaking arrangements during pregnancy, informants such as Hana and 
Diana would be able to have continual success in their role as career women 
without hindering the process of them becoming mothers once their children are 
born. This minimizes the role conflict that they would experience. So Dijah 
remedied her predicament of wanting to be a good teacher and mother by 
extending her maternity leave to coincide with the school holidays. In this way, 
she could spend time with her newborn children while simultaneously having 
time to catch up on what she has missed in school: 
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“Because I want my children to be actually big enough 
before I go to school, I want to spend more time with 
them. That‟s the reason why I want to come back in June 
because June the first and last week are meetings so the 
two weeks in the middle I can spend time with my 
children before I start full blast teaching so that I know 
what is happening in school and I know what I have 
missed in the last five months.” 
 
         On the other hand, Hasanah and Nur resigned from their work to end the role 
conflict they were experiencing: 
“I kept discussing with my husband about resigning 
from work ever since I gave birth to my son. I 
decided to resign after I got pregnant with the 
second one.” (Hasanah) 
 
          First time mother Dijah also continually expressed her dilemma about 
resigning from work as:  
“I love working so much. I really love my job. I mean it is 
a sacrifice that I have to make, I suppose. I would miss my 
children at home when I go to work but if I were to take 
care of them then I probably miss teaching as well. I don‟t 
know because I am a person who would rather teach a 
class rather than on a one-on-one basis like tuition. There 
is more interaction, you know. I am very talkative 
(laughs) so ya being talkative, being able to go out and 
talk to children and teaching children of different age is 
really fun.” 
 
           Nonetheless, she talked about how finances will play a role on her final 
decision as to whether she would eventually resign from her work. Therefore, I 
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asked whether her husband whose pay was less than half of hers was experiencing 
the same role conflict as her
18
. Her response was:  
“For my husband? I don‟t think he faces such a conflict 
but I share these thoughts of mine and we do talk about 
these issues as well because I told him at the end of the 
day I would love to take care of the children, you know, 
but we have to see the finances. We actually got married 
last year in November so it is only one year so maybe like 
probably in two, three years‟ time when everything is 
more settled we will see. But I think for him, it is not an 
issue whether he should stay at home or not, right!” 
(laughs)  
  
          My conversation with Dijah further illustrates how my informants adopt the 
discourse that saw them as the primary custodian of their children‟s well-being. 
So like Dijah, Diana decided to extend her maternity leave while Salena 
transferred to various other schools that would accommodate her role “as a 
mother first”. Their contemplation over their career choices highlights the 
obstacles that they face in attempting to juggle between a career and full time 
motherhood, an ideal that is propagated in the discourse about the ideal Malay 
mother. Furthermore, Hasanah‟s and Dijah‟s narratives about resignation 
demonstrate how such decisions are continually being contemplated and 
articulated throughout the course of their maternity and motherhood. Resultantly, 
their decisions might not be permanent after the birth of the first child.  
 
                                                          
18
 Her husband’s monthly income is $2,200 while her monthly income is $4,800. 
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          I wrote in Chapter One how there exists a discourse about the ideal Malay 
woman as a good mother who places the needs of her child above that of her own. 
She is aware that pregnancy is a divinely ordained event. Her husband is also 
involved in the pregnant experience. Additionally, she relies on advice givers, 
medical and Islamic knowledge to shape her embodied practices. The ideal Malay 
mother is assumed to be working but knows that the health and safety of the child 
is her priority. Everything she does is for the sake of the child.  
 
          It was evident from my informants narratives that they espoused this 
discourse and trained their bodily energies towards becoming the ideal. My 
informants did use medicine buttressed by Islamic knowledge to manage and 
validate their pregnant embodiment as meeting the ideal. They also relied on 
empathic and experiential knowledge to regulate their bodily activities.  However, 
they wrest control and actively made decisions on how these sources of 
knowledge were to intrude into their embodied activities. They then actively 
created bodily strategies to maneuver through the different structural incursions 
trying to influence their embodied performance. 
 
          It is within this attempt to inhabit the discourse on the ideal mother by 
seizing control over their pregnant embodiment, that I noticed a re-feminization of 
the pregnant enterprise. My informants continuously sought support from others, 
turn to experts who are considerate and compassionate to their needs, privilege 
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their own embodied experiences and actively refer to the types of knowledge that 
support their desires and experiences. Hence, although the concept of the pregnant 
body as a cocoon for the baby was erected by a masculine regime, the women in 
their longing to inhabit it has created a pregnancy performance that is marked by 
their femininity.  
 
          A consequence of this was narratives teeming with acts of sacrifice. My 
informants had to change their diet to include foods and medication they did not 
like for the healthy growth of the baby, they had to alter their movements lest the 
fetuses get hurt, they had to accept the dreaded weight gain and the permanent 
scarring of their bodies via stretch marks as inevitable for the sake of the baby. 
Friendship ties preventing them from becoming the ideal had to be broken in lieu 
of new ones. They also had to rethink their career goals if it hindered their 
maternal careers because their position as good mothers was more important. It 
can then be inferred from these embodied performances that my informants saw 
sacrificing their bodies as necessary in order for them to become good mothers. 
These acts of sacrifice were seen as reflecting the embodiment of the ideal 
mother. I soon come to realize that such sacrificing acts reach their peak when my 







THE IDEAL CHILDBIRTH 
 
          As first time pregnant mothers, Huda, Farhana, Rini, Dijah and Diana, 
found childbirth to be a daunting experience. On the other hand, as second time 
mothers, Hana, Nur, Hasanah, Shy, Siti, and Salena saw the second childbirth as a 
time for them to rectify any deleterious experience they had during the first 
childbirth. Nur wanted to delay going to the hospital when she is in labor as much 
as possible to prevent medical intervention. By the same token, Siti was adamant 
about having an unassisted vaginal delivery after being forced to do a painful 
induction in her previous childbirth. Similarly, Hana plans for an unassisted 
vaginal delivery after having delivered her first child through a cesarean section. 
Hasanah also wants to ensure that she has an unassisted vaginal delivery after 
having a forceps assisted vaginal delivery. Salena and Shy also want to have 
unassisted vaginal deliveries. From their narrations, it appears that there is an 
image of the ideal birth. Such inference was made after ruminating about two 
themes that come out during my informants‟ opinions about childbirth. I first 
explore the uncertain feelings that the women have about the event. I then 
delineate the ways in which women then attempt to regain control over their 
parturient bodies. It is through outlining my informants‟ expectations about the 
relationship between the body and the birthing experience that I was able to 




5.1 The Uncertainty of Childbirth: Losing Autonomy over One‟s Body 
          Doula Hanani relates how many of the women who opted for her services:  
“are second time mothers who had traumatic experiences 
the first time. They were not happy with their first 
experience. Sometimes, they feel like they were being 
forced by their doctors. So they want to have more control 
over their births.” 
           
          Siti echoed Doula Hanani‟s opinion about first time childbirth 
experiences: 
 “because it is our first child so we were scared and 
everything people say, we would just hear because we 
didn‟t know what to expect.” 
 
          Similarly, Ms. Su related how:  
“I dropped my bag when I saw the birthing video. So it 
was like panic, I don‟t know why, maybe nervous I think 
because it was my first pregnancy.” 
  
         Likewise, Dijah, who is a first time pregnant woman, expressed her anxiety 
about childbirth: 
“I am not sure in which category I fall. Is my threshold 
higher than my eldest or lower than my second sis? But, 
like I said when I asked them about contractions it is also 
very difficult for them to explain. They would say it feels 
like menses cramps and I am like ok if that is the case I 
am always feeling such cramps. Then they ask me to time 
the cramps. But, I don‟t know when to time, when to start 
timing all of that. Because I read also and the books say 
different people have different experiences of what they 
call contractions or labor. So it is difficult to compare. But 
I will tell my sisters I feel tight or I feel that there is 
something there. Sometimes I feel, because my stomach is 
overly stretch, sometimes, I feel like needle poking 
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sensation so I am not sure what is that. But when I 
Google, some people attribute it to contractions. I don‟t 
know, I really don‟t know what to expect during 
childbirth.” 
           
          From the above quotes, it can be inferred that the trauma that Doula Hanani 
describes is rooted in the chaotic nature of the first childbirth. This chaos stems 
from the unpredictability of the event and thus the inability of the women to 
control their bodies. This can be seen with Dijah voicing her worries over what to 
expect of a birthing body.   
 
          Siti also noticed how the loss of control over her body marked the loss of 
her autonomy. It made her dependent on others as to how to deal with her body. 
Her account of her first childbirth experience illustrates the trauma she had which 
emanated from the disjuncture between what her body was feeling and the 
doctor‟s intervention:  
“Mine, the first time I was induced, because at that time 
we (she and her husband) had no idea that we can just wait 
or whatever and the gynae was scaring us, she said, „you 
are already 41 weeks‟. I did argue with my gynae but the 
gynae said „no, you can‟t, you can‟t wait because the 
amniotic fluid is drying up. Moreover at that time it was 
the fasting month, so I was fasting‟. „You cannot fast 
already‟, the gynae said. „But why I cannot fast, I am ok 
what, I can just go to work, I can fast like that‟. „You can‟t 
fast you know‟, the gynae said again. „Who said I can‟t 
fast. I feel strong, I can still go to work. It is not like I am 
weak and I need to be on bed rest‟. So they keep on 
making us scared so we were wondering whether it is 
really not possible to wait so when we went for the check 
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up, they measured our water bag or whatever and the 
doctor said it was depleting by how many percent. Like 
15%. It‟s not a lot, it‟s very little. „No, you can‟t wait, 
induce‟, the gynae said. „I don‟t want to be induced‟, I 
said, I want to wait naturally. „No, you can‟t, you have to 
be induced‟. „Why must I be induced?‟  I always said as „I 
Googled, we can‟. „No you can‟t, you can‟t you can‟t‟ and 
she really made us scared later the child will be weak. So 
my husband was worried about the baby being weak in the 
tummy, we don‟t know what to do, so we just follow.”  
           
          Similarly, Salena dredged up how: 
“we couldn‟t say no to the nurses as it was our first time 
and I was scared that if we did so, it would have 
detrimental effects on me or my baby”.  
 
          Like Siti, Salena stated how following the nurses‟ orders is “very bad”. This 
showed their need to have control over how their birthing bodies were to be 
managed. They resented the medical community for removing that power from 
them. 
 
          Furthermore, the unpredictable nature of the first child birth was recounted 
as an emotionally charged event. Hasanah who had gone for prenatal classes at a 
hospital during her first pregnancy laid bare the emotions that engulfed her when 
she first realized she was in labor:  
“I was panicking because I didn‟t know what to do! The 
first thing is I called him (her husband) and said to go 
back home. I took my time to wash up, made myself feel 
comfortable and then I woke my mother up. When I woke 
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my mother up, my mother got ready to go. By the time all 
that happened, my husband had reached home. Then I was 
rushed to the hospital and I was taken directly to the labor 
ward. So I labored for 10 hours. It was very chaotic and I 
personally felt that the whole experience was very chaotic 
and I was being told what to do. Because I didn‟t know 
what to do, I just listened to what the nurses and midwives 
were saying. But I felt that this is my body, I am the one 
giving birth why should I be listening to what other people 
are telling me to do. I should be listening to my own body 
and what is happening. I am hoping that this time around I 
am able to do that and I know that the only way to do that 
is to empower myself with more knowledge.” 
 
          The above account demonstrates how the experience of the first birth has a 
lasting impression. It becomes the main framework on which later births are to be 
reflected and improved upon (Mathole and Shamu, 2009). Paralleling this, Hana, 
whose first birth was an emergency cesarean section, also expressed her desire for 
an unassisted vaginal childbirth because she “do not want to be cut open again”. 
Siti‟s indignant proclamation then represents the views of my informants: 
“I am not going to go through the painful induced labor 
for nothing again. No matter what, I am going to go 
through normal delivery!”  
 
          Uncertainty about how the body will react during the first birth has caused 
the experienced to be seen as chaotic. This resulted in the loss of autonomy over 
the management of the birthing experience. However, this chaos together with the 
disjuncture in the way in which the woman‟s birthing body has been treated by 
the medical community and her own feelings of how it should have be treated 
have provided her with a repository of experiential embodied knowledge.  My 
informants utilized this knowledge to gain control over future birth performances 
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and thus ensuring that they would have more pleasurable birth experiences. This 
then explains Ms. Midah‟s description that: 
 “the second experience was smooth not like the first one 
when you didn‟t have any experience”.  
 
          So, it is perhaps because of this that Hasanah sees and predicts the next 
childbirth experience that she is about to have as a:  
“better experience. Maybe the previous one was really bad 
because I wasn‟t mentally prepared for it and this time 
around I feel that I am much more prepared for it and 
being part of that class (Doula Hanani‟s gentle birthing 
class) was one of the things that I wanted to do to make 
myself more well informed and to also have my husband 
there as well because then not only am I well informed but 
he is as well. So when things happen, at least we know 
what to do. The previous one was our first time and people 
from everywhere were telling us what to do, you have to 
do this, you have to do that. You know our parents they 
have their own ideas on how things should be done and it 
felt really overwhelming at that time and I told myself, I 
don‟t want to feel that way anymore so I empower myself 
with knowledge and empower myself with someone who 
has that knowledge to guide me along”.  
 
          By the same account, Siti humorously related how her knowledge of her 
first experience of her childbirth as being permeated with her screams have 
prepared her for a next birth that is more relaxed and less stressful. Embodied 
experiential knowledge, especially one that is marred by trauma caused by the 
loss of one‟s autonomy, has led to a desire to ensure an empowered bodily 
performance for the future. Steps are then taken in order to make certain the 
attainment of their desired birth experience. 
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5.2 Gaining & Regaining Bodily Control with Empathic & Experiential 
Knowledge           
          Hasanah‟s determination to be “well-informed” for her next birth as 
conveyed in the previous quote demonstrates how she attempted to ensure a better 
birth by rectifying the mistakes she felt she has made during the previous birth. 
Likewise, Salena notified how she “will drink Milo with a raw egg, something I 
never imagined doing during my first birth” for her current birth. Even though she 
felt it was an “old wives‟ tale” when her mom told her to do so during her first 
birth, by “criss-crossing it with science and logic” she is able to see herself doing 
it during the next birth. She “now realized from my first experience that I need the 
energy boost that will get suck out of you when you are in labor”. Salena was able 
to validate her desire to resort to the “old wives‟ tale” she previously rejected by 
subjecting it to scientific logic and her experiential knowledge of having 
exhausted her energies during the first birth. Through such rationalization she 
ensured that she does not “have blind faith in all of this because in Islam they also 
say that it is not good to do anything in blind-faith also so I will do my research 
on this”. Salena‟s narrative about her plans for her second birth showcases how 
embodied experience, medicine and adat packaged within an Islamic framework 
is employed as a tool to get the childbirth experience that she wanted.  
 
          On the other hand, first time mothers who did not have such experiential 
embodied knowledge to fall back on relied on embodied empathic knowledge to 
shape their decisions over the labor process. Dijah, for example, relied on her 
mother‟s advice to know when the appropriate time to go to the hospital was: 
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“My mum says if you really want to give birth, you will 
have a problem walking so I told my husband I am 
waiting for that day. That is when we go to the hospital”.  
 
          In this section, I discuss how the loss of autonomy over one‟s birthing 
performance has produced a traumatic experience. My informants then relied on 
embodied empathic and experiential knowledge to ensure that they hold the reigns 
over their subsequent births. However, what became apparent was how my 
informants then produced an image of the ideal birth on which they can model 
and assess their experience against. 
 
5.3 The Ideal Birth 
5.3.1 Birthing in the Hospital  
          The quote in the preceding section illustrates how Dijah and most of my 
informants saw the hospital as the only suitable context in which they should give 
birth in. Similarly, Diana was adamant about wanting to give birth in the hospital 
even though her husband supported the idea of a home birth and vehemently 
vocalized his distrust towards the medical profession. Nur voiced her desire to 
“prolong my labor at home as much as possible until the pain is no longer 
bearable” in order to reduce the possibility of medical interventions. However, 
she still wishes to deliver her baby in the hospital. My informants seemed to be 
unwilling to completely forgo the medical encounter of childbirth. Phua and Yeoh 
(2002) posit such reluctance as a result of the state‟s construction of medical 
intervention as the only legitimate means of a hygienic, modern and safe birth. 
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The state is also involved in creating a discourse that sees women as primarily 
responsible for the healthy outcome of the baby. According to Naraindas (2009: 
97), “the exercising of these [birth] choices is always enacted in the shadow of 
colonial/state/institutional campaigns that rearticulate women‟s reproductive 
behaviour to suit state interests”. My informants adopted the discourse that places 
them as the bearers of responsibility over the well-being of the child. It is because 
of this that they wanted control over the management of their birthing bodies. 
However, they also took up the state discourse of the hospital as the ideal place 
for the safe birth of the child. My informants needed to ensure that they have 
control so they opted for a hospital birth to guarantee that they have maintained 
optimal safety for their child. For it is in the safe birth of a healthy child, that their 
bodies are validated as being successful, responsible and good containers for the 
child.  
 
5.3.2 “All I need is My Husband”: The Role of the Husband at Birth 
          In the ideal birth, the husband should be present. Rini told me how she 
chose an elective cesarean section (C-section) because she wanted her husband to 
be around when she gave birth to her twins:  
“This would only be possible with an elective C-section. 
If I give birth naturally, I must be at the operating room 
already and when suddenly I need to do an emergency C-
section, he is not allowed to be by my side”.  
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          It is imperative for my informants that their husbands are involved in the 
childbirth experience. Siti did not allow her husband to use the television, hand 
phone or any other technological devices when her labor was in progress as “I 
want us both to concentrate on the labor together”. Ms. Su might have understood 
Siti‟s demands as she had experience laboring with and without her husband. She 
reported how her labor experience with her husband present was much more 
positive and easier “because at least I have somebody to hold my hands, the nurse 
will not be with me all the time. He shares with me the pain.” 
 
          The introduction of the husband into the pregnant experience further re-
centers the experience of maternity through a woman‟s perspective. Not having 
any form of embodied knowledge on the matter, makes the husband reliant on the 
wife as to how he should go about dealing with her labor. Diana related how her 
sister‟s husband was unable to do anything but keep quiet as ordered by his wife. 
Similarly, in her own labor, Doula Hanani reminisces about how she asked her 
husband not to touch her. He met her demands and instructions as to the form of 
support she required. Siti also gave clear instructions to her husband during her 
pregnancy not to allow her to take an epidural when she is in labor under any 
circumstances.
19
 He was to follow her orders during the birthing process at all 
costs. As such even though things took a turn for the worse during her actual 
labor, her husband tried to respect her wishes as much as possible: 
                                                          
19




“I said, „I think I need the epidural.‟ My husband tried to 
calm me down by saying that I have told him that I do not 
want an epidural under any circumstances. Then I kept on 
shouting, „you don‟t know how much pain I am in, I really 
cannot take it‟. I told him that and he told the nurses that I 
want the epidural because I cannot take the pain any 
longer.” 
 
          Additionally, Siti‟s narration reveals how husbands are part of the 
childbirth decision making process. So it was natural for Salena, to talk about how 
her husband “asked for the epidural” to ease her pain as it would be “better than 
having to resort to a C-section which would be even worse. So that would be a 
lesser evil”. Here, I noticed how Salena‟s and Siti‟s husbands negotiated with 
them about accepting medical incursions on their embodied actions whilst trying 
as much as possible to ensure that they achieve their desired birthing 
performance. The entry of the husband then brings back respect for the women‟s 
demands which Laderman (1983) informed was inherent in the village mediated 
childbirth but was later removed by the advent of hospital births. 
  
          Interestingly, some of my informants felt that their status in the spousal 
relationship will be improved once their husbands viewed the suffering that they 
had to go through during labor: 
 “I want him to witness how difficult it is to go through 
the pregnancy, carrying the child for 9 months and then 
the childbirth. I want him to see so that he won‟t take me 
for granted. I want him to see the sacrifices that I have to 
make to give birth to the child and see how it is not easy 




          It is suggested from this account that Siti‟s sacrificing herself through the 
pain of labour has elevated her status in the marriage relationship. Ms. Idayu‟s 
anecdote further elaborates on Siti‟s musings. She alleged that a husband upon 
seeing the wife give birth would make him appreciate her more and would less 
likely become abusive and adulterous. Siti‟s and Ms. Idayu‟s prediction came to 
fruition in Ms. Su‟s case as her husband began helping her with the housework 
after witnessing her deliver their last child: 
 “He became more helpful. He does more of the 
housework and takes the initiative to do the housework 
without having been told to do so. So if he sees that there 
is laundry to be done, he would do it. This all happened 
after he saw how much I had to go through when I gave 
birth, semua pengorbanan saya sebagai seorang ibu (all 
the sacrifices I had to make as a mother).”  
           
          Husbands perform multiple roles throughout my informants‟ maternal 
careers. Not only is he the place that my informants turn to for physical support, 
he is also the individual that my informants seek to reflect upon their pregnancy 
and childbirth performances. I stated in the previous chapter how Dijah 
communicated about how she frequently “share these thoughts of mine” with her 
husband regarding her dilemma about juggling work with her new role as a 
mother. Hasanah also informed how she constantly discussed her negative 
birthing experience with her husband and he had supported her in her quest for a 
better childbirth experience. This would then explain why most of the women 
brought their husbands to Doula Hanani‟s gentle birthing course as husbands play 
an important part in ensuring the success of their birth narratives. This then 
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supports Crouch and Manderson‟s (1993: 101) claim that women have now 
adopted the “couple-related model” in addressing their maternity. This was also 
implied in Illustration 5.1 whereby the religiously clad, Malay/Muslim woman is 
supported by only her husband as her labor progresses. The “couple-related 
model” was also assumed to be taken up by the ideal Malay mother in the popular 
literature on Malay maternity. It can then be deduced that my informants need to 
have their husbands involved in the birthing process was an element of the 








5.3.3 The Islamic Birth 
          It is also interesting to take note that all the parturient women depicted in 
Illustration 5.1 are wearing the tudung (a traditional head scarf) denoting their 
piety. It can be inferred that such a persistent image sought to represent the 
modest pious Muslim mother as the ideal Malay Muslim woman. It is then not a 
coincidence that my informants tapped into a heightened sense of spirituality 
Illustration 5.1 This is a hand-out titled “Comfortable Labour Positions” provided by Doula Hanani to 
the participants of the gentle birthing class. Only three people are present, the husband, the laboring 





when talking about the labor process. Birthing was a religious experience. So, 
Diana did not want to waste money on birthing classes as her friend‟s sister ended 
up going for a C-section even after attending yoga, prenatal and birthing classes. 
Instead, she constantly reminded herself to tawakal (to have faith in Allah) as the 
birthing process is fated by Allah. This was a sentiment shared by all my 
informants. For these women, religiosity and one‟s level of faith in Allah would 
ensure the ideal birth. Walsh (2009) indicated how the centrality of spirituality 
during childbirth has caused Mayan women to eschew biomedical interventions 
towards pregnancy and childbirth. They believed that the childbirth process is 
solely shaped by the hands of God. Analogously, Islam becomes the tool for 
which my informants come to control the unpredictability of the childbirth 
experience. Ms. Zai, for example, related how she had to be taken to the hospital 
via ambulance for one of her deliveries. As the ambulance rushed her to the 
hospital, she realized that her stomach was: 
 “lembek (soft) like not a taut pregnant belly. It was then 
that I felt something might be wrong with my baby and I 
made a lot of du‟a (prayers) to Allah throughout my 
journey to the hospital for Him to save my child.” 
          
          She then related how she felt calmer and more confident about her baby‟s 
chances after praying. Islam is used to placate her fears about losing the baby and 




          Not only does Islam make the unpredictable become more predictable, it 
also provides guidelines as to how a woman and those around her should deal 
with her birthing body. Huda recalled how she berzikir (read supplications) as she 
pushed her child out. Diana is going to bring her book of short prayers and 
supplications to help her during her labor. The orang tua, such as Mdm Ramlah, 
provided an account that is laced with Islamic injunctions of restraint when 
narrating about the proper conduct of labor: 
“My mother warned me not to cry. It‟s embarrassing to 
cry! We will never cry when we are giving birth. The pain 
is normal right. After I gave birth I did shed a tear. A tear 
of joy, not of pain! Alhamdullilah (thank Allah) we were 
safe. But I never cried when I was in labor. My mother 
told me not to cry but to continuously Istighfar 
(supplication to seek forgiveness from Allah) throughout 
the process.” 
 
          Additionally, Ms. Idayu informed me how her birthing experience was 
permeated with Islamic actions:  
“My husband read the Maryam Chapter (in the Quran) 
while I was in labor. Then I gave birth during the Maghrib 
(evening) prayers.”  
 
          Similarly, Huda related how her birth was punctuated by an Islamic timing: 
 “My husband and I did the Maghrib prayers together and 
after that he read from the Quran non-stop which helped to 
calm me down. I also continuously berzikir as I labored. It 




          Mdm Ramlah also gave birth after the auspicious call to the Maghrib 
prayers. Ms. Su also proudly narrated how her third birth was punctuated by an 
Islamic timing: 
My third birth was really perfect. It was a Friday and I 





          The ideal birth setting is one that is saturated with acts of control, 
deference, prayers and supplications. Malay women are to discipline their bodies 
from being wild and unrestrained through patience, composure, constant 
meditation and prayer, the Islamic ideals of bodily conduct. Additionally, the 
epitome of the ideal birth is when it coincides with an auspicious timing such as 
the Maghrib prayers. The husband, the paradigmatic Islamic leader is to guide her 
in achieving the ideal disciplined birthing body as can be seen through the 
congregational prayers or Salena‟s husband‟s actions: 
                                                          
20
 Friday is the Islamic Sabbath. 
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“He was doing a lot of the prayers, things like he was 
telling me to berzikir (read supplications) to calm me 
down because I am a bit of a control freak. So he knows 
me well and tells me that this is the du‟a (short prayer) 
that I should read or if I cannot read, if I am really in pain, 
then he would just read it to me. It was helpful because, it 
helps me to focus because at least I see the light at the end 
of the tunnel, something to help me, something to hold on 
to rather than me just losing control with the pain.” 
 
Illustration 5.2 Advice on how to achieve a successful birth provided to all the 
participants of Doula Hanani‟s gentle birthing class. Illustration reproduced with 





          Consequently, Islam was the framework against which my informants 
should manage their laboring bodies. Illustration 5.2 further demonstrates how 
Malay women are supposed to steer their conduct during pregnancy towards 
fulfilling the Islamic virtues of prayers, supplications and amalan (performance of 
good deeds). The ideal Malay Muslim woman should experience her pregnancy 
and childbirth within the context of Islam. This would then increase her “natural 
birth chances”. Failure to perform these acts will lead to a difficult childbirth. 
Therefore, a good Muslim woman successfully attains the ideal birth in Islam. It 
can then be inferred that one who does not achieve such a birth has not disciplined 
herself within the Islam framework of the virtuous Muslim mother. As such it is 
only the good Muslim woman who can transform herself into a good mother. 
Nurhaizatul Jamila Jamil (2009) also found this in her study whereby one of her 
informants armed herself with a battery of knowledge to discipline her body into 
accepting an unassisted vaginal birth. Only through such means, did Nurhaizatul‟s 
(2009) informant saw herself as a desirable virtuous, Muslim mother.  
 
          The notion that unassisted vaginal birth is the most venerated form of 
delivery in Islam can be further inferred from Doula Hanani‟s proclamation to the 
participants of her class that such a birth is “fitrah wanita” (a woman‟s God-
given, natural disposition). Siti echoed this sentiment when she related how her 
husband told her that she did not have to have a water birth to help her alleviate 
her labor pains as her own mother was able to give birth vaginally to 10 children 
unassisted. This then made her think “that it is a fitrah (a God given ability) that a 
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woman has to feel what childbirth truly is”. Islam is then seen as framing the 
unassisted, vaginal delivery as the ideal birth.  
 
5.3.4 The Vaginal Channel towards Motherhood   
          As a result of my informants‟ idolization of unassisted vaginal births, 
assisted births are viewed as stemming from a problematic body. Rini, for 
example, was reluctant to tell me that she was having an elective cesarean birth. 
At first, she alluded to having a vaginal birth.  It was only when I divulged that I 
had a cesarean section did she become more forthcoming with her intentions to 
have a planned C-section. In another occasion, Huda‟s mother apologized and 
looked at me pitifully when I told her that I had undergone an emergency cesarean 
section. I also recalled a conversation that my mother had with a friend who 
admonished those who have had assistance in terms of pain relief during 
childbirth as not experiencing what it truly feels like to be a mother. It can be 
deduced from these examples how the pain of childbirth was depicted as a rite of 
passage in Malay women‟s maternal careers. The desire to have a vaginal birth 
then caused my informants to create a birth plan
21
: 
 “I read up a lot and clarified everything with my gynae. I 
also asked her about creating my own birth plan. I said I 
am interested to make my own birth plan.” (Diana) 
 
          Yanagisawa (2009) elucidated how the encouragement of women to write a 
birth plan has had positive effects on their childbirth experience. She found that 
                                                          
21
 Refer to illustration 5.3 for an example of a birth plan.  
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the birth plan assisted women to become actively involved in their birthing 
process. Illustration 5.3 corroborates this suggestion. The birth plan suggests 
women to request for all her desires to be met and for her to be informed about 
procedures that she does not otherwise wish to have in order for her to be aware 
of the intrusions into her body. She is to discuss her birth plan with her doctor. 
Doula Hanani suggests looking for another gynecologist if one‟s current doctor is 
unsupportive of one‟s plan. With the birth plan, my informants are able to attain 
their power and wrest control over how and the extent to which they want 
medicine to manage their birthing bodies. 
 
Illustration 5.3. An example of a birth plan provided by Doula Hanani during the gentle 
birthing class. Women are told to customize their birth plans according to their needs. 
Illustration reproduced with permission of Nur Hanani Surani, yaqynbirth.com.          
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          However, the idolization of the vaginal birth is implied in the birth plan 
such as that in Illustration 5.3. Therefore, even though she did not intend to put 
her desires to pen and paper, Dijah informed me that she was “planning to go 
natural”. Shy also informed me that “I intend to ensure that I have an unassisted 
normal birth no matter what”. Such sentiments were also echoed by Hasanah and 
Hana. Even, Rini told me that she would have given birth vaginally had she not 
have a twin pregnancy because “every woman needs to feel what it is like to give 
birth”. Together with Rini, Farhana and Dijah believed that: 
 “There is an ideal birth and that it is the normal birth”. 
(Farhana) 
 
          Dijah even talked about one of her sister‟s excitement after experiencing 
“really bad contractions like wanting-to-give-birth contractions” because the latter 
had always had a C-section birth before this. “At least now she knows what it 
feels like to truly give birth,” Dijah continues of her sister. Similarly, Salena 
informed me that she instructed her doctor to “turn down the epidural when I am 
pushing so that I could feel what giving birth is like”. These accounts gave an 
impression of how going through the pain associated with the unassisted, vaginal 
birth was seen by many of my informants as a rite of passage towards 
motherhood. Davis-Floyd (1992) discussed how pain is a central feature in the 
childbirth rite of passage. Following Van Gennep (1960), she outlines how a rite 
of passage has three stages. The first is separation. At this stage, the individual 
abandons her former self. The second is the period of transition also known as the 
liminal period when the woman‟s state is moldable as she transforms into her new 
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status. It is only through experiencing this that a Malay woman is elevated into 
the status of mother in the last stage. So as Leap and Anderson (2008: 33) remark 
“if the woman‟s pain is taken away by someone else- then the new mother is left 
in a state of limbo which can have long-lasting effects.” 
 
          Such a sentiment was expressed by Yanagisawa (2009) who observed how 
the failure to have their actual births be congruent to their plans might create a 
long term negative impact. The belief that one‟s birth has been a failure is the 
result of the adherence to the idea that an unassisted vaginal birth is the only 
perfect way to ensure that the child would not be harmed. For example, Diana 
related how forceps and vacuum assisted delivery would cause scarring and an 
abnormal head shape. During the prenatal class, Doula Hanani further enhances 
this by showing images of babies with horrific scars to the head as a result of 
these forms of medical assistance. This creates a belief that a woman‟s failure to 
have the ideal unassisted, vaginal birth would occasion the birth of a less than 
perfect child and therefore mark her failure as a container and good mother. 
Resorting to medical assistance marks the failure of the parturient body to 
perform. It then results in my informants being in a state of limbo as they did not 
manage to transition into becoming a good mother. This then throws light upon 
why Hasanah cried as she chronicled her forceps assisted vaginal birth experience 
which caused scars around her son‟s head which have since disappeared: 
“When he was born, it was very deep and he was bleeding 
every day. There is a V shape scar on his nose as well. 
Now you don‟t see it, Alhamdullilah, thank goodness it 
has healed completely. You know as a first time mother, 
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you see your newborn and you see all those scars on him. 
I was crying so much and I felt, oh god, this is my fault.
22
 
(cries) Sorry. But it was very emotional for me. So I 
thought that if I had done something, if I could turn back 
time, if I could have managed my labor better then maybe 
I could have avoided the whole incident. The first few 
days when I was looking at him and I had to apply the 
medication on his injuries it made me feel so sad because I 
thought I could have prevented this if I had done 
something, I could have tried harder, or whatever it is that 
I could have done. So I put the blame on myself so I was 
quite sad the first few days after I gave birth”.  
 
          The above account then explains why Hasanah and Siti were adamant to 
take the reigns over their birthing choices the next time round. It was a chance for 
them to extricate themselves from their state of limbo. Nevertheless, the 
narratives also made me wonder whether such a need to have an unassisted 
vaginal birth places too much pressure on women. It could potentially prevent 
them from seeking the medical help or pain relieving medication which they 
might need. Diana then provided an explanation on why she did not want to take 
the epidural that could ease the pain of labor, something she had expressed fear 
about. She had asked her sister and friends about their experiences with the 
epidural: 
 “Of course I do not want all those drugs! My friends told 
me it would make it hard for me to breastfeed. And I want 
to breastfeed my child because it is the best for him, I 
would not want to short-change him.” 
 
                                                          
22
 I had to give her some time to compose herself. 
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          Sacrificing herself by eschewing pain relief medication during childbirth 
would ensure the continued success of her maternal career in the future. Once, she 
asks for pain relief, she would be a failure in the next stage of motherhood which 
is breastfeeding. This alludes to how my informants saw assisted forms of labour 
as leaving them in a state of limbo, unable to function properly as a mother 
marking their failure in the process of matrescence. They would become bad 
mothers. So Ms. Idayu proudly responded when I asked her whether she had pain 
relief during labour that: 
“I did not take all those things because I know I can give 
birth normally. Alhamdullilah, I can give birth smoothly 
and through the perfect way.”  
 
          The belief that an assisted birth forebodes the failure of women to become 
good mothers was especially apparent in my informants‟ comments about the 
cesarean section. Most of the women told me that a C-section would cause 
women to have a prolonged period of recovery. Dijah plans to give birth vaginally 
not only because she wants to experience it but also because: 
 “I understand that it (a C-section) takes longer to recover 
as compared to normal delivery and I wouldn‟t want to be 
at a disadvantage, not being able to take care of them (her 
twins) in that sense because of the C-section”.  
 
          Similarly, Salena explained that she wanted to have a: 
 “natural birth because I want to recover quickly. With 
oxytocin (a drug used to induce labor) the pain is going to 
be worse. With vacuum, it is going to be a vicious cycle. 
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So I want to give birth naturally so that I can recover and 
not go through like what I did with the first one because 
now with two babies to take care of, I need to recover very 
quickly. So that is why I want a natural birth so that I can 
fully be responsible for my baby and I do not need to 
depend on other people to take care of them for me”.  
          
          Only the woman who goes through the vaginal birth can recover fast and 
successfully uptake the new role of mother. The cesarean section hinders a 
woman from successfully taking up the new role of being a good mother. It would 
also prevent her from re-obtaining her sexualized self after delivery. Dijah said 
that another reason why she did not want a cesarean section done is because: 
 “I already have bad stretch marks and I don‟t want to 
have to witness the scars, the bikini scars.” 
 
          Furthermore, an assisted birth, especially the cesarean section, is considered 
problematic as it is associated with them losing control over their embodied 
performance. Ms. Zai, someone who has gone through both C-sections and 
unassisted vaginal births talks about how unlike the C-section, in the unassisted 
vaginal birth:  
“you are aware of what is happening. You know when the 
baby is coming and it makes you appreciate motherhood 
better. So, I prefer normal birth because no matter how 
painful it is, you are aware of what is happening, you 
know when the baby is coming.”  
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          Her belief in this was confirmed when during one of her pregnancies, she 
had gone to the hospital writhing in pain. She informed the nurses that she was in 
labor but after they had checked, she was told that she was in fact not in labor:  
“The graph (partograph) showed that it is not high but I 
told them that I could not take the pain and sure enough I 
gave birth after that.”  
          
          Control is associated with feeling the body perform. Vaginal birth is then 
the ideal channel towards motherhood because one can feel the contractions and 
the baby coming out. Assisted births especially cesarean sections lead to a body 
with no control because as Mdm Ramlah stated “you don‟t feel anything when 
you operate”. It is through going through and feeling the pain of childbirth that 
my informants retain control over their parturient bodies. They also become aware 
of the selflessness of motherhood and hence can transition into becoming good 
mothers. Not only is the perfect baby born from this arrangement, so is the good 
mother. Ms. Zai‟s comparison between vaginal birth and the cesarean section is 
evidence of this: 
“You appreciate motherhood better as a result. Also it is 
easier for me to talk to my kids about normal birth 
because it is so elaborate. So I will tell them you must 
remember the pain that I had to go through to have you. 
But C-section, I don‟t know how to explain to them. There 
is nothing to talk about.”  
 
          The above account demonstrates how my informants tapped into their 
experience of the pain of labor to claim their revered status in society. This then 
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throws light upon why most of my informants remembered the number of hours 
they were in labor. The length of labor, whether it was 3 days like Siti or just 2 
hours like Ms. Idayu, was brandished like a badge of honor. My informants could 
also recall with clarity the food they were allowed to eat or not eat during labor. 
They remembered the bodily gestures that they resorted to as their labor progress. 
Ms. Idayu reminisced about sitting on a birthing ball while Ms. Zai recalls having 
to put her two legs up into the air while she rests on her back to prevent the 
premature births of one of her children. They could conjure the exact time they 
gave birth and knew perfectly the people who surrounded and helped them during 
the labor. Siti, for example, confidently stated that she gave birth on a Monday at 
12.01am after three days of labor. 
 
          My informants shared their anxieties about the uncertainty and 
unpredictability of childbirth. Such anxieties were not rooted in the fear of pain 
associated with labour. It stemmed from their need to ensure control over the 
performance of their parturient bodies. This quest for control was born out of a 
desire to conform to a discourse that sees them as responsible for the birth of a 
healthy baby. They then created an image of the ideal birth to aid in their quest to 
achieve bodily control. Having their husbands present as they birth in the hospital 
were two dimensions of this ideal. The birthing process was also identified as a 
religiously ordained event. Therefore not only did my informants seek Islamic 
rites to manage their birthing bodies, it was also the lens on which they viewed 
and judged the success of their birthing experiences. As a result, they venerated 
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the unassisted, vaginal birth as it was fitrah wanita. The pain of birth was depicted 
as a woman‟s God-given natural ability that should be experienced. It is through 
sacrificing their bodies by eschewing medical assistance that my informants saw 
the success of their transition towards motherhood. Bodily sacrifice is then seen 
as a positive and essential element in the maternal rite of passage elevating a 
woman into the status of a good mother. It is within this desire to sacrifice that my 
informants‟ agency is revealed. This need to sacrifice themselves to become good 
mothers continues as my informants leave the hospital and begin their 
confinement period at home. 















THE CONFINEMENT PERIOD: THE WOMEN‟S REALM 
          The confinement period which occurs 40 to 44 days after delivery is 
practiced in the Malay society. Women go through various dietary and physical 
proscriptions and prescriptions during this period. Shariffah Suraya (2014), 
Manderson (1981a; 1981b), Laderman (1983; 1987) and Roziah Omar (1992) 
have written extensively on the various rituals. Appendix 1 provides a brief 
outline of the various dietary and bodily rituals that my informants said they went 
through.  
 
          Similar to Laderman (1983) and Shariffah Suraya (2014), my older 
informants also termed the period as “dalam pantang” (state of being forbidden). 
Consequently, my informants told me how they were expected to stay within the 
domestic space throughout that period. They are discouraged from leaving the 
house. In this chapter, I present my informants‟ musings about the existence of 
the confinement period. I then provide a brief description of the various decisions 
and intentions my informants have about the confinement period. Next, I revisit 
the concept of the hierarchy of knowledge introduced in Chapter 4 when 
discussing my informants‟ justifications for their decisions. The gendered nature 
of the phase was brought into view as my informants recounted their experiences. 




6.1 Ideas about Confinement 
6.1.1 The Apprenticeship of Motherhood 
          When asked about her plans for confinement, Rini informed me that she 
plans to spend the first half of her confinement period at her mother‟s house. The 
second half will be spent at her mother-in-law‟s place. She reasoned that: 
 “The grandparents should be given an equal opportunity 
to care for the two new additions in the family” 
 
          So for Siti and Dijah, it is only “fair so that you don‟t hurt someone‟s 
feelings because everybody wants to take care of the babies” (Dijah). I have 
outlined in the previous chapters how my informants adhere to a “couple-related 
model” when dealing with their pregnancies and childbirths. This model reflects 
the dominant perception that the nuclear family is the ideal family (Leach, 1967). 
However the birth of the child triggers the reconfiguration of social categories. 
The husband and wife become a father and a mother. The birth of the child also 
marks a redefinition in the woman‟s and man‟s parents‟ status as grandparents. I 
argue that these changes in statuses results in the opening up of the nuclear 
family. The extended family becomes privy to the maternity experience as they 
become a source from which the unseasoned parent learns to cope with her new 
role.  This inference was made based on some of the women‟s discussion of their 
activities during the period. Most of my informants went through the confinement 
period with the presence of an orang tua.  They related their relief at having been 
discharged of their household burdens. They welcomed the pampering that they 
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received through the massage and the serving of food. Such a sentiment was also 
reported among postpartum Japanese women whom Yanagisawa (2009) 
interviewed. She mentioned how these women found respite from their daily 
chores when they retreated to the childbirth hut. It can also be suggested that 
permitting the orang tua with access to their embodied activities and having them 
take over the household chores was also a calculating move made by my 
informants to provide them with the time and space to channel their embodied 
conduct towards their new role as mothers. This finding was based on the 
accounts of informants such as Hana who talked about dijaga (being taken care 
of) by their orang tua. It was as if they receded back to being a child during this 
period. As a child being taken care of, they are then able to concentrate their 
energies towards the new role as mothers. Through the day to day bodily conducts 
and impositions in the confinement period, the newly delivered daughter 
transforms to become a mother. It is for this reason that Mathews and Manderson 
(1981: 9) marks this time as the period of „matrescence‟. Furthermore, I argue that 
my informants‟ transformation involved observing the embodied conduct of other 
women involved in the confinement period. Mdm Ramlah‟s experience of her 
confinement period succinctly illustrates this:  
“I learnt to bathe my child by looking at the nurse do it, 
because we have to follow all of her orders. She will come 
and visit until the baby‟s umbilical stump drops off.”  
 
          Hasanah also learnt how to bathe her new-born by looking at her mother‟s 
actions of bathing her baby as she rests her postpartum self. Assistance of the 
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experienced female kin during the first few weeks after childbirth was also 
procured among those who informed that they did not go through the confinement 
period: 
 “I called my sister frantically because I did not know how 
to bathe my baby. I said, sis, please come down and help 
me, teach me how to bathe my child.” (Siti) 
           
          Similar to the Australian Aboriginals experience, women around my 
informants assisted them in learning the ropes of becoming a mother (Kildea and 
Wardaguga, 2009). Ram (2009) discussed how through the process of 
apprenticeship, the sociologist comes to comprehend her subject‟s world. 
Likewise, I argue that a maternal woman under confinement is undergoing an 
apprenticeship. Through observing and mirroring the embodied conduct of others 
on her child, a woman learns how to conduct herself as a good mother. Mdm 
Salmah, a 92 year old lady who claimed to have been bestowed with a God given 
ability to be a massage lady, further supported my argument when she describes 
how she expected newly delivered women to be able to do the bengkung, pilis and 
param together with the care of the baby themselves a week after having watched 
and been subjected to her daily regiment at their homes.
23
 Madam Kamisah 
acknowledged this claim in her narrative of her confinement period: 
“There is a massage lady who would massage my whole 
body. She will tie me with bengkung before which she 
will squeeze lime and mix it with kapur and place it on 
my body. The purpose is to shrink my tummy and the 
nerves inside. After that, she will tie the bengkung. Before 
all that, she will ganggang. You put charcoal and Arab 
                                                          
23
 Refer to Appendix 1 for an elaboration of these various confinement rituals. 
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frankincense in a small angklo (a charcoal burner). My 
body was covered with loose batik cloth to let the smoke 
from the frankincense envelope my body. This is so that 
our nerves which expanded during childbirth would 
shrink. So this is done every day to shrink me because 
when we are pregnant our body expands and become fat. 
So this helps remove the wind and tighten our tummy. 
After the ganggang, she will massage me and put on the 
param, tie the bengkung and put on the pilis. Then after 
that she will bathe, massage and swaddle my baby. She 
does this for three days. After that I understood and I did 
it myself.” 
 
6.1.2 Dipping into the Fountain of Youth: Recovering One‟s Former 
Self 
          In addition to learning the conduct of mothering during this period, my 
informants saw the period as a time to return to their former pre-pregnancy self. 
“Period of recovery” is the phrase used by all my younger informants when 
talking about the confinement period. Most from the older age group considered 
the confinement period as the time when they kembali seperti semula (go back to 
before).  When requested to explain what they meant by this, “I do not want to 
remain fat” was a resounding answer from all my informants who decided to go 
through the confinement period. Ms. Su even remarked that I did not follow my 
confinement practices properly as I was still overweight! She then recommended 














           
                    
          In Chapter 4, I discussed how the growing body which is a nourishing 
container for the baby is regarded as the ideal pregnant body. In contrast, women 
undergoing the confinement period aim to work towards achieving the ideal 
figure of slimness. Therefore, the end of childbirth marks the beginning of a 
resubmission of one‟s embodiment to the dominant norms of emphasized 
femininity (Connell, 1987). According to Connell (1987: 183), the norms of 
emphasized femininity require women to accommodate to the “interests and 
desires of men”. The dominant norms of emphasized femininity with its focus on 
slimness and sexuality results in an obsessive focus on maintaining one‟s youthful 
disposition. The confinement period is then also about bringing back one‟s 
youthful vigor and preserving it till old age. We see this among the Vietnamese 
women who were the subject of two of Mathews‟ and Manderson‟s studies done 
Figure 6.1 Ganggang herbs to cleanse 
the vagina (left) and body contouring 
lotion to aid in weight loss (right) 
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in 1981. The women featured in their study aspire to go through the confinement 
period in an attempt to stop their biological clocks. This is also reflected in my 
informants‟ account: 
“We are getting older by the day even though our lifespan 
is determined by Allah. So for our future, if we want to 
remain beautiful, our bodies not menggelebeh (flabby) 
everywhere, make us look old, we should do what the 
orang tua say. So like pilis, if we pull our hair, we won‟t 
have headaches when we are old. It is true. We use the 
bengkung for two months so that we would not have 
unattractive pot bellies, our stomach won‟t be big, wind 
won‟t get in when we get old. So our bodies won‟t look 
fat. So I did that for my first, second, third, fourth and 
fifth child.” (Ms. Idayu) 
 
          Therefore, for many of the women in the older age group, the confinement 
period was a way to pre-empt oneself from contracting the health ailments that 
commonly afflicts the old: 
 “pain here, pain there. Osteoporosis will set in. Once you 
reach menopause, you will then get all these symptoms, if 
you do not follow the confinement practices.” (Ms. 
Midah)  
 
         Agreeing with Ms. Midah, Mdm Kamisah tells me that “it is at old age that 
you feel the effects of the confinement rituals”. The Malay woman‟s body must 
remain preserved in its sexualized, youthful form until old age as framed by adat 
and Islam. Ms. Idayu credits her good health and figure at her age to the 
confinement period. Ms. Midah also insinuated about how the confinement period 
helps to maintain one‟s disposition as an ideal Malay woman after having just 
given birth through the ideal route of the vagina: 
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 “The vagina stretches so you want to regain that back so 
you need to sit correctly. You have to sit straight, with 
your legs closed together. That is why adat and pantang 
larang are very good because it teaches us how to behave 














          The above quote demonstrates how adat is not only part of the discourse 
that idealizes women‟s sexuality; it is also referred to by my informants to 
manage their embodied practices in order to achieve this state. So for Ms. Su, 
women who “do not love themselves” would not go through the confinement 
period. They will not be able to return to their sexualized, slim, youthful figure. 
They will not be able to embody the virtues of the ideal Malay woman. 
 
Figure 6.2 Jamu to tighten the vagina 




          Nevertheless the quotes in this section also suggest how the effects of not 
having gone through the confinement period to help one recover from the stresses 
of childbirth and pregnancy will come to haunt one at old age. Consequently, my 
older informants considered the vitality of their seasoned bodies as proof of the 
efficacy of the rituals: 
“Look, I am 80 years old but I am still very active, still 
very fit. Alhamdullilah (Thank Allah) I have no diabetes, 
no high blood pressure, nothing. This is what happens 
when you take care of yourself properly dalam pantang.” 
(Mdm Hasnah) 
         
6.1.3 Polluting the Polluting Body 
          A lot of my conversations with the elder women were then marked by their 
disapproval of those in the younger generation who chose to leave the house 
during the confinement period. Mdm Kamisah, for example, talks about how: 
 “Now after one week of giving birth they (the younger 
generation) already wear lipstick and go out. Last time as 
long as we have not finished our 40 day confinement 
period, we were not allowed to go out of the house. We 
had to tie our hair tightly in a bun with a nail and when we 
go out people will say that we are in a state of najiz (ritual 
impurity) who is going to clean the earth we walk on. Our 
body is dirty, we have not done the ritual cleansing to 
cleanse our body then we walk on the earth. Who is going 
to wash the earth? It does not happen like this in the 
kampong.” 
 
         Implicit in Mdm Kamisah‟s comments, is the notion that the postpartum 
body is polluting and thus should be confined indoors. Extending Mdm 
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Kamisah‟s remark, Ms. Idayu speaks of bentan whereby postpartum women can 
get sick, convulse uncontrollably or even die as a result of having been exposed to 
the public space. Ms. Idayu then continues that it is only through traditional 
Malay medicine that afflicted women can be cured of this ailment. Echoing Ms. 
Idayu‟s assertion, many of my older informants saw postpartum women as 
vulnerable. Thus, the postpartum body will not only cause pollution but might 
also be infected by the polluting public sphere. Shariffah Suraya (2014) also noted 
this in her study. Carsten (1997) and Laderman (1983) outline how adat views the 
postpartum body as permeable to spiritual forces. This permeability leads to the 
risk of women polluting the land but also leaves them susceptible to being 
polluted. This lowers the possibility of recovery and thus potentially causes them 
to be in the state of liminality. Having not gone through the rituals of the 
confinement period properly, the maternal woman might become bentan. Similar 
to the woman who does not go through the unassisted vaginal delivery, the 
woman who is struck with bentan is stuck in her role as a sick woman after 
having given birth and cannot perform well in her new role as a mother. She is in 
a state of limbo. This then clarifies why my younger informants‟ saw the 
confinement phase as a “recovery period”. Women then adopt the confinement 
practices in order to remedy the medically and culturally defined state of 
pregnancy and childbirth as being ill in their pursuit to perform well in their new 





6.2 Decisions & Intentions about Confinement 
           The fear of polluting the polluting postpartum body then explains why 
Huda who had just given birth two weeks prior wanted to be interviewed at home. 
Clad in a long sleeved shirt, batik skirt and socks, she informed me that her 
mother did not allow her to go out. My eyes could not peel away from the chalky, 
brown pilis that was liberally smeared across her forehead as she spoke about how 




          Throughout my visit, her mother would dotingly ask if she required 
anything and served her piping hot lunch with a glass of warm water midway 
through the conversation. Huda‟s mother would intermittently interject the 
interview to give her the baby to be breastfed. After she had finished nursing the 
newborn, she would pass the child to her mother to be burped and laid to sleep. 
As her mother did that, Huda would enquire and comment on her mother‟s 
actions. 
Figure 6.3 Body peeling scrub (left) and pilis paste used to 
relieve headaches and prevent blindness (right) 
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          Unlike Huda, Farhana was relieved that she had finally completed her 
confinement period a few days prior to the interview. She relished gaining back 
the freedom to go out of the house. She related how her mother stayed with her 
and took care of her confinement needs like bathing her newborn. Although she 
had finished her confinement, Farhana was still guzzling the Chinese Herbal drink 
that she had religiously consumed during the confinement period.  
 
          Rini, Dijah and Diana were pregnant during the interview. However, they 
voiced their intentions to go through the confinement period. Dijah and Diana saw 
that period as the time when they would slim down and return to their trim self. 
However, as both of them intend to fully breastfeed their babies, they will not be 
consuming jamu. They were informed by their sisters and friends that it might 
cause their babies to have jaundice. Whereas Diana will be taken care of by her 
grandmother, Rini and Dijah who are both expecting twins will be spending one 
half of their confinement period at their mother‟s and the other half at their 
mother-in-law‟s. They want to give both sets of grandparents an opportunity to 




           
          Second time mothers, Hana, Hasanah and Nur will be embracing their 
second stint at confinement.  
 
          Hana first discovered the benefits of pilis after her parents travelled to 
Australia bringing with them the various confinement herbs when they tended to 
her during her first pregnancy. The pilis relieved the headaches that she had 
subsequently after giving birth. This time round she plans to do most of the 
confinement rituals by staying over at her mother‟s place after birth. She will 
return to stay with her in-laws during the last part of her confinement period.  
 
          Hasanah, on the other hand, found the confinement rituals cumbersome at 
first. She recalled stripping down swiftly to her tank top and shorts combo and 
Figure 6.4 Packet of Jamu pills and pilis 
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sitting under the fan whenever her mother-in law-left the house only to be berated 
when the latter arrived home and saw her. Nevertheless, she intends to be more 
committed to the confinement rituals this time round since she knows what to 
expect. Her mother will come over to her place every morning to cook for her and 
look after the baby.  
 
         As for Nur, she saw the benefits of urut (massage) in not only relieving her 
of her aches and pains but also pampering her. She did not like the other aspects 
of the confinement rituals having complained to her husband about being forced 
to go through them by her mother-in-law the first time. However, because of her 
mother-in-law‟s persistence during the first confinement period, she will 
acquiesce to the latter‟s wishes with regards to the pilis, bengkung and param this 
time round.
24
 This is especially since her mother-in-law is staying with her. 
Nevertheless, Nur and Hana will not be consuming any jamu for fear that it will 
affect their fully breastfed babies. Hasanah will not be ingesting jamu but will 
drink the ubat periuk (herbal drink) instead after having seen her mother do it 
when she was younger.   
                                                          
24





          Shy and Salena will also be going through the confinement period but will 
not be eating the jamu for similar reasons. Additionally, Salena will be employing 
the services of a confinement lady to cook for her confinement meals, massage 
her and attend to her. Her mother-in-law and mother will take turns minding her 
newborn child. Finally, Siti has expressed that like the first time, she will not be 
going through the confinement period as she feels that “I will be fully recovered” 
after giving birth.  
 
          My informants‟ narratives illustrate how there are myriad of decisions and 
intentions regarding the confinement period. The next section aims to make sense 






Figure 6.5 Herbal drink aimed at restoring a woman’s 
energy and vitality. 
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6.3 Malay Women‟s Confinement Choices: The Knowledgeable Decision 
Makers 
6.3.1 Embodied Familiarity Breeds Acceptance 
          Many of the second time mothers related how having gone through the 
confinement period previously has made them more accepting of the next 
confinement period that they will be going through. Hasanah, for example, said: 
“I have to admit I didn‟t like it. I didn‟t enjoy it at all at 
first. But thinking back, I‟m ready to face it and am even 
more mentally prepared this time around. Now that I know 
how exactly it is like. So I am all for it. In fact, I think I 
would probably be following the rules better now”. 
 
          Extending from Lorentzen (2008), I argue that the accumulation of 
embodied experiential knowledge has allowed women to anticipate and better 
deal with the impositions of the confinement period. Moreover, the accumulation 
of such knowledge makes evident the dynamicity of agency. Having gone through 
the confinement rituals and experienced their effects on the body, the second time 
mothers who were once fervent opponents of the confinement period have altered 
their agentive conduct into acceptance. Hana, for example, talked about how she 
refused to follow the bodily proscriptions of the confinement rituals after giving 
birth the first time. However, after having felt the: 
 “cooling effects of the pilis, I very much enjoyed it. I felt 
I had lesser headaches because of it.”  
 
          She will be accepting the bodily incursions this time around as her body 
benefited from them the first time. At another instance, Hasanah became 
cognizant of the efficacy of the confinement period and its potential impact on her 
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ability to become a good mother when she evaluated the experiences of two of her 
friends she had met. They informed her that they did not heed any of the 
confinement practices, including staying at home. I sensed her incredulity as she 
recalled one of them attending a wedding a week after giving birth. She then 
disclosed how the two of them had body aches and pains and fell ill often. One 
was even hospitalized for the stomach flu. She then continued by telling me about 
her conversation with one of them: 
“I actually did ask her is it possible because you didn‟t 
care for yourself that well during your confinement period 
that it has affected your immunity system and that 
something like the stomach flu could get you hospitalized. 
She said no it has got nothing to do with that. I think she 
was denying it so I don‟t have any solid reason to say that 
if you do this you will be ok. There is no solid prove or 
reason but I think I give it the benefit of the doubt and if 
that is something that I can avoid and I think for me 
personally as a mother my health is not just for me but for 
my son and for my future baby. You know if I fall sick 
who is going to take care of him? He might fall sick from 
catching the virus so all those things come into my mind. 
Previously, we never really think of all these things but 
when we are mothers we think of all these things. So for 
me, health, it has always been important, but now it has 
become even more important because of all these 
additional reasons. And because of that I don‟t want to 
take the chances you see. So I feel that if it is going to 
work in any kind of way for me to recuperate faster, feel 
better so that I can be in a better position and health for 
my baby then why not. I don‟t mind going through that 
few weeks of torture as some people would describe it just 
so that I can be a better mother for my child.” 
 
          Hasanah is then willing to sacrifice her desires for bodily freedom and go 
through the „torturous‟ confinement period as she noticed what the effects of not 
going through the phase would have on her role as a good mother from observing 
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the failed embodied performance of other mothers. Therefore, Hasanah submitted 
herself to the period because she took up the responsibility of being the primary 
custodian for the child‟s health. She saw the confinement period as aiding her 
performance towards becoming a good mother. The accumulation of experiential 
and empathic embodied knowledge about the effects of the confinement period on 
one‟s performance as a good mother then becomes the legitimizing force for my 
informants to adopt confinement practices that might otherwise have been 
regarded as irrational and dubious. This then causes individuals like Hasanah to 
discover new possibilities for knowledge and have the epiphany that: 
 “there are things that I think no matter how much I read 
up, no matter how much I try to find out more about 
something, at the end of the day I think I still have to put a 
little bit of trust in the older generation as long as they say 
it is good for me and there is no doubt in my mind it is not 
going to harm me or my baby then Insya Allah (God 
willing) I will do it”.  
 
6.3.2 Questioning the Hierarchy of Knowledge 
          My conversation with Hasanah then made me reexamine the hierarchy of 
knowledge which I found to be erected by my younger informants during the 
pregnancy phase. This reexamination was also spurred by Hasanah‟s ruminations 
about her reasons for breastfeeding her child during the confinement period: 
“I remembered seeing my mother breastfeed my sister. Me 
and my sister are 10 years apart, so I remembered her 
breastfeeding my sister.  This memory then got stuck in 
my head. And I remembered her wearing that thing (pilis) 
on her head, which I had to wear as well. So all those 
things, I guess in a way mentally prepared me for this. It is 
the kind of things that I will have to go through when I 
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have my own child one day. So when I go through 
confinement I have to drink all the ubat periuk that I saw 
her drinking, I remembered smelling the ubat periuk 
which was horrible (laughs). I remembered that. I think in 
a way I was in a better position to face my confinement. I 
heard my friends saying that they refuse to drink that thing 
because it is so horrible and all that and I willingly do it 
because I remembered my mum drinking it and I said ok if 
she drank it then I can do it too.” 
 
          Part of Hasanah‟s decision to accept the confinement rituals was not 
because of a belief towards the efficacy of the rituals. Her complicity to the 
incursions of the confinement practices was also an outcome of her memory of 
her mother‟s postpartum behaviour. Through observing her mother‟s postpartum 
bodily conduct, Hasanah became more accepting of drinking the ubat periuk, a 
concoction perceived by my other informants as potentially having negative 
effects on their newborns.  
 
          Hasanah‟s narrative illustrates how older women are able to tap into their 
embodiment as evidence of the efficacy of the confinement rituals that they went 
through. This would upgrade their status as knowledge providers in the hierarchy 
of knowledge. This explains why Ms. Idayu proudly recounted numerous stories 
of how her nieces would come up to her and: 
 “see my body and they won‟t go out. They would say Ms. 
Ida I want my body to be like yours, not fat. Your stomach 
is not flabby. Your bum is also non-existent, very flat. So 
I would tell them to take care of themselves during the 
confinement period. You have to follow the taboos, wear 
the bengkung, put on the pilis, eat the jamu”. 
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          Similarly, Huda narrated how she was not reprimanded by her mother for 
not consuming jamu because the latter did not consume them during her own 
confinement and she “turned out fine”. The ideal confinement ritual is then seen 
by the orang tua as the ritual that they have gone through themselves rather than a 
strict adherence to all the confinement rituals.  
 
6.3.3 Legitimizing the Old through the New 
          I posited in Chapter 4 how medical opinions buttressed by Islamic 
injunctions are placed in high regard at the top of the hierarchy of knowledge by 
my younger informants, the creator of the hierarchy. As in their pregnancy 
narrative, the orang tua tend to construct their postpartum narratives within the 
framework of Islam and medicine. Ms. Idayu for instance spoke about her diet 
which consisted of “very little rice, dried kurau fish and spinach soup. We cannot 
eat meat or chicken during this time”. To justify her diet, she continued by 
bringing up a conversation she had with a nurse she met during one of her post 
childbirth check-ups: 
“She said that spinach is good. If you want to eat meat or 
chicken once in a while it‟s ok but it is very fattening. 
What the nurse says is good for our future. So whatever 
the orang tua advise us to do is actually beneficial for us”. 
 
          By stating that the nurse concurred with her on her dietary practices, Ms. 
Idayu is able to make legitimate her postpartum practice maintaining its usability 
for the younger generation. My assumption was further supported when Ms. 
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Idayu suggested that the confinement period should be seen as an extension of 
medicine, picking up where medicine left off. She informed me that: 
 “lochia is not removed completely by the doctor, so 
through ganggang the blood will come out in clumps and 
it is important to flush it all out. So ganggang is important 
for our health”.  
 
          The older generation‟s need to shape their postpartum experiences within 
the medical framework reflects how the youth as represented by my informants 
are seen as the conveyors of modern Malay Muslim ideals. This then explains 
why Doula Hanani supported and encouraged the idea of going through the 
confinement period as she claimed that a lot of the cultural confinement practices 
are “beginning to be proven by scientific evidence”. Similarly, Rini refused to 
heed the confinement rituals if they “have no scientific backing”.  
 
          Furthermore, the orang tua integrated Islamic ideas to sanction embodied 
performances that would have been otherwise considered unscientific, mystical 
and blasphemous. Ms. Idayu‟s and Mdm Salmah‟s remedy for bentan exemplifies 
this. They said that the afflicted woman should place a red hot nail into a glass of 
water and read a short Islamic incantation three times before drinking the water. 
Similarly, Diana as instructed by her grandmother, Mdm Kamisah, will be placing 
a protective pouch which includes a nail, knife and the Islamic verse, Ayat Kursi, 
below her newborn‟s pillow during the postpartum period to shield the child from 
spiritual forces. Ms. Zai, her mother Mdm Mak Nyah and also Mdm Kamisah, 
also talked about having to sit in the direction of the Kibla‟ (the direction for 
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Islamic prayer), with the right toe (the Islamic good side) resting above the left 
while lifting one‟s breasts whenever drinking the jamu. This, they argue, would 
prevent the jamu from affecting the breast milk. The notion that the mother must 
place her needs secondary to that of her child which was present in Chapter 4 and 
5 is retained during the confinement period. In contrast to this, I included Figures 
6.1 to 6.4 which are images of jamu that will allegedly help women claim back 
their slender, youthful figure that they desired. My younger informants‟ rejection 
of these products for fear that they might undermine their child‟s health, exhibits 
how they sacrificed their desire to regain their slim figure for the health of their 
children. A good mother does not consume the unsafe jamu. The older generation 
then incorporates Islamic ideas into their embodied conduct in order to justify 
their consumption of the jamu, a product seen by my younger informants as 
potentially causing harm to the child. This would thus maintain the orang tua‟s 
position not only as good Muslims but also good mothers. 
 
6.4 Of Gendered Spaces & Agentive Possibilities 
          Whenever I ask a woman in the older age group about her pregnancy 
experience, she would echo Mdm Ramlah‟s reply that she does “not recall much”. 
However, when I ask her about her confinement period, she suddenly goes into 
detail about the proscriptions and prescriptions surrounding the postpartum body. 
This is her realm. It is her job to impart knowledge on the youth. Maternity comes 
back to becoming women‟s business during the confinement period. The female 
kin is dominant in my informants‟ narratives of their confinement period. The 
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presence of the mother and mother-in-law, so rare during the pregnancy and 
childbirth stage, becomes extremely visible in my younger informants‟ narrations 
of the confinement period. The female orang tua is at the helm of the newly 
delivered women‟s postpartum experiences. This illustrates why Mdm Ramlah 
could break some of the rules of the confinement period such as not consuming 
the bitter jamu because she was staying alone with her husband. She only took it 
when her mother or mother-in-law came to visit. Similarly, Hasanah recalled with 
great humor how she would quickly strip down to her tank top and shorts and turn 
on the fan when her mother-in-law left the house only to be reprimanded to wear 
her socks, sandals, long sleeve shirt and sweater when the latter came back. Ms. 
Midah‟s narration of her relationship with her mother and daughters further 
supports my contention. She posited her dismay and sense of lost during her 
confinement period as emanating from her mother‟s refusal to attend to her during 
that time because the latter disapproved of her marriage: 
“How to follow, I don‟t know what it is. I don‟t have 
anyone to tell me what it is. My mother does not want to 
come down and help me because she does not like my 
marriage. So, I learnt from my friends through their 
experience and also my job as a nurse, I talked to my 
patients. But at least for them they have somebody to take 
care of them, they have their seniors. For me there was no 
orang tua. But with the orang tua through their rich 
experience, they will share what is permissible and what is 
not permissible. You need to sit this way, you have to 
position yourself this way like how to eat the jamu, you 
have to sit a certain way. But I just drank the jamu and 
continued to feed the baby because I didn‟t have orang tua 
to guide me. So I just followed what I learnt from my 
nursing school and because I did it in my job scope, so I 
do. But the pantang larang (prescriptions & 
proscriptions), I couldn‟t do because there was nobody. 
You need the elders. The pantang you have to follow is 
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very rigid but I do not have any orang tua at home. I 
wanted to do all of them but because there are no orang 
tua at home, I had to do everything all by myself.”  
          
         Now as a grandmother, Ms. Midah has stepped into the role of orang tua 
when her daughters delivered: 
“Definitely, I have to be there for her, support her, guide 
her and tell her what to do. I was with my daughters and 
cared for them during the confinement period. So I take 
care of the baby and mother and cook for them, teach 
them what is good and what is not good.” 
 
          In the same manner, Mdm Mak Nyah recalled how upon finding out that 
she had given birth, the female orang tua of her kampong visited her at her home. 
They then told her to “makan nasi banyak-banyak kena kuatkan badan” (eat a lot 
of rice to strengthen one‟s body) in order to be able to take care of the newborn 
and increase breast milk production. For Phua and Yeoh (2002), cultural 
impositions become more pervasive when it occurs in the domestic space. 
Analogous to this, Harvey and Buckley (2009) stated that the woman‟s female 
community is the upholder of that culture. These two arguments are pertinent in 
this context as Malay women are seen as the guardians of the domestic space 
(Carsten, 1997). Having the confinement period managed in the private arena of 
the home meant that the orang tua felt that they are now the legitimate authority 
for steering maternal women‟s embodied experiences towards following the 




          In relation to this, the body then plays the main role in justifying women‟s 
adoption or resistance towards particular confinement rituals. In many instances, 
women‟s resistance and abandonment of different practices were not simply 
because they did not believe in them. My informants also provided other reasons 
with regards to why they did not adhere to the confinement practices. A lot of the 
women point to their bodily conditions to explain why they refused to take part in 
any of the confinement rituals. The words malas (lazy), rimas (stuffy), panas 
(hot), leceh (cumbersome/uncomfortable) and selekeh (messy) were posited as 
reasons for them abandoning confinement bodily activities. Farhana, for example, 
refused to wear warm clothes because her body could not cope with the heat. She 
told me that this would interfere with her breastfeeding. Another reason was 
provided by Siti, an informant who chose to abandon the period completely. She 
explained that she had recovered and thus did not find the period, which was 
defined by my informants as a “period of recovery”, necessary. Therefore, how 
the confinement rituals aid in producing my informants‟ desired embodied 
performance as mothers determines their usability and continued saliency. 
 
         Notwithstanding this, the arguments that I made were an outcome of the 
multiple narratives of confinement that I had gathered. My informants created 
various strategies of resistance and complicity towards the confinement rituals. I 
then wondered what allowed for this numerous and varied possibilities for action? 
I found the answer in the space that the confinement period was occurring in. 
Malmstrӧm (2011) discussed how women through their resistance and complicity 
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towards social norms in their interactions with the other gender create private, 
individual spaces for themselves. I enquire whether the reverse, where space 
shapes agentive capacities, is also possible. I have discussed in Chapter Two how 
the domestic space is tied to Malay femininity (Carsten, 1997). Femininity 
privileges corporeality (Bordo, 1990). This results in the women privileging 
corporeal experiences in navigating their confinement practices. This explains 
why my younger informants were more receptive of my older informants‟ 
imparting of their experiential knowledge. The feminine space also prevents the 
creation of a paradigmatic model that dominates confinement behavior. 
Resultantly, the honoring of corporeal experiences allow for the creation of 
multiple agentive capabilities. My informants picked and chose the confinement 
practices that they feel are suitable and congruent with their desire to have an 
embodied performance reflective of a good mother.  
 
          The privileging of embodied experiences highlights how the feminine 
domestic sphere allows for a degree of flexibility in confinement practices. The 
legitimacy of these practices is based on whether it works with the women‟s very 
own corporeality. Therefore, I extend Laderman‟s opinion that the Malay culture 
acts as signposts to help women navigate through the process of matrescence. I 
argue that such “in-built flexibility” of Malay confinement practices is possible 
because they are conducted in the more democratic feminine domestic space 




          Much of the practices that my informants adopt are chosen based on a 
desire to aid them towards their goal to become good mothers. Their health is 
paramount in order for them to be able to nurture their newborn well.  The 
wellbeing of the newborn is superior. Therefore, they tend to sacrifice their needs 
and comply or resist a confinement practice in order to ensure this. Most of my 
informants expressed their aversion towards the confinement period but yet they 
were still willing to go through the phase. This was a sacrifice that they had to 
make in order to ensure that they can recover and be well enough to be good 
mothers for their children. Likewise, they saw the confinement period as a time 
when they can regain their slim, sexual self. However, they rejected some of the 
confinement practices that would help them achieve this goal, if these conflicted 
with the healthy well-being of the child. The refusal to consume jamu is an 
example of this. My younger informants willingly submit their bodies to the 
rigors of the confinement period either when they saw the efficacy of the regime 
in helping them to mother, found that the rituals did not hurt the child or did not 
hinder their maternal conduct. Consequently, like in the other phases of their 
maternal careers, the act of sacrificing their bodies was an important element in 








CONCLUSION: THE BIRTH OF THE SACRIFICING MOTHER 
 
          Laderman, Stivens and Manderson are perhaps pioneers of the research on 
Malay maternity. They discussed how adat, the state, medicine and Islam are the 
structural forces shaping Malay women‟s maternity experiences. However, they 
suggested that Malay women were not passive recipients of these impositions. As 
women‟s maternity narratives were not the focus of their research, this contention 
was not extensively elaborated. The aim of this research was then to expand on 
their suggestion by placing women‟s narratives at the heart of the study. The need 
for such a project became even more acute as Stivens and Manderson themselves 
noted how there is a need for a research that puts Malay women‟s perspectives of 
their maternal careers at the helm. By privileging their maternity narratives, I 
began to discover a distinct dimension in Malay women‟s maternal careers.   
 
7.1 Exploring Malay Women‟s Maternal Careers: The „Sacrificing Mother‟ 
         In the first chapter, I briefly explored the media discourse on Malay women. 
I detected the presence of a dominant discourse on the ideal Malay woman. She is 
a pious, obedient wife and a good mother. This was also highlighted in 
Nurhaizatul Jamila Jamil‟s (2009) study which took a more in-depth and 
extensive look at media discourses on Malay women. It was from here that I 
ventured into the literature that deal with and target Malay maternity. What I soon 
noticed from these works was how there was a dominant discourse on the ideal 
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Malay Muslim maternal woman. First, it was assumed that she is in a 
heterosexual marriage. The husband was expected to be involved in the women‟s 
maternity experience. In connection to this, she is advised to continue with her 
duties in the bedroom. However, this was to be limited if it endangered the 
welfare and safety of the unborn child. This is because the fate, good health and 
well-being of the baby are solely dependent on her. Therefore, the maternal 
woman has to subordinate her needs for the sake of her child. This includes 
reconsidering her career goals. So, although most of the literature assumed that 
the pregnant reader is a working woman, she is expected to be able to juggle 
between the roles of worker and mother whilst simultaneously always prioritizing 
the latter. The works also employed medical injunctions operated within the 
Islamic framework to buttress this ideal. The reader is provided with prescriptions 
on how to conduct her pregnant body based on medical and Islamic beliefs and 
justifications. Therefore, the reader is counseled to constantly pursue Islamic and 
medical knowledge to guide their conduct towards the ideal.  
 
          Malay Muslim women then begin their maternal career within the context 
of a dominant discourse on the ideal Malay maternal woman. It soon became 
evident as I explored my informants maternity narratives that they embraced and 
espoused this discourse on the ideal Malay Muslim mother. The accumulation of 
knowledge was not only a dimension of the ideal they heeded but was also an 
essential element in helping my informants train their embodied conduct towards 
embodying this ideal. Medicine, adat and especially Islam were the forms of 
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knowledge sought by my informants not only to explain and manage their bodily 
conduct but also to validate their embodiment. 
 
          In her research, Nurhaizatul Jamila Jamil (2009) discovered how Islam, 
adat and the state construct motherhood, wifehood and daughterhood as essential 
elements of the virtuous Malay-Muslim feminine self. She observed that her 
informants tutored their bodily conduct towards this desire. They also learnt to 
desire this ideal. She then identifies such focusing of bodily energies towards the 
ideal as proof of their agency. Such a conclusion was based on Saba Mahmood‟s 
(2001; 2005) definition of agency as modalities of action that certain relations of 
domination produce and facilitate. I have also touched upon Mahmood‟s (2001; 
2005) definition of agency in Chapter Two when discussing the nature of 
sacrifice. I outlined Mahmood‟s (2001; 2005) assertion that agency might not 
stem from a desire to subvert a dominant discourse but can be rooted from one‟s 
yearning to attach oneself to a particular discourse. Women then come to 
discipline their bodies towards meeting this desire. Such forms of embodied 
conduct manifested in my informants‟ narrations. My informants did pursue 
Islamic, medical and empathic knowledge in their attempt to regulate their 
conduct in line with the ideal. In order to train their bodily conduct towards 
following the ideal, my informants then wrested control over the ways in which 
the different structures are to be implicated into their embodied conduct. In other 
words, their agency was rooted in how they maneuvered through Islam, medicine 
and adat to produce their desired maternal conduct.  
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           What soon became evident was how the sacrificing of their bodies was a 
distinct feature of their embodied agency. In Chapter Two, I defined sacrifice as 
the intention and decision to give up one‟s bodily needs, goals and interests for 
the good of the child. By adopting Mahmood‟s (2001; 2005) definition of agency, 
I further comprehended the saliency of Hafen‟s (1999) argument about sacrifice 
outlined in Chapter Two. My informants saw their sacrificing acts as an intrinsic 
and valuable element in ensuring the success of their maternal careers. It is 
through sacrificing their maternal bodies that their agency is further unraveled. 
           
          I saw this in the pregnancy stage when some of my informants learnt to 
embraced their fattened bodies and started contemplating their career choices. 
Stretch marks became a permanent reminder of their bodily sacrifice for the 
healthy growth of the fetus. A few of my informants had to alter their diets and 
ingest foods and vitamins they hated just so that the fetuses can develop well. 
Others decided to sever the kinship and friendship ties that prevented them from 
achieving the embodied conduct of the ideal Malay Muslim mother.  
 
          Bodily sacrifice reaches its peak during childbirth. All my informants 
idolized the unassisted, vaginal birth. They eschewed medical assistance as 
experiencing the pain of labour was a fitrah wanita, a woman‟s God given natural 
ability. Those who did not go through this rite of passage have failed to become 
good mothers. They would give birth to a less than perfect, less than healthy 
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child. They will also fail in the next stage of their maternal careers. Sacrificing 
themselves through the pain of labor marks a step closer towards becoming the 
ideal Malay Muslim mother. 
 
         Upon their arrival at home with their newborns, my informants undergo the 
dreaded confinement period. They saw that period as a time when they acquired 
embodied knowledge on how to perform as a mother. Some of my informants 
wanted to go through the torturous confinement period because they saw it as a 
time for recovery from the effects of pregnancy and childbirth. By enduring this 
stage of their maternal career, my informants will be able to continue to be good 
mothers. So, some second time mothers decided to brave the rituals which they 
used to loath during their previous stint once they felt the efficacy of the rituals in 
helping them mother better. A ritual that works helped them to recover and only a 
healthy mother can care for a healthy baby. However, they also desired to return 
to their slim and sexualized self during that time. Yet, my younger informants 
chose to shelve the rituals that would aid them in achieving this goal if they saw 
them as violating the health of the baby or their ability to mother. As such, my 
informants sometimes sacrificed their needs for that of their child‟s. They picked 





          The„sacrificing mother‟ is a distinct characteristic that I extracted from the 
maternity narratives of all my informants. The term „sacrificing‟ denotes a 
continuous process that is occurring throughout my informants‟ maternal careers 
and will persist in their motherhood careers. As a verb, the term suggests the 
agency that my informants have in creating these strategies of sacrifice. 
Sacrificing their bodies was the embodied strategy they adopted towards 
becoming the ideal Malay Muslim mother. As an adjective, it implies a significant 
attribute that describes my informants. My informants saw such acts of sacrifice 
as a validation of their conduct as reflecting that of a good mother. Consequently, 
I argue that it is through embodying the sacrificing mother that the ideal, good 
Malay Muslim mother is born. 
 
          Nevertheless, I recognize that other scholars have also talked about the 
sacrifices of maternal women from other cultures. Hollan and Wellentarp (1996), 
for example, noted how Toraja women also committed acts of sacrifice as 
mothers in order to achieve an elevated status in their society. What then makes 
my informants maternal careers as „sacrificing mothers‟ distinct from that of those 
in other societies? I then refer to Phua and Yeoh‟s (2002) study of Singaporean 
Chinese women‟s maternal practices for clues. Resembling my informants, the 
Singaporean Chinese women that Phua and Yeoh (2002) interviewed referred to 
medical and cultural ideas as a guide in shaping their embodied maternal conduct. 
Akin to my observation, Phua and Yeoh (2002: 35) saw how making “sacrifices 
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for the sake of her child(ren)” was a distinct dimension in their informants 
narratives of their maternal conduct.  
 
          The researchers then expounded that these sacrifices were sometimes based 
not on a belief in the cultural or medical ideas but based on whether these acts 
would transform them into good mothers. Phua and Yeoh (2002: 35) then inform 
their readers that it is the culture that the women inhabit that defines “what 
constitutes „good motherhood‟”. Such an argument can also be made in my study. 
I argue that as Malays and Muslims, my informants adopted Islamic notions of 
what constitutes good motherhood. It is within the Islamic framework that my 
informants come to comprehend the need to conduct sacrificing acts for the sake 
of the child. All the literature that targets the Malay Muslim women which I 
reviewed in Chapter One was written to provide an Islamic perspective of 
maternity. Similarly, the online sites on Malay motherhood that I perused are 
heavily infused with an Islamic vision. Much of the discourse on Malay maternity 
adopts the Islamic framework to justify their advice for maternal women to seek 
medical, religious and empathic knowledge to explain and manage their embodied 
conduct.   
 
          Reflecting this, my informants actively sought medical and Malay cultural 
knowledge to shape their bodily conduct. Yet, some of this information was 
sometimes disregarded. The only structural element that remained constant in 
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influencing my informants‟ desires and conduct was Islam. In fact, my informants 
frequently packaged and validated the medical and cultural knowledge they refer 
to manage their bodies within Islamic terms. Stivens (2007) and Ram (1998) 
opined that Islam is the middle ground in the conflict between culture and 
medicine. Women then refer to Islam as “a framework for understanding and 
negotiating the complex and conflating demands they are under” (Ram, 1998: 
294). As such, Islam provides women with the tools to negotiate the tensions 
between a Malay tradition critical of medicalization and the desire to modernize 
(Stivens, 1998). Islam then helped to consolidate the disjuncture between cultural 
and medical knowledge by creating a unifying framework on what constitutes a 
good mother. I argue that sacrifice is the chief component of this framework. 
While medicine and cultural knowledge is used to manage and authenticate an act 
as exemplifying sacrificing conduct, Islam frames this act as a necessary element 
in achieving the status of the ideal mother. I discussed in Chapter 1 how much of 
the literature on Malay maternity told the maternal woman that she will be 
divinely rewarded for the bodily strife she went through during pregnancy and 
childbirth. Such sacrifices are thus depicted as positive within the Islamic 
discourse. Malay maternity is then packaged as an “emotionally and spiritually 
fulfilling events [sic] in a woman‟s life, and are thus conditioning women to view 
their pregnancies as intensely personal events in which they themselves take 
major responsibility and from which they gain special rewards” (Powell, 1956: 
10). This then explains why my informants‟ narrations of sacrifices were never 
made with a tinge of regret but seen by my informants as part and parcel of being 
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a good maternal woman. It is through sacrificing themselves that my informants 
are rewarded by being transformed into the heightened status of the ideal good 
virtuous Muslim mother, an ideal that Nurhaizatul (2009) observed her informants 
strove for. 
 
7.2 The Middle Class Maternal Career? 
          Nevertheless, what struck me as I explored the narrations was how 
extremely congruous they were to the media discourse on Malay Muslim 
maternity. I have elucidated in Chapter Three that the way in which I gained 
access to my informants resulted in me interviewing mostly middle class Malay 
women. So even if I am not looking from the lens of class, the desire to inhabit 
the dominant discourse could be indicative of a middle class lifestyle. Therefore, 
the concept of the „sacrificing mother‟ could be suggestive of a middle class 
phenomenon. Such an assumption was based on Stivens‟ (1998, 2007) analysis of 
the modern Malay Muslim mother. She saw how the middle class Malay mother 
is designated as the bearer of the Malay-Muslim concept of modernity.  She is 
modern, chaste and successful. She dotes on her children and husband and always 
safeguards their health and safety. Consumption is an important aspect of this 
venerated middle class lifestyle. Stivens (1998, 2007) then concluded that through 
consuming knowledge on maternity and motherhood, Malay women are able to 
transform themselves into the image of good mothers. My informants had a thirst 
for knowledge that will help them achieve their desire of becoming a good 
mother. They depended on the services of an expensive doula in addition to that 
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of a gynecologist. Some like Salena and Dijah could negotiate for favorable work 
and family arrangements. Others like Hasanah and Nur resigned from their work 
with minimal financial repercussion. These then made me question whether the 
relationship between their class status and the concept of the „sacrificing mother‟ 
is simply a correlation or a model specific to the middle class. Such a query then 
further broadens the need for future scholarship on Malay maternity. 
                     
          Additionally, although it was not my intention to look at the maternity 
experiences of middle class women, the possibility that their form of agency is 
indicative of a class phenomenon stimulates further research on how class 
influences Malay women‟s maternal careers. How does the middle class maternity 
experience then influence the maternal embodiment of those from other class 
backgrounds? Such a query was based on how I saw my younger informants‟ 
construction of the hierarchy of knowledge affected the maternity narratives of 
my older informants, some of whom belong to a lower class background. As the 
answer to this is beyond the scope of this thesis, future research projects on the 
effects of class on maternal narratives are warranted. 
 
7.3 My…. Our…. Their Maternal Career: Some Reflections 
          Finally, it was my own maternal career that first drove me to conduct a 
project exploring the maternal careers of other Malay women. At first, I found it 
easy to connect with my informants since I too came from a middle class 
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background and I too was a new mother trying to learn the ropes of motherhood 
and maternity. 
 
          I became pregnant for the second time in the midst of writing this thesis. I 
realized how much of my informants narratives had affected my second foray into 
maternity. Having possessed experiential knowledge from my first pregnancy, I 
realized how I was more relaxed in handling my second pregnancy. I did not want 
to subject my second child to the same medical intervention as my first. I 
especially wanted to limit the amount of medicine that I had to take. Taking a cue 
from Hasanah, I decided not to go to the gynecologist until I was 5 months 
pregnant. I knew what vitamins I had to take and requested my husband to buy 
them at the local pharmacy. Similar to Ms. Zai, I also wanted to control my food 
intake this time. I wanted to eat healthy. I did not want to gain as much weight as 
I did when I was pregnant with my first child. I feared that my extreme weight 
gain would this time have detrimental effects on my baby. I was even more 
prepared for the confinement period. I made sure that I followed the confinement 
rules that I frequently broke during the first encounter. I was influenced by 
Hasanah‟s claim that one‟s strict adherence to the confinement rituals would 
affect one‟s role as a mother. I got sick and had body aches often after my first 
pregnancy. I learnt my lesson. I should have heeded my mother-in-law‟s and 
mother‟s constant badgering about adhering strictly to their confinement rules. 
Additionally, I wanted to lose weight and regain my slimness. Not only would it 
boost my self-esteem, I would also be fit enough to run around with my extremely 
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inquisitive son. However, I refused their advice to drink as little water as possible. 
They said it would prevent bloating and hence helped me lose my excess weight 
but I knew it would severely reduce my breast milk content. I did not want to 
deprive my child of the nourishment that he needed. He was my main priority.  
 
          Yet, my maternity narrative also deviates from theirs. I had to go through 
two emergency C-sections. I was informed by my gynecologist that this would 
render it impossible for me to deliver vaginally in the future. I suddenly felt less 
of a woman, never having had the opportunity to feel the pain of birth. The 
conviction in which my informants felt about the noble virtues of sacrifice and 
how it is emblematic of the good virtuous Muslim mother made me feel 
disappointed. I was crushed by my bodily deficiency. I felt like a bad mother, a 
failure. It then dawned on me how several feminist studies have also exacerbated 
the silence of women‟s experiences. Some have tended to showcase the medical 
profession of obstetrics as edging out the occupation of midwifery and hence 
women‟s experiences into oblivion (see Oakley, 1984 for example). Many 
feminists argue that the uterus has been objectified by obstetricians (Crouch and 
Manderson, 1993). They romanticize the midwife as a healer who ensures the best 
for the maternal woman (Oakley, 1990). Moreover, they believe that hospital 
births administered by the obstetrician would remove the powers of the supportive 
female kin thereby creating an atmosphere of fear and tension around childbirth 
(Oakley, 1990; Roziah Omar, 1992). 
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         Supporting Oakley (1990), most of my informants embraced a natural 
conception of maternity. They were strong opponents of medicalization. As a 
result, they subjected themselves to strict pregnancy and birthing regimes. Yet, in 
doing this, they have further silenced the narratives of other women including my 
own. These other women are seen as less of a mother, less of a woman. Feminist 
methodology has helped me “acknowledge the negative and positive aspects of 
being a mother” (Letherby, 1994: 528).  As I continue to showcase my 
informants‟ stories, I am further entrenching the stories of women who choose, 
had to succumb to or are happy with having had a cesarean section or other forms 
of assisted births into the shadows. This includes my own narrative. I am also 
denying the stories of the many Malay women whose maternal careers did not 
involve a male partner. The narratives that I have included are only celebrations of 
children born out of heterosexual, middle class marriage relationships. Ironically, 
these are the type of women already championed in the Malay popular literature 
on maternity and motherhood. Spivak‟s (1988) caution came true. As we bring to 
fore the narratives of subaltern individuals, they no longer become the subaltern. 
This process results in further embedding other women in a subaltern quicksand.   
 
          However, it is also feminism that reminds me that there is no one solitary 
voice of women. The confinement period is an example of a cultural event that is 
experienced in multiple ways as evident by the diverse narratives. Mirroring this, 
Farhana informed me how “whatever you hear and what you experience might be 
different”. Shy succinctly described what most of my informants felt; “each 
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pregnancy experience is different”. Emphasis on bodily experience, made the 
women conscious of the subjective aspects of maternity. Such a standpoint that is 
based on femininity, would then allow for the possibility of opening up 
discussions on alternative maternity practices rather than rendering them forever 
silent in the Malay community. 
 
          Consequently I agree with Salzman‟s (2002) criticism of the sociological 
definition of reflexivity. He refutes the idea that only those who are in the same 
position as their informants produce valid research. He believes that valid 
research can always be obtained since researchers have “empathy, sympathy, and 
imagination” (Salzman, 2002: 808). Not having gone through the same form of 
childbirth does not mean that I am unable to understand my informants‟ 
experiences. Such a mindset would actually render my informants‟ experiences 
spurious too. They are also aware that every maternity experience is different but 
it did not stop them from gaining empathic embodied knowledge. As women they 
were able to empathize with the experiences of other women that differed from 
their own. If the point of feminist research is to use every day women‟s tools, then 
my research cannot be deemed invalid as I utilize the same tools as my informants 





          What I found were narratives of maternal careers filled with sacrificing 
performances. In their quest to become „sacrificing mothers‟, “hard work, 
vigilance and observance of strict standards of behaviour” which started out as 
“means to an end” have “subsequently become ends in themselves” (Crouch and 
Manderson, 1993: 106). My informants talk about “wanting to have an 
experience” (Diana) or how they “want my experience to be…” (Dijah) 
epitomize how the body is the locus of such sacrificing acts. It is with this concept 
in mind that I hope I have achieved in accepting Manderson‟s (1998: 27) 
invitation for a research that concentrates on Malay women‟s “maternal careers”. 
Yet, this by no means marks the end of research on Malay maternity. I have only 
carved out a space for the maternity perspectives of my informants to be heard. 
There are many more Malay women‟s maternity voices that have yet to be 
revealed. By putting emphasis on the Malay “mother as subject”, her voice, her 
“own experiences of her maternity and her relation to her child and her own 
body”, I can say with great optimism that I have opened up the space for further 
studies on Malay “maternality-for-the-mother” (Edelstein, 1992: 29). 
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Confinement Rituals  
Confinement 
Ritual 
Dietary/Physical Description Benefit 
Ganggang Physical A Woman is to cover 
herself with layers of 
blanket. She is to sit on a 
chair usually with a hole at 
the bottom. There will be a 
container filled with 
charcoal and frankincense 
or boiling water with herbs 
and spices under the chair or 
in front of her. 
Shrinks the vulva back 
to its original size, 
reduces yeast infection 
and removes body 
odour. 
Bengkung Physical A heated stone known as 
batu tengku is placed on the 
body. After that lime, sireh 
leaves or kapur (chalk) will 
be smeared on the stomach. 
The stomach will then be 
wrapped in a cloth about 8 
to 12ft long. Today, some 
women might opt for a 
girdle or tummy wrap. 
Flattens the women‟s 
stomach and shrinks the 
womb. 
Pilis Physical A jamu that is crushed into a 
pulp. Water or Eau de 
cologne is added to it to 
make a paste which is 
placed on a woman‟s 
forehead. 
Reduces headaches and 
prevents blindness said 
to be the result of 
childbirth 
Tying hair in a 
tight bun with 
a nail 
Physical This is to be done before 
applying the pilis. 
Works together with 
pilis to reduce 
headaches and prevent 
blindness 
Param Physical A jamu that is crushed into a 
pulp. Water is added to it to 
make a paste which is 
placed on a woman‟s entire 
body including arms, legs, 
stomach and chest. 
Warms the body and 
shrinks blood vessels 





Physical A tukang urat (masseuse) is 
usually called on for 3 days 
to a whole month to 
massage and attend to a 
newly delivered woman.  
The masseuse uses hot 
oil which aims to warm 
the body. She is to 
return a woman‟s uterus 
to its original position 
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and size and also reduce 
any blood clots, aches 
and pains. She is to 
remove wind from the 
woman‟s body. She 
applies the ganggang, 
bengkung, param and 
pilis to the woman. She 
might bathe the new 
born. She may cook for 
a newly delivered 
mother. 
Warm clothes  Physical Socks, sandals, long sleeve 
shirts, jackets, sweaters are 
to be worn throughout the 
confinement period. A 
postpartum woman is not 
allowed near any air-
conditioner or fan. 
It is to keep the 
woman‟s body warm. 





Physical A newly delivered woman is 
to stay at home throughout 
the 40 to 44 day period. She 
is usually not allowed to do 
any work. 
Going out would result 
in polluting the outside 
with her lochia. She is 
also prone to be bentan.  
Jamu Dietary A woman will be required 
to take several jamu which 
is either homemade or 
bought in a traditional jamu 
shop. Jamu comes in 
powder, pill, capsules and 
liquid form. The most 
popular of this jamu is 
known as ubat periuk which 
is water boiled with an 
assortment of herbs and 
spices. 
Different jamu have 
different benefits. The 
benefits include 
shrinking the vulva, 
preventing yeast 
infection, reduce body 
odour, reduce wind, and 
reduce a woman‟s 
appetite. Some jamu are 
natural laxatives that aid 




Dietary Throughout the confinement 
period, a woman eats 
freshly cooked rice and 
dried kurau fish. She is not 
allowed to drink or eat cold 
foods and drinks. The food 
tends to be flavourless as 
salt is not added to prevent 
bloating. A woman should 
restrict her water intake. 
Spinach soup helps 
increase breast milk 
content. The food 
provides a woman with 
energy to conduct her 
new role as a mother 
and also aids in helping 
her lose weight. 
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Drinking water causes 
bloating The food should be 
as dry as possible. The type 
of food eaten tends to differ 
from informant to informant 
but dried kurau fish and 
spinach soup seemed to be 
the most popular. 
 
N.B: All of the information provided about these rituals is provided by my 
informants in the older age group. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
